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ABSTRACT

This report presents work done during phase 3 of the US National Microwave
Landing System (MLS) program toward developing a computer simulation model of
MLS multipath effects, the experimental validation of the model, and the
application of the model to investigate the multipath performance of proposals
for the new approach and landing guidance system. The model was developed by

separately considering the charactertistics of the four basic elements affect-
ing system operation in a multipath invironment, i.e., airport, flight pro-
file, propagation, and system elements. This modeling approach permits the
examination of the effect on system performance of individual multipath per-
formance factors such as: (a) reflections from terrain, aircraft, buildings
with differing orientations; (b) shadowing by aircraft, buildings, and convexI
runways; (c) aircraft flight profiles and approach speeds; and (d) system
design features to combat multipath.

The first two volumes of the report presented an overview of the simula-

tion effort as well as describing in detail the propagation and MLS technique
mathematical models and their validation by comparison with experimental
data. In this volume, we describe the results of comparative simulations for
the various MLS techniques in various scenarios and analyze in detail certain
multipath performance features which were found to be significant in the

scenario simulations.

Simulation results are presented both for the common comparative scen-
arios developed by the AWOP Working Group A (WG-A) muitipath subgroup and for we

additional scenarios suggested by individual members of WG-A. Shadowing of
the MLS azimuth by taxiing and overflying aircraft is analyzed analytically,
by comparisoa of various field results and by comparative simulations.

The remainder of the report focuses on multipath performance factors
specific to various individual techniques. These include:

(I) the effects of angle data outlier tests and filtering in
the TRSB receivers

(2) the effects on the DMLS system due to the receiver AGC,
receiver motion-induced -Doppler shifts, and the use of

commutated reference systems, and

(3) acquisition/validation algorithms for all three tech-
niques.

The report concludes with a summary and suggestions for future work.

Part I of this volume consists of Chapters I through IV; Part II contains
Chapters V through VILL and the appendices.
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V. EFFECTS OF SLEW RATE LIMITING IN TRSB RECEIVERS

A. Introduction

The MLS, as embodied in the various states' system proposals evaluated by

ICAO, is an example of a class of systems which is commonly encountered in

many areas of comminication and control, especially radio-navigation - multi-

rate sampled data system. The multirate property is inherent in the capa-

bility of the system to make raw measurements at a rate exceeding the user's

requirements for output data. In this situation, it is customary to use

techniques of data processing/reduction to refine the raw estimates before the

presentation to the user.

In particular, the excess data rate at the input permits incorporation of

data editing procedures which can eliminate or otherwise preprocess individual

-l data points which seem to be highly at variance with the character of the

adjacent data. In certain statistical literature, these are known as outlier

rejection tests. These have had application within the several national MLS

programs, and it is within this general context that the specific problem

studied in this report is introduced.

Figure 5-1 shows an editing structure representative of those employed in

versions of the U.S. TRSB receiver. Possible options for feedback are also

indicated. The specific editor used is a slew rate limiter, which is a non-

linear device that truncates a data point at some limiting value if the data

deviates sufficiently far from a predicted, or reference, level. In the Phase

II receiver, the limiter was placed ahead of the filter; no post-filter pro-

ceasing was performed. The rationale for the limiter-before-filter config-

uration is primarily to prevent the propagation of anomalous values (resulting

5-1 '
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from things such as momentary equipment failures or adjacent channel interfer-

ence, e.g., C-band weather radar pulses) through the relatively narrow-band

filter wherein their effects would persist for too long a time. Secondarily,

it provides a measure of immunity to short duration, high intensity multipath

perturbations ("bright flash"). It is not difficult to design configurations

which achieve reasonable success in both objectives; unfortunately, some of

these designs also have potentially objectionable susceptibility to bias

errors from lower level, persistent multipath returns. In the Phase II re-

ceiver, truncation limits were selected in accordance with the maximum rates

of air-frame motion over the relatively short (e.g., 25 msec in ELI) raw data -

period rather than with regard to any multipath-related criteria.

The opposite configuration, limiter-after-filter, represents what has

been utilized in the TRSB Phase III receivers. Generally speaking, this

arrangement is intended to provide the outlier capability of the former with-

out dragging along its multipath bias susceptibility.

The general data editing structure has not, to our knowledge, undergone

any systematic study within the MLS realm. This is unfortunate in that there

it probably harbors some reasonable compromise solutions, ones which could be

available to virtually all the competing techniques as well as to related non-

MLS areas such as landing monitors and surveillance. It is not the purpose of

this chapter to fully address that general task; what is presented in the

following is a rather detailed investigation of the Phase 1I slew

limiter/filter combination and some of its variants. It is felt that the

results have implications reaching beyond the specific designs studied and

are, therefore, useful in forming a basis upon which to attack the more gen-

eral problem.
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B. TRSB Phase It Data Processing

Prior studies of the TRSB data processing have concentrated on the multi-

path performance of the dwell gate processor used for determining beam arrival

time. Analytic and experimental studies have produced a reasonably good

understanding of the multipath bias and rms errors in the linearly filtered

output. Outlier performance is directly deducible from the impulse response

of the filter.

The Phase II receiver incorporated a nonlinear slew rate limiter at the

input which adjusted the input data in the direction of the most recent fil-

tered output in the event that the two differed sufficiently. The objectives

were to largely eliminate outliers before they could propagate through the

filter and to attenuate the oscillatory errors associated with high scalloping

rate multipath.

The Phase II data confirmed the predicted outlier performance of the slew

rate limiter. However, it also became obvious that a second look at multipath .

performance was needed. Both the experimental and comparable computer simula-

tion data showed error waveforms not explainable by previously known re-

sults. In particular, a sizable bias error appeared when (i) the individual

elevation scan errors themselves were large (relative to the slew limit), and

(ii) the scalloping frequency was well above 5 Hz. In such cases, we have

found that single scan static error results together with classic motion

averaging theory (see e.g., Chapter 5 of Ref. (28]) cannot adequately describe

the overall performance of the highly nonlinear dynamic system composed of the

slew rate limiter followed by a low-pass (10 rad/sec cutoff frequency) digital

filter.*

5-4
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A principal objective of this chapter is to explain the error behavior of %

the Phase II receiver and to quantify the error magnitudes for various multi- 5

path conditions. Section B reviews the error behavior of the standard dwell .-

gate processor (without slew limiting), presenting some newly obtained refine- "

ments (derived in Volume II of this report) of previous results. Section C

describes the Phase II- limiter-before-filter configuration and shows that the

key to understanding its multipath performance lies in curves of error as a

function of rf phase for fixed separation angle and multipath/direct amplitude

ratio.

Slew limiting either the state or the output of the first-order linear

filter has been proposed as a solution to the bias problem, and some aspects .

of that arrangement are studied in Section D. Outlier rejection capability of

these new configurations is also treated there.

Section F summarizes the conclusions of the study and draws upon them to

make some suggestions for studies in the area of raw data editing as it ap-

plies to the TKSB Phase III receivers.

C. Single Scan Multipath Error for a TRSB Dwell Gate Processor

For the purpose of studying in-beam multipath error, it is adequate to

model the scanning beam antenna pattern as having Gaussian shape, i.e.:

-kx2P(x) e k 2 n 2 1.386

•The MLS Phase III receivers have the slew limiter at the output of a predic-

tive (a,$) low pass filter. Comments on the Phase III receiver are in
Section E.
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where x is angular displacement in beamwidths. Expressions for mean, rms, and

peak-to-peak errors are presented below. These are given as functions of

relative multipath amplitude p, separation angle 8 (BW), and nominal threshold

crossing points *v (BW).* The derivations, given in Appendix E of Volume II,

-k02take into account terms through squared order in the variable v - pe

Previous results of this type [28] only retained terms through first-order in

n and consequently were incapable of obtaining the bias result:

223 k snh kv [inh 2kv.
(bias): e 1 k P e hkv8 cosh 2k + 1

(5-1)

21 -kS2 sinh 2kv8 52)"O

(rms): ae F 2 p 181 e 2kvB (5-2)

2
(peak-peak): e - 2p li eke2  sinh 2kv 8 (53)

pp 12kv(5-3)

For small separation angles, the bias term is:

- 2 ~3 -2k62
e 0.34 p 0 e (5-4)

We note in particular the 03 dependence on angle, since this will be

contrasted to the result obtained using slew-limiting. The rms error formula

is identical to the one obtained from the first-order analysis; no new terms

Beamwidths (BW) are measured at the -3 dB points in the waveform. Typical
values in the MLS application range from 0.5* to 3.0.

5-6
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appear in the extension. The same is true of the peak-to-peak error, although

with the aid of the higher order error vs. phase formula, more accurate ex-

pressions for the positive and negative peak errors have been obtained.

D. Phase II Slew Limiter Phenomenology

First, we briefly review the mode of operation of the Phase II slew rate

limiter insofar as it affects the resulting angle estimates. The procedure

is as follows:

(1) the angle estimate, On, for the n-th to-fro scan pair is
compared to the last smoothed angle estimate, 0 sn-r

(2) if the single scan estimate differs from the smoothed
estimate by more than the slew limit e, the single scan
estimate is truncated to a value 8' which consists of a

n
step of c in the direction of the difference
(e- ), i.e.,

n s,n-1

0 ; l -o j>e (5-5)-n n s1 8,n-1....
Os n_ + € sgn (en - e ) ; le -e £ (5-6) -. :

s en-( n s,n-I 1n s,n-I

(3) the smoothed estimate is updated using 6'; e.g., for the first-order

low-pass filter

e (I-a) ) + ze' (5-7)
sn sn-- n

We ignore here the confidence counter associated with the slew rate limiter,
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The truncation level c is 1/sec - data rate, for example, 9.025* for eleva-

tion.

In Fig. 5-2, we have plotted 0' as a function of 0 * A key to under-
n n

standing the operation of the slew limiter is to observe that when 6 has -.
n

large oscillations (i.e., >> e) about 6 , as illustrated in Fig. 5-3, the slew ..

rate limiter acts very'much like hard limiter with output values e C e.

Note that the dynamics, Eqs. (5-5) through (5-7), can be rewritten in

terms of estimation errors rather than the estimates themselves and the form A.-

is unchanged. Just define en - 6n- 0o' where 80 is the direct signal angle,

and similarly define the other error variables to get

en ; en - s,n-1 '' ? '

e (1-a)e + a (5-8)e8,n s,n-1.""'-''.:..

e s,n-1 + sgn (en - e s,n- i otherwise

Thus, the comments made above about the hard limiting of the estimates apply

equally well to the errors. If, then, the estimate 0 were fixed, then the

long term statistics of the errors in the slew-limited raw data, under the

assumption 'of large errors (>> c), would be S

T _ e + £ (P -P (5-9)

0 8 +

I~ ,1(P P) (5-10)
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where

P + fraction of time e>e (5-11)

P - fraction of time e < e (5-12)

The direct effect of the slew limiter is evident in that the results do not

depend on the magnitude of the deviations of en from 0 , but only on then s,n-1

time exceedance characteristics. In Appendix E of Volume II, it is shown that
the time exceedance parameter ( - P_) can be approximated as follows:

2 e-2kO2 sinh 4kv - E
p+2 -1- 4kv (5-13) .

W 2
-ke sinh 2kvOPlee 2kvB

where E is the comparison level (which is e for the slew rate limiter).

If the multipath is of short duration, we may assume that any initial

error in the smoothed estimate is negligible (e s W 0), and that the statis-

tics of a single scan slew limited error are [using Eq. (5-13)]

2 -2ke 2 ,sinh 4kv.

-r = sin P - -) (5-14)

-k 2 rinh 2 kvPee 2kvB

-o°2°.'

e _ sin (pe k 2 cosh 2kvO] (5-15)

5-10
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This mean error result can be compared to the bias error given earlier in

Eq. (5-4) as f ollows. Recall that the assumption here is that the raw scan

errors are generally >> s. Then the same must certainly be true of the peak

error, which can be approximated by taking half the peak-to-peak error given

in Eq. (5-3):

2
c(<<e p 1/2 e pp I0Iek9 (5-16)-

Using this in Eq. (5-14), linearizing the sin-' efunction and overbounding

the cosh factor by its small argument Gaussian approximation (cosh x exs /2

A-
yields:

le' << 0.637 pIe (-k+k61)e (5-17)

as compared to the bias of

2 3 -M 2,.-

e -1.39 p 0 e~ (5-18)

The angle factor in (5-17) is larger than that in (5-18) for 0 < 1 and greater

for 6 > L, but since (5-17) is an upper bound, it is apparently safe to con- -

clude that there is no great worsening of the bias due to slew limiting short

duration multipath.

The standard deviation is greatly decreased f rom what it would have been

without the limiter, as the following shows:

5-11



£k PjBee -2a (5-19)e e

For an estimate of what effectively constitutes "short duration," let us

look at the tracking equation on the assumption that there is a slew violation

on every scan:

.. •

e sn -(1-a) e s...1 + aS [e sn-I + c sgn (e n -e 1 ) ~.

4,,.

.'..

e +.. Ia csgnCe -e )(5-20)

For high enough scalloping rates, sgn (e n e eiw will essentially be a

e =(l-) e + [%n s,n-

sequence of binary random variables with probabilities P+, P- (having the

statistics derived from Eqs. (5-14) and (5-15)). Thei, Eq. (5-20) says that

the smoothed output is the sum (note, not the average) of the previous scan

errors. Thus, if the multipath started at scan 1,

a 'a E /- (5-21)
S ,n

Thus, the "short duration" analysis holds as long as the standard deviation of

the smoothed output is still small relative to the peak error, i.e.,

2

n << - (5-22)

- Subsequently, we rederive the condition on n by a different means and obtain a

more precise result.

5-12
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From the above, we conclude that the slew rate limiter is quite effective

at reducing transient errors due to "bright flash" multipath.

For long duration, high amplitude multipath, the situation is somewhat

different. The smoothed output will have time to transition to a steady state

mode in which it oscillates about an equilibrium value such that P+ - P= O,

that is, the errors exceed the equilibrium value half the time and are less

than it half the time. Equation (5-13) directly yields an expression for this

slew equilibrium point:

= 2 8 -2kO2 (sinh 4kvO (5-23',ese p Be (5-23) ""

slew e4kvO

A second way to obtain this value is to note that since error vs. phase (4) is
.°..

a function of cos *, it is symmetric about both 0 * O° and = 1800 (see Fig.

5-4). Further, the function is monotone over (0° , 1800). Then the regions of

"above equilibrium" and "below equilibrium" will be centered around 0* and

1800. Alternatively, the demarcation between them occurs at * - 900, 2700,

implying that the slew rate limiter equilibrium value is merely the static

error evaluated at 90* differential phase. This value can be shown to be

identical to (5-23):

V2

28e -2k 6 82.nh4-)-
e(900) Pvi =esle (5-24)4kvB eslew i!i:

Comparison with the other results is easily made. From Eq. (5-17) we see

that the slew equilibrium is much greater than the short multipath bias.

Using Eq. (5-4) we see that:
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2 ,

eslew e (5-25)

so that for small separation angles there is an appreciable increase in bias.

Figure 5-5 contains plots of the slew equilibrium point vs. separation

angle for several multipath levels. The values were obtained from the Lincoln

Laboratory TRSB simulation by fixing the multipath phase at 90°. Evaluations

of Eq. (5-24) are included to check the accuracy of the formula. It is seen

that the formula is quite accurate for all separation angles up to -4 dB

multipath. For levels of -3 dB and above, we observe a phenomenon discovered

in earlier TRSB studies, which is that the bias error tends to increase almost

linearly and suddenly drops rapidly to zero. The explanation is that since

the multipath level exceeds the dwell gate threshold level, the trailing edge

threshold crossing displaces linearly with separation angle until the separa-

tion is large enough to cause a double hump characteristic in the envelope.

When the dip in the hump goes low enough to cross the threshold, the trailing

edge crossing snaps back to near its nominal value, cutting the error almost

to zero.

This same phenomoneon is seen in Fig. 5-6 which plots the above data in

the opposite manner, i.e., error vs. multipath amplitude for fixed separation

angle. The p2 behavior for small p is clearly evident. When the separation

angle becomes large (> 1.0°), the slew bias takes a large leap upward at the

threshold level, p = -3 dB.
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The first and second-order statistics of the filter output errors as a

function of time can be found from the procesing equation (5-20). The result

for the mean is

2 n
e (i - 2cze, .
s,n ire s,o

P

+ p2 e-2k82  sinh 4kvO [I (1 2a) (5-26)

p

where e is the initial filter state before the onset of multipath (p,e).
8,0

The equation above shows how the filtered output transitions exponentially

from the initial state to the slew bias level, i.e., lime A e = eslew.
s,n s,- slew*

The time constant n o (in scans) of the transition is found by writing the

exponential term thus:

n -n/n
( -) e (5-27)

e-

n a < ; e (5-28)
2ae "" p

7re
p

Compare this with the condition given previously (5-22) for "short duration"

multipath and note that the new result yields a smaller time constant. As an

example, consider the case p - -10 dB, e 0.5* for a BS W 1.00 system and

-3 dd threshold, i.e., v - 0.5. Equation (5-3) predicts a peak error

ep- 0.120. For the elevation slew limit c = 0.0258 and smoothing parameter

a 0.22, corresponding to the 10 rad/sec filter, we get no  34 scans =

850 msec. The slew bias for this example is found to be

5-18 IL
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- 0.035 8 (5-29)
S

Vtt

The equation for the mean squared error is somewhat more complicated. it ..- '

can be shown by a Markov process analysis that the steady state value of the

error is

^2 -2 "
e A lia e

-' n--o s,n

iraxe e- + (5-30)
e 4 5,C

where e denotes the steady state slew bias error given by (5-23) or

8,-

(5-24). The first term in (5-30) is the steady state variance:

02 7rac e
0 4c (5-31)

For the numerical example given above

a-0.023* (5-32)

as it does not affect the angle estimates.

*Using the error propagation equation

e s, n  es,n I + a E Zn

where

e - smoothed estimate, n-tn scan
en - raw estimate, n-th scan
C- slew limit (per scan)
a smoothing constant in the filter
Zn - egn (en - es,n-) is at high scalloping rate an independent random

5-19
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Input F i FIlter slwOutput

(a) Linliter withine feedback loop

Input - Fitr- SlwOutput
LimiterLimiter

(c) Li i ter before f ilIter (q;.11)

Fig. 5-7. Slew limiting at filter output or input.
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and the total ras error is 0.0420.

When the slew limiter is not ,-qed, then

e -(1-a)e +ae (5-33)

* s,n sn-1 n (5-33)

-/

which has the steady state expected values

e ine A e (5-34)
s,n - n

and

2 a a 2 -- "
a -e o (5-35)s,m 2-ct...

i.e., the filter has no effect on the bias.

E. Slew Rate Limiter at Filter Output

In this section, receivers which slew rate limit at the filter output are

studied. As before, the analysis here assumes a first-order filter, but it is

hoped that the results may provide intuitive insight into the behavior of

, higher order filter/limiter combinations as well.

Two configurations are possible, depending on whether the internal feed-

back of the slew-limited variable precedes or follows the limiter. These two

options are shown in Fig. 5-7 (along with the limiter-before-filter arrange-

ment) and are considered in turn below.
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a. Slew Rate Limiter Within Feedback Loop

L et e represent the previous (slew-limited) output or state of the
s'n-i

filter. It is determined as follows. The new data input 0 is linearly
n

filtered to yield a preliminary state estimate e :-'sen
i .. 4.-

6 (1-) + a (5-36)
s,n sn-l n

The final state estimate is found by slew limiting 6 :
< ,n

6s,n :Jsn s'nI " "

s,n el + E sgn(6 - ' n) ; otherwise
sn-I s,n s n-I(5-38).

If the input variations are sufficiently small, the filter will operate in

its linear region as given by (5-37) with e' = e for all n. On the

sn-I s,n-1

contrary, if there is a slew violation on the n-th scan, the output is given

by the bottom equation in (5-38).

Note that the slew test can be rewritten as follows, using (5-37):

10 e' 1 < c < IO - ae < C (5-39)-'-

sn s,n-I n s,n-1

19- e' < C/an s'n-I1

The latter form shows that the slew test is identical to the one used when

limiting on the raw input data, except that the effective slew limit has

become c/a rather than c (compare with Eqs. (5-5) and (5-6)). Furthermore,

the output equations in the two cases are identical under the same transfor-

mation of slew limit. What we have shown is that slew limiting at the output

of a first-order filter with limit c is exactly equivalent to limiting at the

5-22



input with the (larger) limit Lda as long as the slew limited state variable

is fed back in the recursive filter equation. Thi- implication is that the

smoothing which occurs in the filter permits use of a smaller limit value than

would have been required at the input to achieve the same effect. Thus,

limiting the state variable amounts to no more than an alternate realization

of slew limiting at the input for a first-order filter.

b. Slew Rate Limiter Outside Feedback Loop (as in Phase III TRSB Re-

ceiver)

In this configuration, the slew limiting is aipplied to the linear filter

output sequence and its outcome does not influence the filtering. The newly

filtered output is compared to the previous output of the slew limiter and the

slew test is made on their absolute difference. The equations are

83 a) (1 + ) a9 linear filter output (5-40)

no slew (5-41)
5 ,n

0' + c sgn(O -of slew
s'n-1 s'n s,n-1

the slew test being

no slew

l•en." ,-n £ (5-42)

slew

As was done for the previous case, the slew test equation can be rewritten

in another form using (5-40):
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les s -I1 - esn-i) +  -(1 (es,ni - >,n-i) .
(5-43) : :i

Equation (5-43) shows that if there were no slew violation at time (n-I), the

test at time n would be

n sn- c/ (5-44)

which is identical to the slew test derived in Eq. (5-39) for the case in

which the limiter is within the feedback loop. If there was a violation at

(n-I), there will be a bias applied to the test variable a(O - 8' ) which
n s,n-1

is proportional to the discarded difference in the previous slew truncation.

This discarded difference can be expanded further in terms of variables n-2,

etc., but the procedure does not seem to lead to a particularly useful expres-

sion for the test variable. Just by examining (5-43) above, however, we can

clearly see that this slew limiter has behavior different from the other two

types considered.

One way to evaluate this limiter is to look at its effectiveness at

outlier suppression, which can be done by computing the impulse response. Let

the filter input sequence consist of an impulse of magnitude AE at n-0 and

zeros elsewhere, and assume that A is large, specifically A >> a The

filter output sequence [the solution of Eq. (5-40)] will be

8 = Aa(l -n)n C (5-45)
-,n
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The first output will have value Aac, which generates a slew violation and

causes the observed output to be limited to c (it is assumed that both the

filter and slew limiter are quiescent at n - 0). The slew limiter output will

continue to increase linearly in steps of c until the exponential series in

(5-45) decays to within e of the limiter output. Let n = N be the time at

which this first occurs;

U < A(I a)Nc - (N + l)C < C (5-46)

or

0 < Aa( -a)N -(N + 1) < 1 (5-47)

After time N, the slew limiter will be able to follow the exponential,

provided that its slope is small enough. The change in the exponential from

time N to N+l is

'.4'°

'4 2,N+l - , - Aa (1 - e) (N + 1) ae (5-48)

The approximation in (5-48) makes use of the defining relationship for N,

(5-46). Evidently, the increment can have magnitude either smaller or greater

than c, depending on the value of A. If the slope magnitude exceeds c at time

N, the negative-going exponential will cause slew violations; the limiter

output will decrease linearly until it again catches the exponential a second

time. When the slope at the first intersection is small enough, the limiter

follows from there on without slew violations. Figure 5-8 illustrates both

possibilities.
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Filter imipulse response

Slow limiter output
C-
E

CE

I I n

N N

(a) Large slope at intersection

Filter impulse response

Slew limiter output

U 9-
n

N

(b) Small slope at intersection

Fig. 5-8. Input and output waveforms for case of limiter outside
feedback loop.
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A way to calibrate this performance is to answer the following ques-

tion: For fixed a and e, what is the largest outlier amplit-,de that will not

cause the slew limiter output to exceed a specified level? Suppose the output

is not to exceed Ve. This essentially defines the time point N at which the

linear and exponential curves first interact:

N - V -1 (5-49)

A.

The outlier amplitude A which causes the intersection at time N is found by

solving the approximate intersection equation [obtained from (5-47)]

N
Ac(1 -a) (N + 1) (5-50)

i.e., =__-

A V (5-51)
(l - - -

An outlier of Ac deg can be tolerated.

Figure 5-9 shows a graph of Eq. (5-51) from which some interesting con-

clusions can be drawn. For a slew limit e = 0.0250 (corresponding to the EL

system limit rate of 1.00/sec), the output error will not exceed 0.05* until

the outlier amplitude exceeds 0.53. Decreasing the limit by a factor of 4

(the ac "output" value equivalent to c - 0.0250 at the input for the configu-

ration considered earlier) provides rejection of outliers up to 1.5% . opening

up the limit decreases the outlier rejection capability somewhat. Note that

if a larger maximum error (e.g., 0.10) can be tolerated, the allowable outlier

amplitude increases greatly (almost 300 rather than 1.50 for the case just

5-27
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cited). Based on the outlier rejection above, then, one concludes that the

use of relatively small slew limits at the output is appropriate.

The smaller the slew limit, however, the longer the strip of slew viola-

tions which occur during outlier recovery. It is undesirable to have too many

consecutive unidirectional slew violations, which could cause the receiver to

lose lock even though the system has almost recovered to accurately tracking

the direct signal. We shall demonstrate below that the outlier amplitudes

required for unlock are typically far too large to be of any real concern.

The approach in this analysis is similar to tnat taken above, that is,

the smallest outlier amplitude which will cause unlock is calculated. Let N

be the number of consecutive slews required for unlock. Referring to Fig.

5-8, we see that N* slews can occur for an exponential which initially crosses

the slew output with a slope too steep for the limiter to track and subse-

quently intersects it again at time N* The first intersection occurs at time ____

N, which is determined by noting that the initial and final values of the

triangle are 1 and Aa(l - a) , respectively, and that its slope (in units of

multiples of the slew limit) is *1 on the two segments. Consequently,

N- [AO( +N(N 1) (5-52)
w2

Since the final value of the exponential is positive, we can underbound it

by zero to get

N 1

N > N- (5-53)
2...
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A second bound on N is found from the condition that the slope is too large at

time N. From Eq. (5-48), we find that the slope condition is

(N + )a > 1 (5-54)

i.e., --:

> -1 (5-55)

For typical values of N and a in the MLS application, (5-53) usually repre-

sents the tighter constraint. By inspecting the graph, it is easy to see that

the smallest amplitude exponential which satisfies the conditions is one for

which N " (N*-1)/2. Solving Eq. (5-52) for the amplitude which produces the

intersection at time N yields

A - N +1 (5-56)

2a(I-a) (N -1)/2

It remains to be verified that this amplitude yields a final value for the

exponential which is near or below 1, or else the result is not consistent

N -1 !--
with the assumption that N N - The final value corresponding to the

choice of A in (5-55) is

* * *.'':?

Ac(1 - N N +I (N +1/2= ---a) (I - ) (5-57)
- 2 (

which has a maximum value of

max N +1 ( (N +1)/2

N 1 0 1 (5-58)

e n
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For a > 0.308, the maximum never exceeds 1, which assures that the approxima-

tion is valid for the TRSB azimuth case. For EL (a - 0.25), the maximum is

1.28, which is also adequate to verify that (5-53) is a good approximation for

the present use.

The TRSB receiver will unlock on one second's worth of consecutive slew

violations, which for AZ is essentially N* - 13. For the AZ filter (a - 0.5),

(5-56) gives A - 1792, which is very large (134.40 for c - 0.0750 /scan). In

EL, the number is even larger. Thus, the use of small slew limits at the -"

output should not be expected to cause loss of track conditions as a price for

good suppression of short transients... -

F. Conclusions/Extensions

The analyses and simulation experiments reported in this chapter demon-

strate the effect of introducing slew limiting at various points in a first-

order tracking filter such as was used in the Phase II TRSB receiver. Two

situations are of primary concern: (1) high level multipath reflections which

are persistent and have a scalloping frequency well above 5 Hz, and (2) fast

outlier transients due either to multipath or equipment malfunction. The

major findings about these are summarized below. -

... :.

1. Persistent Multipath

(i) Slew limiting the raw data at the input to the smooth-
ing filter can introduce a p2 bias error which exceeds
the bias error expected from a dwell gate processor.
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(ii) Placing the limiter at the filter output (but still
within the feedback loop) does not fundamentally change
the situation. It is shown that this case is fully
equivalent to the configuration discussed in (i), but
with a different equivalent slew limit. Specifically,
limit e at the input is equivalent to a (smaller) limit

ce at the output, where a is the filter constant.

(iii) The multipath performance of slew limiting outside the
feedback loop was not evaluated in this study.

2. Outlier Rejection

(i) Slew limiting at the filter input is an effective means
of outlier suppression because it eliminates large
excursions before they can propagate through the fil-
ter.

(ii) The configuration having the limited output feed back
into the filter is identical to Case (i) under the same

transformation of slew limit stated above. Thus, the

two have identical outlier capability.

(iii) If a slew limiter follows the filter and a sufficiently
small slew limit is used, the resulting processor can
have a good outlier rejection without engendering a
receiver unlock due to a long string of slew viola-
tions.

None of the techniques under discussion has been exhaustively treated

either here or elsewhere in the MLS literature. In this chapter, various

problem areas have been discovered, pointing out the need for further work.

Based on the present study, the Phase III receiver use of a second-order Oro

tracker with slew limiting at the output seems to represent a desirable com-

promise between multipath bias and outlier rejection.

These results do impact on points raised in the introduction where a more

general data processing/reduction problem is considered. The conclusions of

the present study suggest that a combination of input and output limiting

probably provides the best overall design when both transient and persistent

error sources are present.
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VI. UNIQUE D0LS MULTIPATH PERFOR.MACE ISSUES

Several multipath performance issues were unique to the DMLS technique as

a consequence of

(1) multiplicatively combining the array and reference signals to yield

the signal analyzed, and

(2) using a frequency code to represent angle.

In this section, we analyze in depth several of these issues which were dis-

cussed in Volume II and/or the preceding chapters of this report. The first

Section A deals with the effects of a time varying AGC gain on the effective

DMLS antenna patterns. It is shown that significant pattern variations do

occur, but that the principal angle error effect is to increase the effective

sidelobe level.

The next two sections examine the "reference" and array scalloping ef-

fects which arise from receiver motion induced Doppler shifts to the reference

and array signals, respectively. Section B considers reference scalloping

which yields inbeam multipath signals in most situations where multipath is

encountered. Previously reported results [41] are extended to consider the

impact of scan sequence on the resultant error. Section C considers array

scalloping in which the array signal effective multipath angle is altered by

receiver motion induced Doppler to such an extent that an angularly out of

beam multipath signal becomes inbeam in frequency code.

Section D is concerned with a DMLS growth feature "lateral diversity"

which utilizes the multiplicative receiver processing to obtain directivity in

the horizontal plane as a means of reducing inbeam elevation multipath from

6-1% ~%%%, ~ ~ ** .. ~* % .. *.*....*..*"*.* ,°
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vertical surfaces (e.g., building walls). Section E presents some comparative

scenarios which relate to the issues discussed in the preceding sections. The

final discussion considers the potential impact of the various factors on the --

use of DMLS in the anticipated MLS multipath environment.

A. Effect of Time-Varying AGC Gain on the Effective DMLS Antenna

Patterns

The DMLS receiver calculates its angle estimates by forming sum and

difference filter outputs and dividing the difference output by the sum out-

put, in a manner similar to radar monopulse processing. The sum and differ-

ence filters are realized by digitally correlating the received signal with

internally generated sinusoids at the tracked frequency. The correlation

products are weighted by Taylor coefficient time tapers which are designed to

reduce the effective sidelobes.

At the same time, however, the received signal is passed through an

automatic gain conrol (AGC) circuit in order to prevent the incoming signal

from lying outside the range of the receiver's A/D converter. The AGC gain

can vary significantly during the correlation period, thus imposing an unde-
p

sired additional time taper on the received data.

In this section, we will look at some of the effects of time-varying AC.

gain. The reader is referred extensively to Volume II of this report, Sec-

tions III and IV, for the basic equations and notations which we have used to

describe the operation of the DMLS receiver.

As shown in Eqs. (11.4-1) to (11.4-11), the sum and difference filter

outputs on the nth scan, r(n), A(n), can be evaluated in the form

6-2
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E =n ij J pRpl Hr [d(n) , wt-, (n)] expjl[-,d(n)oil)(,~n

A(n)- P- RPy o~ ' 1H [d(nl,,,_n- (n)] exp. [-d(n)oajn H(,,l)::::
1-0 J-0 (6-2)

where the sum and difference filter frequency responses are evaluated as '..-.

starT 8 yk)(W) - e (-Wtk  (6-3)

En2(t k ) /R..

Hr- Mk~ MR

1- n I

8 r (k) ep"tn sinwT A_____ 63JsinH 8 slT 2 expj(-wtk) (6-4)

k-l En (tk)/Rn

tk -(2k-9) T, k 1 1, 2,...,8 (6-5)

In these equations, r-(k) and rA(k) are the Taylor coefficient time tapers,

16T is the total correlation time, En(t k)/R n are the AGC factors, P1 and pj

are the angle and reference signal multipath amplitudes, d(n) = *1 denotes the

scan direction, w i n and a ijn are the cross-product frequencies and phases,

W (n) is the tracked frequency, and H(*) is the magnitude of the sector filter
t

frequency response.

We notice that the effect of the time-varying AC factors is to modify

the Taylor weights in the calculation of the filter responses H(.), (. to

the cross-product frequencies wi.in" Thus, it is instructive to examine the

behavior of these frequency response functions under conditions of constant

and varying AGO gain.

6-3
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In the absence of AGC variations (E-2(tk)/Rn 1), the sum and difference

filter frequency responses are independent of scan number n and may he calcu-

lated as

)  sinwT 8 -jw(2k-9)T
Hw r (k) (6-6)

snT 8 e-jw(2k-9)T
JHA() , siuT . rA(k) e (6-7) -

WT k-i
Because the Taylor weights rE(k), AA(k) have even and odd symmetry, respec-

tively, around midacan (i.e., rz(k) - rr(9-k), rA(k) - -rA (9-k)), HEW) and

%(W) are both real; RE(w) is even, and HA(M is odd. Figures 6-1 and 6-2 .

show the assumed uniform AGC factors, F2the sum and difference%

Taylor weights rE(k), rA(k), and the resulting sum and difference filter

frequency responses HE(w), HA(w). We note that at the highest sidelobes,

Hz(w) 0.05 and 1HA(w)i 0.05, i.e., -26 d with respect to IHE(l - 1.

The frequency responses that result from non-uniform AGC gain may be

written in the form

n( w inT rz (k) (6-8)

8n M(w sinwT rn M e-jw(2k-)T

k=l ''h:.

- --4od -r-ofl

siwT kw2ki)

where the effective time tapers rn(k), rn(k) are defined by

r,(k)
n(tk)/R (6-10)

E~~ n. (t )R_
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nke(6-11)S(tk) REn ( k )/ n  ':--.-

The AGC factors are evaluated from Eq. (11.3-46) as

E-2 (t)/R R y(t)12 + 4 1 (6-12)

where yn t)is the received reference signal and {y (t) are coherent sums

over subgroups of angle signal components with frequency differences clustered

within the passband (3 kHz) of the lowpass filter in the AGC feedback loop.

Using (11.3-32), (11.3-33), (11.3-39), (11.3-40), and (11.3-43), we evaluate

Iyn(t)1 2 and y"(t) 2,

2 R2  j((W -W )t + - 2

y(t) R p e in On in O (6-13)

£ 22it eJr(Wi -W )t + (0 ..%-
W~t P n On 0O (6-14)

,: A n

nwhere w in' Win) in' are the frequencies and phases of the ith angle and
in #-"-

reference signal components, and n is the set of angle signal components
tn

contributing to yn(t). Because of the reference-to-array emphasis factor (R =

2.2 for azimuth, R = 4.47 for elevation), the reference signal term lYn(t)1 2

usually dominates the calculation of En(t)/Rn, except in the case of a deep

reference signal fade under phase conditions which cause the sum of complex

exponentials in (6-13) to nearly vanish.

We will now confine our attention to the usual situation for reference

scalloping aultipath, i.e., a single multipath component which is well out of

6-7
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beam. In this case, the angle signal components are separated by more than

3 kHz. Thus, each yn(t) consists of a single term and the angle signal

contribution to the AGC factor is not subject to fading.

MY(t)2  = R2  o + pl eJXn(t) 12 (6-17)

where the linearly time-varying phase factor Xn(t) is defined by

X (t) "( n - n t + ( n - 0 ) (6-18) .: -

(w1nun In On

The rate of change of Xn(t), Win- un' is essentially independent of n (see

Is
Eq. (11.3-35)) and is termed the reference scalloping frequency w Thus,

Eq. (6-18) may be re-written in the form

(6-19)Yn(t) =Xn(°) + w1 t.'-.'

Finally, by applying (11.3-37) to calculate ( 0n  ) we note that the
O -n O0n

midscan phase increments from scan to scan according to

I

sT (6-20)Xn(O) "n x (o) + w, s

where T. is the total scan time, 0.95 Ts  16 T.

Collecting terms from (6-15), (6-16), and (6-17), we rewrite (6-12) in

the form

6-8
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E (t)/R n A (1 + B cos Xn(t)l (6-21) -

where
S

1 RnP2 2 R2  '2)

An "(p + P +R Pl) (6-22)

R2 , , 1. .. ,
B Rn n pOpl/An (6-23)

We shall choose the constant A. to produce the condition Hn(0) 1, in

order that the sum and difference filter frequency response functions may be

directly compared under varying AGC conditions. This convention requires a

different value of Rn from that defined in Eq. (11.3-47), but such a modifica-

tion has no effect on receiver performance, because angle estimates are compu-

ted from the ratio A(n)/E(n) and Rn scales Z(n) and A(n) equally.

The effect of increasing (decreasing) the multipath amplitude is to

increase (decrease) the tinusoid amplitude modulation factor Bn in the expres-

sion (6-21) for the AGC factor. Calculating 1n from (6-23) and assuming

that p P0 and p/p 0  p/p 0 / p, we obtain

R2  2p
B - R -- (6-24)

T R2 + 1 1 + P

The following table lists the peak-to-peak variation (I + Rn)/(l -Bn) in the

AGC factor for several values of p, under the assumption that R - 2 (as it is

for azimuth).

6-9



TABLE 6-1 .-

PEAK-TO-PEAK AGC VARIATION AS A FUNCTION OF RELATIVE "
MULTIPATH AMPLTUDE

Nultipath Amplitude AGC Variation ":.i

-p (1+Bn)/(I-B n )  .

0 (--d B) 1 (0 dB)
.1 (-20 dB) 1.38 (3 dB) 1:;i.

.2 (-14 dB) 1.89 (6 dBt) :'

.3 (-10 dB) 2.57 (8 dB) -i_.

.4 (-8 dB) 3.46 (11 dB)

.5 (-6 dB) 4.56 (13 dB)

.6 (-4 dB) 5.80 (15 dB)

.7 (-3 dB) 7.05 (17 dB)

.8 (-2 dB) 8.11 (18 dB) i:!;

.9 (-1T dB) 8.78 (19 dB)
1.0 (0 dB) 9.00 (19 dB)

We see that there is a sizable peak-to-peak variation in the AGC factor

even for moderate multipath levels. The entire peak-to-peak variation will be

felt on any given scan if the reference scalloping frequency is high enough to

cause the AGC f actor to progress through one complete sinusoidal period,.-...

i.e., wl ' -f" In addition, a scan may be subjected to the entire peak-to-.@._

peak AGC variation for scalloping frequencies as low as one-half this value, -

if the midscan phase condition is unfavorable."."."-"-

.2 (6-25a)(1dB1.9 (d

n4 (-8 cos[ xn(O ) + ' (2k-9)TI

. (-4) (6-25b)d58 ( B
10 1 A cos[Xn() + (2k-9)T (

We see that, unless the midscan pase Xn( ) is exactly 0 or 180, the sum/

difference time tapers no longer possess even/odd symmetry around mdscan.

6-10 L
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The resulting frequency response functions H (w), H (w) have nonzero imaginary E
parts. From (6-8), (6-9), (6-25), and (6-26), we observe the following prop-

erties of the frequency response functions: A

1) Re 1Hn(,), is even;
n

2) Im [H (w)J is odd;

3) Re [H (wJis odd;

4) Im [H ()i is even; -

5) if the signs of w and Xn(0) are both reversed, Hn( ) (or Hn(W)) is

simply conjugated.

2
Figures 6-3 to 6-14 depict the time-varying AGC factors E (t k)/R , the

effective time tapers --(k), r(k)' and the resulting sum and difference

1n( nfilter frequency responses H (w), HA(W), for cases of -6 d8 reference scal-

loping multipath. In the first case, the reference scalloping frequency
a 1 2w
isis 1 (210 Hz) for azimuth, and in the second case, it is 2 (420 Hz)

for azimuth; these values cause the cos Xn(t) term in the AGC factor expres-

sion (6-21) to progress through one-half cycle and one cycle, respectively,

sub-cases are considered, corresponding to midscan phases n(0) - 0, 90 ,

1800 . Analysis for mliscan phases in the range (-1800, 00) is superfluous due

to property 5) above.

We see from the plots that the sidelobes of the frequency response func-

tions are generally increased by the AGC variations, and the mainlobe peak

of H (W) is often heightened. Tables 6-2 and 6-3 list the characteristics of

each frequency response function plotted in Figs. 6-I to 6-14. The mainlobe

width is taken to be twice the value of the first positive zero-crossing

point, measured in units of -w- (beamwidths).

116
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TABLE 6-2a MAINLOBE/SIDELOBE CHARACTERISTICS OF

Re 4j (w) UNDER DIFFERENT SCALLOPING CONDITIONS

Scalloping Midscan Peak Mainlobe Mainlobe

Frequency Phase Sidelobe Peak Width

0 any 0.54 (-25 dB) 1.0 (0 dB) 2.98
(Constant AGC)

20. .067 (-23 dB) 1.0 (0 dB) 2.56
T900 .098 (-20 dB) 1.0 (0 dH) 2.43

1800 .065 (-24 dB) 1.0 (0 dB) 5.84

2w 00 .257 (-12 dB) 1.0 (0 dB) 1.89
900 .128 (-18 dB) 1.0 (0 dB) 2.62

1800 .071 (-23 dB) 1.0 (0 dB) 6.95

TABLE 6-2b MAINLOBE/SIDELOBE CHARACTERISTICS OF

In Hn(o) UNDER DIFFERENT SCALLOPING CONDITIONS

Scalloping Mlidscan Peak Mainlobe Mainlobe
Frequency Phase Sidelohe Peak Width

0 any 0( dB) n (-dB) 0
(Constant AGC)

l~i- 00 0 (-mdB) 0 (-dB)O-
2 16T 900 .049 (-26 dB) .296 (11 dB) 3.34

1800 0 (- dB) 0 (-- dB) 4.87

6- 0. 0 (- dB) 0 (- dB) 0

900 .059 (-25 dB) .353 (-9 dB) 4.87
1800 0 (-d dB) 0 (-o dB) 0

:J
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TABLE 6-3a MAINLOBE/SlToZLB CHARACTERISTICS OF

Re H n(w) UNDER nIFFERENT SCALLOPING CONDITIONS

Scalloping Midscan Peak Mainlobe Mainlobe
Frequency Phase Sidelobe Peak Width

0 any .059 (-25 0~) .471 (-7 dB) 3.54
(Constant AGCO

1 N: 0 .097 (-20 dB) .514 (-6 dB) 3.28
900 .116 (-19 dB) .536 (-5 dB) 3.22
1800 .053 (-26 dB) .374 (-9 dB) 7.14

2ir 00 .268 (-11 dB) .670 (-3 dB) 2.85
1T900 .066 (-24 dR) .504 (-6 dB) 3.70

1800 .062 (-24 dB) .301 (-10 6B) -

TABLE 6-3b MAINLOBE/SIDELOBE CHARACTERISTICS OF

* ii

Im H A M UNDER DIFFERENT SCALLOPING CONDITIONS

Scalloping Midacan Peak Mainlobe Mainlobe
Frequency Phase Sidelobe Peak Width

0 any q-dB) 0(-dB) 0
* (Constant AGC)

1 2w 00 0( dB) 0 (- dB) 0
" F 900 .193 (-14 dB) .309 (-10 dB) .149

1800 0 ( dR) 0 (-ndR) 0

0 0(-dB) 0 dB) 0
900 .157 (-16 dB) .300 (.10 DIB) 1.93

a,1800 0 ( dB) 0 ( dR) (I

6-29
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1. Errors in Tracker Position due to Multipath Terms in (6-1) and (6-2)

In this case, one is primarily concerned with a large response in HA at

the frequency of the multipath signal. For relative multipath phases near 0*

or 180, Re(HA) is of greatest concern, while for multipath phases near +900 ,

Im(HA) is of concern. The mainlobe shape of HA in Figs. 6-4, 6-6, 6-8, 6-10,

and 6-12 is substantially different from the nominal shape in Fig. 6-2; how-

ever, the mainlobe region extent is quite similar. Thus, the "in-beam/out-of-

beam" criteria do not change significantly when AGC gain perturbations

occur. The sidelobes are seen to increase significantly (e.g., over 6 dB) in

some cases, which would primarily be of concern for the elevation system.

2. Errors in Tracker Position due to the Signal Terms in (6-1) and (6-2)

In this case, one is primarily concerned with the possibility that HA/HE

evaluated at the direct signal frequency will not drive the tracker to the

desired null position. In particular, one is concerned that 8wt Re(HA/HE)

0 at the direct signal frequency. Making a first-order expansion of (11.3-59)

for the term i-O, J-O, we find that

Swt  Re(HA)/Re(Hr) + Im(HA) Im(HE)/[Re(HE)12  (6-26)

From properties 1) and 3) of the frequency response function, we conclude

that the first term in (6-26) is odd, while properties 2) and 4) show that the

section term in (6-26) is odd. Thus, 6w in (6-26) will have the desired

property of being zero at the direct signal frequency. This suggests that

time variations can affect the rate at which the tracker achieves its null

position, but do not affect the null position.

6-30 L
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B. eference Scalloping

As noted in Chapter 4 of Volume I, there is a multipath error mechanism

unique to DMLS based on reflections of the reference signal which can poten-

tially cause large errors even when the reflecting object is well out of

bean. In this section we shall review the origin of these errors, analyze

their impact, and investigate their dependence on various system parameters.

1. Review of Single-Scan DMLS Errors

The DMLS digital correlator receiver computes its angle estimates from

the outputs E(n), M(n) of the sum and difference filters. Referring to Eqs.

(6-1) and (6-2) of the previous section, we see that the cross-product multi-

path components contributing to (6-I) and (6-2) can be divided Into two

types: components with mainlobe frequencies d(n)wijn falling near the tracked

frequency wt(n), and components with sidelobe frequencies d(n)aj n separated

from wt(n) by more than about 1 '/2 to 2 beamwidths (the half-width of H() 

see Table 6-3a). Hainlobe components may of course be produced by scatterers

which are inbeam, but additional mainlobe components can arise from out-of-

-am reflections of the reference signal. To see this, we evaluate the cross-

product frequencies d(n) Wjn relative to the direct signal frequency d(n) 00n,

as in (11.4-17),*

.+ a s s"-"''

d(n)Wikn d(n)Wo + n w + d(n) (Wi + ck ) (6-27)

The right side of (6-27) should also contain a term 0.5 (Woff/w) (.O s +
s), where woff is the reference-array offset frequency (2w x 83.2 kltz).

A is term is retained in the simulation model for accuracy, but it may be

safely ignored for analytical purposes because woff/wr is very small.

-:...-:-
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wbere the relative angle frequency wia of the ith component and the relative

scalloping frequencies wis, Wk of the ith angle signal and kth reference .

signal components, with respect to the direct components, are defined by

a v 8(cosyi- cosy 0
VaO - cos) ..(6-28)
r c

v(s - cr 0  (6-29)(Coss"c.".

V(cos k- csS° (6-30)W r c

In these equations, wr is the source carrier frequency (2w x 5.08 GHz), v. is

the source velocity, va is the aircraft velocity, c is the speed of light, Yi

is the angle between the source velocity vector (on positive-directed scans)

and the vector from the source to the ith scatterer, and $1, 01 are the angles

between the aircraft velocity vector and the vector from the aircraft to the

ith scatterer for the angle and reference signals, respectively.

In a similar manner, the direct signal frequency is evaluated approxi- -

mately from (11.3-34) and (11.3-35) as.

- °a .

Ad&~ditionlal terms proportional to whof flwr, namely 1/2 lwr va/c (cos 00 + cosBO')
+ d(n)wor v 8/C cosy0 J, actually make the direct signal frequency d(n) On-~
slightly scanr-dependent, but these are very small and may be neg lectea.

.-..
t~ditonl er popotina t . ff. r naey .... * Va/ (cs, 

+ 
cso* */--* .*.*.*.......*

d-n. *..s ..OSo. 
'
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d~nab "Off + cO

where woff is the reference-array offset frequency (2w x 83.2 kHz), ec is the

conical scan plane angle'of the direct signal,

ec ~ (6-32)

and K is the angle-to-frequency coding factor,

V

Kw (6-33)r c

a. Static ?lultipath

In a static situation the receiver is stationary and the scalloping

frequencies are zero. For any given array component i, the cross-product

frequencies d(n)wikn are the same for all reference components J. Thus, the

expressions (6-1), (6-2) for E(n), AMn) reduce to single sums over the array

components

M
E(n) -A P- Hb~ + a - wt(n)] expj [-d(n)$n

x~bo + d(n) a expj{J-d(n) 1~uo+ d(n W1 (6-34)
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1-0 I- dn wt(n)) expiI-d(n)~1

n~~~~~~ i= I A bbn+ 1

x H(w 0  + d(n) a n) expi[d(n) + d(n (6-35)

n'~ i=O

where

S" i:O p expJ(d(n)# n) (6-36)
k-0

To obtain this expression we used the definition (11.3-53) for the cross-

product phases

where *(,,) is the phase of the complex sector filter transfer function and ~

* .%'-

*~~are the nth scan phases f or the ith angle signal component and kth

reference signal component, respectively. From (11.3-36) and (11.3-37),*

in n + wi (n-1)T d(n)w (i ) (6-38) 4 .

The right sides of (6-38s ) and (6-39) should contain the additional terms * -.

0.5 d(n) (woff/wr) wa(n-1)T5  and -0.5 d(n) (%f~ (n-) Wj
respectively. As with the similar term missing f rom (6-h7), thesa terms are
retained in the simulation model but they are small enough to be ignored f or
analytical purposes. The last term in (6-38) or (6-39) is also proportional
to the relatively small reference-array offset frequency w-ff, and so it is
usually negligible too. However, In some cases the relative multipath time .

delay i - TO) or 0 T S 0 ) is long enough that this term makes a,
difference (see Section 5 nelow). "

r" . .
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+ ~- )+ w. 5(n-l)T +. d(n)w f(T T()) (6 -3 q)

In these expressions, T. is the scan time, Ti, 
Tk are the midscan time delays

for the ith angle signal and kth reference signal components, and are

the effective midscan phases of the ith angle signal and kth reference signal

components on the first scan:

a

W - Ti (6-40)

W wT (6-41)

where *1and * are the phase changes due to reflection (or, diffraction).

b. Reference Scalloping Multipath.*

Reference scalloping errors are produced in a dynamic environment in

which the scalloping frequencies w ,  s are non-zero. They result from
i~ k

cross products of the direct component of the array signal with scattered

components of the reference signal. In order to isolate the effects of refer-

ence scalloping errors from those of normal inbeam multipath errors, we shall

assume that all scattered angle signal components are well out of beam, i.e.,

th a is large enough to make H E(d(n)wikn) and H A(d(n)wikn) negltgmbly :

small, for each i 0 0. In this case only the i0 terms contribute to E(n) and ..-

A(n), and equations (6-1) and (6-2) reduce to single sums over the reference

components k.

6-35
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E(n) po p [Kd(n)ab d(n)c{ wt(n)] expj( )

) expj (6-42)~0

M

A(n) -p 0  Pi p JRH[d(n)w0  d(n)wc5 -tn

j 0

Xa expon (6-43)
H~bb) ep[-*,(b~ - S~

We see that E(n), Mn) are computed f rom expressions which are identical

(except for a common scale factor) to the ones derived for a static situation,

with the correspondences

-d(n) "~ < ---------- > ~a(6-44)

kn < ---------> Pkn (6-46)

Oin~~ <'-- ------ >k

Thus each reference scalloping component can be treated as an equivalent

static component with angle code equal to ()the scalloping frequency and

opposite phase.

The theoretical and experimental static error traces given in Chapter 4

of Volume 11 are therefore equally applicable to the case of single-scan

reference scalloping errors. However, because reference scalloping is intrin-
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sically a dynamic effect, motion averaging effects must always be considered

when evaluating the basic error mechanism. Reference scalloping errors are

motion averaged in the same manner as inbeam multipath errors. But we note

from (6-44) that the equivalent inbeam multipath angle for reference scallop-

ing changes sign with eachi change of scan direction. The resulting motion

averaging grating lobe structure is a function of the scan format. This

dependence will be discussed in more detail below.

° .-

2. Motion Averaging of Reference Scalloping Errors

The nth scan estimate of the direct signal's angle frequency,

wt~n) + Stot(n), is obtained by adding to the tracked frequency wt(n) a fre-

quency proportional to Im[A(n)/E(n), as in (11.3-59).

wtn w~) w~) I ~)2w (6-47)

where 16T is the total correlation time for the scan (16T 0.95T The

motion-averaged angle frequency estimate for an entire data frame is ob-

tained by averaging the single-scan estimates, as in (11.3-61),

-~ ~ [w (n) + Swt(n) 1(6 -48)
v valid
scans n

where Nv is the number of valid scans.

In order to determine the amount by which motion averaging reduces ..he

single-scan errors, it is thus necessary to effectively characterize the

variation of A(n)an(n) with scan number n. In general, this is very compli-
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cated, because of the variety of ways in which scan dependence enters into the

expressions (6-42) and (6-43) for E(n) and A(n). Therefore, we shall make

some simplifying assumptions which allow a useful theory to be generated

focusing on the essential aspects of the reference scalloping effect.

(1) The tracker frequency wt(n) is assumed to be reset to the

direct signal frequency d(n)uon0 at the beginning of every

scan. Thus, the analytical results will be independent of the

initial tracker error, and they will also fail to include some

second-order motion averaging perturbations which are produced ..7

as the actual tracker (even one which is initially error-free)

is pulled off course during a data frame by the succession of

error-laden single scan estimates.

(2) The validation tests are ignored, so that Nv is equal to the

total number of scans in a data frame, 2N, and the summation in

(6-48) is over all 2N scans.

(3) The sector filter transfer function is assumed to pass all

frequencies in its passband without distortion; i.e.,

H((w) e' .

(4) The last term in the expression (6-39) for the reference signal

component phases n is assumed to be negligible, and 'n is

determined from

n n + - + (n-)T (6-49)

This assumption will later be dropped in Section 5, where the

effects of very long multipath time delays (Tk T0 ) will be

examined

n k n
-i

means that the complicated scan-dependent distortions of the

sum and difference filter frequency responses H(w), .. A-"

considered in Section A are ignored here. These frequency
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responses are therefore replaced by the functions H E(W), H A(W)

defined in (6-6), (6-7), which have the following properties:

H(w) -H(w) , H w) - -H(-) H(0) -1, H (0) - 0,

Im[H (w)] Im[H (W)] - 0

(6) It is assumed that only a single multipath component is pres-

ent; i.e., -0 for k > 2.

The angle frequency estimate for a complete data frame is calculated from

(6-48), (6-47), (6-31), and assumptions (1) and (2),

* 1 2N

Wt Wof f c +2N S wt(n)

2N-w Is~ne --- ~ ..22..imA(n)1
f+ K cn 2N n- i 1 KJ En) (6-50)

The conical angle estimate ae is obtained from w taccording to (11.3-62),

3 - sin -t 'Of)/K] (6-51)

Letting e denote the'frame averaged angle error,

£ine ~ec(6-52)

and xpadin si~ 1ito irs-order around x =sine con the assumption that

the error is small, we approximate (6-51) as

-1 2N
e - sin [sinc+ e (n) (6-53)
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where

A~) 1her ) eB moe (6-54)

and eis the effective beamwidth,

e B W - v 116KT (6-55)

Simplifying (6-53) we obtain

:1 ~ 2N
n - e(n) (6-56)

14 n-1

It is easily shown by the same first-order expansion that e(n) is the approxi-

mate angle error corresponding to the nth scan frequency estimate

W (n) +6Sw (n); i.e.,

+ (n) s in [(W (ni) + 6w (n) w- /K (6-57)C t t off

Under assumptions (1) to (6) above, the expressions (6-42), (6-43) for

E(n), A(n) reduce to

-- jW (n-I)T
E(n) p e [I + pH W) (6-58)

0 0'

A(n) - le- Nn p d(n) H- W) e e (6-59)
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°, . . ,,

where we have introduced a simplified notation for the relative multipath

parameters of the single component.

P 'P/P; (6-60)

&t - W (6-61)

1 - T0 (6-62)

Thus, the single scan error is calculated as

£(n) B Re epH( e '  d(n) e (6-61)
cose A 1e-wn-1T 6-1 + pH, (w e-1 es .. :...

Assuming p < 1, the second term in the denominator in (6-63) has complex

magnitude less than unity, and hence a power series expansion of (6-63) is

valid:

-(n) sXRe I (W.) e (-1)m [pH (w;5)m e
cose c M-

-j (m+1 )wI (n- i )T
x d(n) e (6-64)
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The motion averaged angle error for a complete data frame is then calcu-

lated from (6-56) as

C- Ose Re {HANS' e- " (1)m [fH(w)]rn ej-mo Df(m+1)w'T1 I

c- c
,°.Mo0

(6-65)

where D(-) is the Fourier transform of the sequence d(n+),

i 2N-I

n-0

1 2N -~-~ (6-66)
n-i

Both error expressions (6-64) and (6-65) are given as power series in p;

the difference between them is in the expansion coefficients. Whereas the

coefficient of p in the expansion for the single scan error e(n) has a fac-
-j(m+1)w (n-1)T,

tor, d(n) e with unit complex magnitude, the corresponding

factor in the expression for the frame averaged error a is an averae of the

single scan factors, D(m+t)weTnt. Thus, the function D(.) may be termed the

motion averaging function corresponding to the scan format function d(n). The

total motion averaging factor is obtained as a weighted average of D(-) evalu-

ated at the harmonics of the scalloping frequency w'.
5

L

3. Behavior of the Motion Averaging Function

The following properties of D(u) are easily derived from the definition
2N

(6n6), using only the assumptions that d(n) 1 and d(n) de0. . >7'
n-i

6 - 42..

5-..--*

2N jP . ~ . .t.* t-C.. ' , . . % '.-. .
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ID(a)l 4 1 for all a (6-67)

D(a + 2w) - D(a) for all a (6-68)

(i.e., D(a) is periodic with period 2w)

f D(a) da 0 (6-69)
0

.- f ID(a)1 da- ( [d(n)]2  1 (6-70)
IF 0 n-i " T0.

According to (6-70) the mean square value of the motion averaging function

is independent of the scan format function d(n). However, the structure of

the peaks and valleys in the spectrum of D(a) is very much dependent on d(n).

a. Results for Commonly Cited Scan Sequences

Analytic expressions are obtainable for the two cases most often consid-

ered:

(i) the scan sequence finally proposed

d(n) - d (n) - -1, 1 4 n ( N (6-71)
P -1, N+ 4 n 4 2N

At points a where the denominator in (6-72) or (6-74) vanishes:
Dp(P) - 0 for a - 0, ± 2w, ± 4w, ± 6w,
DA(a) -1 for a - ±w, : 3w, : 5w,
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D(a) D p(a) - je 2-

N sin -.
2 Na (6-72)

Bin
or ID (a)I 

-

N IsinI
24

(ii) the alternating scan sequence initially proposed

d(n) dA(n) (-1) -  I n 4 2N (6-73)

1 2 "' '''
-j (N - 12

sin Na I_.
D(a) - DA(a) je sin"Na2N cos -,

or IDACt)I - IA!.n Nal (6-74) -.. -
2N I cos ,I

These two motion averaging functions are plotted in Figs. 6-15 and 6-16

over 1 114 periods (0 4 a 4 12) for the I* azimuth system (2N - 12). Since
2

To 2. msec, this corresponds to a scalloping frequency range 0 4 ,(

4 2w x 500 Hz. We "e that the motion averaging function DA(Ct) for the

alternating scan sequence has a large peak at a w i, while the motion averag-..

ing function Dp(a) for the proposed sequence has peaks at a = 6, 27 * 6

for 6 - 0.124w. These peaks correspond to scalloping frequencies of 200

Hz for the alternating scan sequence and 25 Hz, 375 Hz, 425 Hz for the
"-"." V

proposed sequence.
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b. Measures for Ranking the Motion Averaging Functions

An exhaustive study has been undertaken to determine the amount of motion .

averaging for every possible scan format function d(n), for the 10 azimuth

case 2N - 12. In general there are tN2N - distinct scan format functions with
2NN

the property d(n) 0. The functions d(n) have been sorted according to
n-i

various measures on the corresponding motion averaging factors D(a), given by """ "

2w
mk(d) i V( da k 1, 2 (6-75)

2 2w 12 12
(d) - ID(a) da - 2(d) k = 1, 2 (6-76)

0

u(d) =  max ID(Ca) (6-77)
04a-C(2w

The functional m1 (d) is the average value over all scalloping frequencies of

the complex magnitude of the motion averaging function D(.). The functional

m2(d), the mean square value of ID(.H) is useless as a discriminant because of

the property (6-70). The functionals ml(d) + af(d) and m2 (d) + a2 (d) measure

the la upper limits of ID(.)I and ID(.)1 2 , respectively. The functional p(d) ,

measures the motion averaging effect for the worst possible scalloping

frequency.

For any integers m,n with 0 4 n 4 m, the notation ( ) refers to the number of

possible combinations that can result from choosing n items from a group of m
items; i.e., (m)= m/[nl(m-n)lj. 

1%
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C. Average Measures for Random Scan Sequences

In addition to having a rank ordering of scan sequences according to a

given measure, it is also useful to know the amount by which the measure of

any particular scan sequence differs from that of a "representative" .a
sequence. Thus, for each of the four meai'ures m1 (d), al2(d), a2

2 (d), p(d), we

* shall compute an expected value, denoted Eoml(d), Eoal2 (d), E0o2
2(d),

E0 p(d). The operator E0 represents expectation over randomly chosen sequences
2N

with the property I d(n) = 0, with each possible sequence equiprobable.
n=

Analytic results can be obtained for the measure o2
2 (d). In this case we

use (6-70) and properties of Fourier transforms to write

-A

where Kd(n) is the autocorrelation function of d(n),

".-.' .

2N-I2n-
K a(n) +  "d(m) d(m+n) (6-79)

the expected value of dKd(n)12 is written as

2N-In! 2'--in
Eo[K(n)] = E0d(m) d(m') d(m+n) d(m'4n) (6-79a) - '

m0 m 0m=O ml =-0

2Thus, the calculation of E o 2 (d) reduces to the evaluation of a sum of terms
0 2

of the form E0d (n ) d(n2) d(n3) d(n4. These expectations are given by

6-48
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1, all n 's equal or two pairs equal

E 0dn I)d(n 2)Wn 3)Wn 4  (2N-1)(2N-33) , all n,1s unequal (6-80)-

-1
otherwise

For n *0, the double summation in (6-79a) contains: 2N-!nl terms of the

first type; max [0, 4(N-InI)J terms of the third type; and (2N-lnl)(2N-1nI-l)

-max[0, 4(N-InI)] terms of the second type. Summing these in (6-78) yields

0 2-.) 2N 2N(2N-1)(2N-3)1 (-)

In a similar manner we can evaluate an unconditional expectation, denoted

by E, over all equiprobable random ± 1 - valued sequences, not necessarily
2NIsatisfying I d(n) 0. In this case the expression corresponding to (6-80)

Is simpler,

1, all ni's equal or two pairs equal
E d(n 1)Wn 2)Wn 3)d(n 4) 0, otherwise (6-82)

and E02 
2(d) is evaluated from (6-78) as

E2(d (1) 2 ~1
Ea2 (d 2N) 1 TO (6-83)
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d. Ranking of Scan Sequences by Motion Averaging Effectiveness
for 1 Azimuth Case (2N - 12)

In this section we tabulate the results of numerically evaluating the

motion averaging measures for all possible scan format sequences d(n) of
12

length 2N - 12 (1W azimuth) with property I d(n) - 0. Although there aren=1 -

12 n
S 2) - 924 such sequences, several symmetry properties of ID(a)l make some

sequences equivalent with respect to the given measures. In all of the fol-

lowing, let D(a) denote the motion averaging function for the sequence

d(n), i.e.,

• ~2N -.
1 (a) 2 (n) e-j(nl .(6-83a)

(1) a(n) = -d(n), n 1 1, ... , 2N, (sign reversal) -

then ID(-)I i ID(a)l (6-84)

C.?~

(2) If d(n) - d(2N+1-n), n = 1, ... , 2N (sequence reversal)

then ID(a)I = ID(a)I (6-85)

(3) If d(n) d(n) (-1)n
-1 n 1, 2N (alternate scau

sign reversal)

then ID(a)l = ID(r-a) l (6-86)

All of the chosen measures depend only on the complex magnitude of D(a)

and they are all obtained by averaging or maximizing ID(a)I over a complete

period. Thus, it is apparent that any group of sequences related by the

operations of sign reversal, sequence reversal, or alternate scan sign rever-

sal (or combinations of these) will have equal measures. It can be shown in
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1 N)+N
general that there are - [ 2 distinct equivalence clas-2-(N/ euvece.

sea. So, for the case 2N - 12 the various motion averaging measures have to

be evaluated for just 197 sequences instead of 924.

The ten best and ten worst scan sequences were determined with respect to

each of the four measures mj(d), mj(d) + al(d), m2 (d) + o2(d), P(d). Only one

representative sequence was considered from each equivalence class. There was

considerable overlap among the four lists and as a result the total number of

sequences ranking in the top ten or bottom ten for at least one of the four

measures was just 29. These 29 sequences are listed in Table 6-4 along with

their corresponding motion averaging measures. The sequences are numbered for

ease of reference and an obvious shorthand notation is used to specify each

particular d(n); e.g., the proposed sequence dp(n) is designated as ,I$;1H+---

- (#63 in the table) and the alternating scan sequence dA as +-+-+-+-+-+-

(#1365 in the table). The numbering scheme represents each sequence by the

decimal equivalent of its binary representation obtained by converting +'s to

u's and -'s to l's.

It is seen that the 29 listed sequences can be divided into two groups.

The first 12 sequences have the smallest average ID(.)I but also have the

largest peak ID(*)I. The sequences in this group all possess considerable

symmetry and their motion averaging spectra contain at least one high peak
Z.

(e.g., see Figs. 6-15 and 6-16). The last 17 sequences are more randomly

asymmetric and their motion averaging spectra are flatter. This results in

good "worst case" performance, but these sequences also have the poorest

*The last term in brackets, -0.5 (N12), is absent if N/2 is not an integer

(i.e., if the number of scans, 2N, is not divisible by 4).
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average performance. The ranking according to the two remaining measures

ml(d) + a,(d) and m2 (d) + a2 (d), are highly correlated with the rankings

relative to the "worst case" measure U(d). Some representative motion aver-

aging functions corresponding to scan sequences listed in Table 6-4 are plot-

tel in Figs. 6-17 to 6-20.

4. The Motion Averaged Errors

In the previous section the various possible scan sequences were rated

solely on the basis of their motion averaging effectiveness with no considera-

tion given to the magnitude of the errors being averaged. In this section we

will show in more detail the effects on the actual errors of varying the scan

format and we will see that the two rankings are highly correlated.

a. Dependence of the Error Amplitudes on the Motion Averaging

Function

Tne study of the motion averaging function alone is a useful concept

because it is largely independent of the exact nature of the receiver process-

ing. The only critical assumptions needed to derive an expression for the

frame averaged error of the general form of (6-65) are that it change sign

with d(n) and that it can be obtained as a convergent series of sinusoidal

terms whose phases change linearly from scan to scan; i.e., the single scan

errors are of the form

(n)- c (n) (6-87)

where

6-53.
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k -j (0- n)
C (n) CP £ d(n) Re[e m m i0, 1, 2,.. (678
m m

pk

Pkd max l(n)1 (6-89)

IM

and

These assumptions lead directly to an expression for the frame averaged

error which is analogous to (6-65).

em CI (6-90)

where

C - ± pk Rele M D(O')] (6-91)

Apk -max A€ In)6 (6-9)

m m m m
m

i.e., the peak value of the mth order component of the frame error is scaled

down from the peak value of the mth order component of the single scan error

by the complex magnitude of the motion averaging function evaluated at the

6-58
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scan-to-scan phase change 0'.
m

pk ^pkThe peak values of the total single scan and frame errors cp , p cannot

be obtained by simply adding the peak values of the mth order components,

because the initial phases {m} are generally not independent of each other.

However, the following bounds are apparent.

pk.~~:V :p p p

cpk - pk (pk p (6-93)
0 m m"

mil m=O0:

, .:

where

~pkI m

vpk -- .-
- max pn (6-96)

o

- 1H max e1 (6-97)

For the proposed DM LS processor the peak mth order single scan error '."

component is evaluated from the expansion (6-64) as :i:::

pk c IH (w')I !H (w')I m+I (697

m IcosO I a a E""

The initial phase and scan-to-scan phase increment ( are identified as
m

4' '(m+1)*±MW (6-98)
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(n*1) wT(6-99)

Therefore the peak value of the mth order component of the frame averaged

error is evaluated from (6-92) as

p• " m- "Ie

C - IH (w')l IH (I)I I (6-100)

m Icose s A[..... aT

The bounds (6-93) and (6-94) on the peak total errors then take the form

PeB IH (WlI- 'Es' (W I<pk < eB IH(S)

(6-101)

Pe
. A(ws)I [ID(wT,'T -l C(p, w., d)] ":

mIcose l A [ s  6-O) ..,

cq

pe
[he wounds + C(, w', d)] (6-102)

Icose c I=> LI'" I A(o ws" d) € p 5?,.

where

(;(p, w', d)- .Ia(')Im p' D[(m'lw'Ts ]  (6-103)"...

m=l ''..

We observe that if p becomes small the upper and lower bounds approach each

other. The peak single scan error becomes proportional to the magnitude of

the difference filter frequency response IH (')I, whereas the peak frame

--

As
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error is scaled down from the peak single scan error by the motion averaging -'-

factor 0(w'T )I. Figure 6-21 shows the first order static error

characteristic.

b. Error Rankings for Scan Sequences of Length 12 in the
Presence of -3 dB Multipath

This section assesses the various scan sequences for the 10 azimuth case

2N - 12 according to the peak frame averaged errors c defined in (6-96),

i.e., the amplitude of the frame error (c) vs. multipath phase () curve. In

this study the multipath amplitude was fixed at -3 dB (p = 0.707) and we were

concerned with the variation of pk with scalloping frequency w' and scan
S

format function d(n); we indicate this dependence explicitly by writing

Cpk p(w, d) (6-104)

5

Our attention will be confined to two measures for ranking the scan se-

quences d(n) according to their error amplitudes: the average (over scallop-

ing frequency) peak error mj(d) and the peak error ip"(d) for the worst-case

scalloping frequency, both measured in units of 0B .  In addition, we will

consider two corresponding measures my(d), V'(d) based on the first-order

approximation to Epk given by the first term in the bound (6-102). The defi-

nitions of these four measures are:

W -.

-( f cpk (ws' ,d) d' (6-105a)

* ~-w 5.>

'pk
S U"(d) =  max cP (w', d) (6-105b)

B.° -w< 
=
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7S

__~d tW H 9 ID(w'T )fdw' (-0a

POO

B

6BW(d)  max c I  (W's)ID(wT (6-106b)
-W( ' W B.- wT-

The scalloping frequency upper limit W has been chosen arbitrarily to be 2W x

500 Hz. There is no "natural" upper limit as in the case of the previous

motion averaging measures ma(d), p(d) based solely on motion averaging func-

tion 0(0), because cp(w, d) is weighted by the static error characteristic

and hence is not periodic. In principle another weighting function could be

introduced to reflect the relative imporcance of errors at different scallop-

ing frequencies; in our tests all scalloping frequencies up to 500 Hz were

given equal weight.

The peak error function possesses several symmetries kin to tne ones

already observed for the motion averaging function. It follows from the

expression (6-65) for e that

d(n) .ii '"
pkCpk d(n

p(-ws', d) - £p(w', d), for d(n) - -d(n) (6-107)
d(2N+1-n)

Thus, the errors only need to be evaluated for positive scalloping frequen-

cies, and scan sequences which are related by the operations of sign reversal

or sequence reversal are equivalent [there is no additional equivalence be-
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tween sequences related by alternate scan sign reversal as in (6-86)]. The

number of distinct equivalence classes that have to be examined

are N) + 2+ N/2 or 252 for 2N - 12.

Tables 6-5 to 6-10 list the ten best and the ten worst sequences, as

ranked according to each of the "average" performance measures mj(d), m (d),

mu(d), and the "worst case" performance measures p(d), i'(d), U"(d). As in

Table 6-3 each sequence is numbered by the decimal equivalent of its binary

representation (+ --- 0 0, . - 1). From Tables 6-5b, 6-6b, 6-7b, 6-8a,

6-9a, and 6-10, we again note the inverse correlation between average perfor-

mance and worst case performance. Not one sequence listed in the table as

ranking high (low) with respect to the average measures m1(d), mj(d), or

mi(d) ranks in the top (bottom) half with respect to the worst case measures

p(d), i'(d), and 1j"(d), and conversely only two sequences listed as ranking

high (low) with respect to U(d), p'(d), or U"(d) rank in the top (bottom) half

with respect to m (d), m'(d), or m"(d). Thus the choice of scan function
1 1 1

always requires a compromise between good performance on the average and good

performance under the most adverse circumstances.

This trade-off is best illustrated by the performance of the one truly

outstanding sequence listed in the tables, the alternating scan sequence dA(n)

(#1365). This scan format achieves best average performance by a wide margin

according to all three measures, but conversely it ranks dead last among all

sequences according to any of the worst case measures.

The last term in brackets is absent if N/2 is not an integer (i.e., if the
number of scans, 2N, is not divisible by 4).
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p

From Tables 6-5a, 6-6a, 6-7b, and 6-8b, we observe the nearly total

correlation between the rankings according to the two measures m1 (d), m'(d) p

[and also between V(d), u'(d)j. Only four of the sequences listed in those

four tables have ranks under the pairs of corresponding measures which differ

by more than ten places. This results from the fact that the motion averaging p

factor ID(w'T-)I is symmetric around w' -!- and the first-order error cnarac-

teristic 1HA(W')I is very flat in the region 1- 4 w - and it serves to
S S

justify the attention we gave to studying the motion averaging factor by
- -.

itself.

The correlation between these simpler performance measures and the mea-

sures based on the actual error amplitudes is also good though not astound- L

ing. The differences arise from the non-negligible contribution of the higher

order terms in the error expansion (6-65) for the chosen multipath amplitude

(-3 dB).

A most striking example of this etfect can be seen in the case of the 21

scan sequences which are tied for second worst "worst case" error performance

while ranking outside the bottom ten under both of the simpler "worst case"

averaging measures (see Tables 6-10a, b). Each of these scan sequences is

characterized by a motion averaging function ID(w'T )I with a global maximum
-4s s

or near-maximum at half the scan rate (0' ---). At this particular value of
s T

s
the scalloping frequency the error series (6-65) may be summ"a to yield a

closed form expression because Dl[(m+l)w'T I is either zero or D(w) depending
.4 5:

on whether m is odd or even. The result is
6-77
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,' -. '. =

P PHA(jf-)ej D(N)

- icosec I Re

S .
I - PH..%

The error amplitude ;pk(y, d) is obtained by maximizing I1

I.. -- pH .'0

S

;pk S'd)"icosecI _ ( e_].:'.i.:. "-

Thus, the effect of the constructive superposition of all the even-numbered

terms in the error series (6-65) is to increase the error amplitude by a

factor of {1-[pHE(y-)] 2 } 1.426 over the first-order approximation. From

the definition (6-66) of D(a) we see that the value of ID()l must be drawn
4KN

from the finite set 1 - 0 k !1. The alternating scan sequence dA(n)

and its sign reversed counterpart -dA(n) are the only sequences with

D(WI)j - 1. There are 2N2 sequences (in 2N(N+1) distinct equivalence classes)

with the next highest value, ID(w)l - I - The sequences listed in Tables
2N

6-10a, b as tied for second worst "worst case" error performance among se- .

quences of length 2N - 12 are a selection of. 2N(N+) sequences from different
4 M__

equivalence classes whose motion averaging functions satisfy ID( r)I 4..
Figures 6-22 and 6-23 show the peak and first order motion averaged

errors for the final and initial scan sequences. We see that the principal

effect of the higher order terms is to increase the errors at subharmonics of

the frequency which yields the peak errors. Figures 6-24 to 6-27 show the

peak and first order motion averaged errors for several other scan sequences
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from Tables 6-5 to 6-10 which have more of the nature of a pseudorandom se-

quence. For these sequences, the shape of the peak error curve more closely "

follows that of the first order error.

5. The Effect of Non-Negligible Multipath Time Delays

In all of the previous sections we have assumed that the last terw in

equations (6-39) for the reference phase C' is negligible because the refer-
jn

ence array offset frequency uoff is very small relative to the usual relative

multipath time delays. Occasionally we have modeled scenarios for which the

relative multipath time delay is long enough (on the order of several micro-

seconds) to cause a sizable phase correction. In these cases we have noticed

that the error vs. scalloping frequency curve is somewhat modified from the

predicted curve based on zero time delay.

In general the effect of nonzero time delays cannot be summarized neat-

ly. However, we shall discuss a partial characterization of the effect for a

certain class of symmetric scan sequences which includes both the proposed

sequence dp(n) and the alternating scan sequence dA(n) defined earlier.

If the last term in (6-39) is retained throughout all the analysis of

Section 3, we see that the effect is to replace the motion averaging function

D[(ml),1 'T I in (b-65) with a function D'[(mi-l)w1T ; W TI, where

s s s s Off

T - T relative multipath delay (6-108)
-6

and D'(ct;$) is defined by

6-85
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D' (;0 j~a) j"'-D-() e-"'](6-109)

j - N n: ej(n1)ct (6-110)
n:

e+(p) ressedas

D 1a +)= -- a (6-112)

D (a e - J ( n -  ) a  4 -1 )..'''

4N

d(n) = 1

D (c), C)(ai) are phase-shifted versions of each other, i.e.,

D D-() e- e )D'(ox) (6-113)

for some real function y(fo. It is easy to show that this relation is true

for any of the 214 sequences (in 2141 distinct equivalence classes) which

$ reproduce themselves under the successive operations of sequence reversal

,.

followed by sign reversal, i.e., sequences satisfying d(n) p -d(2N+),I n -1 **,2N.

Under the assumption (-113) the modified motion averaging function

So seD'( r;e) factors as follows:
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7S

I)' (a;) b.D( a) [ei/2-ei(Y a) + 0/2)] (6-114)

or

ID'(a;O) I L; I(a) I /T1 -cosly(ct) + M/]2 (6-115)

Similarly

.4.

Ioci)l -
M ID"(a)l 111 - cos y(a)1/2  (6-116)

Thus, both motion averaging functions can be expressed as a product of two

spectra: the first one is unaffected by the time delay and the second one is

simply shifted with respect to the variable y(a) by an amount -P - -ffT. If

the phase difference y(a) is linear, y(a) - ya where y is a constant, the

shift of the second factor translates directly into an undistorted shift of

-B/y - WffT/Y with respect to a. The shifted factor is generally not
Off|

symmetric around a - 0 and hence the reference scalloping error curves are no

longer identical for positive and negative scalloping frequencies.

The motion averaging functions for the proposed sequence dp(n) and the

alternating scan sequence dA(n) both satisfy (6-113) with linear phase shifts

Y(a) - ypa - and Y(a) - YAa R a respectively. The spectra ID(a)I,D, (a).

"

of the positive parts of dp(n), dA(n) are calculated as

s n Na -...-.

IJ) (a) 1 (6-117)

N sin 2

2S

-- 7:--

Ii+P(a)I - 1 for a - 0, - 2w, * 47,

ID+A(a)I - I for a 0, w , * 2wg, ...
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IDsinO = a~ (6-118)iDtw N sin al

In Figs. 6-28a and 6-29a we plot the two factors [I - cos (6(a) + )]/2

and 11 - cos y(a)j/2 together with the resulting zero delay averaging function

ID(a)I, for the proposed and alternating scan sequences of length 2N = 12.

In Figs. 6-28b and 6-29b we plot the corresponding spectra when the time delay

is T b sec (equivalent to a path length difference of about one
Off

nautical mile). We note that, at this particular value of the multipath time

delay, the motion averaging function for the alternating scan sequence is

exactly shifted by half a period; the large grating lobe at 200 Hz (half scan

rate) is replaced by identical ones at 0 Hz and 400 Hz. The effect of the

6 Usec time delay on the motion averaging function for the proposed scan se-

quence is more complicated to describe. Each of the minor lobes in the orig-

inal spectrum is divided into two smaller lobes as a result of the time delay;

however, the double major lobe around 400 Hz (scan rate) in the original

spectrum is merged to form a larger single major lobe at 400 Hz. In fact, we

observe that the motion averaging function for the alternating scan sequence

if the multipath delay is 6 usec. Thus, we conclude that the reference scal-

loping error curves may be dramatically affected by very large relative multi-

path time delays.

C. Array Scalloping

In this section, we consider the case where 4i1 reflected signals compo-

nents are angularly well out of beam, but that the multipath frequencies d(n)

wikn are within the main lobe of H E or HA for some n by virtue oi a large

I'I

I 6-89
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scalloping frequency. A first order expansion of the equations (6-1) and

(6-2) analogous to that used above then yields for the array multipath error

ii(n) - O
cos a ( ni H [wia + d(n)wis ] cos ['i + w s (n-)T 1 (6-119)

Equation (6-119) is analogous to the first-o'der static error expression

aarshf(II. 4-34). The multipath angle frequencies w a are shifted from their static

values by the array scalloping freque3ncies wis , the direction of the shift

depending on the scan direction. The sign alternation in (6-119) arises from

the fact that the coding factor changes sign when the commutation direction

changes while ws is unchanged.

The effect of the scalloping frequency is thus to yield the effective

DMLS separation angles of

e0i M e* wsIKe m C

(6-120)

The question then is whether values of ws may be expected in representative

airport environments are large enough to cause 0e (i) to be inbeam.
sep

This question was examined in some detail in a study on Doppler reference -'.-

scalloping 141J. In Fig. 6-30, we summarize the geometry for scalloping
4'-

frequency computations. For a fixed Od, - two rays

6-93
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Fig. 6-30. Scalloping frequency geometry. * S
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Cos- cos 6d define scatterer locations with a
ma (o d vesep/v s

separation angle shift of 6 esep .  0

To determine the "dynamic inbeam" region, one must find appropriate

intersections of the rays with e rays such that

em* 6 sep 1.5 beamwidths

This process is illustrated in Fig. 6-31. We see that the dynamic inbeam

region extends well outside the static boundary for scatterers near or beyond

the threshold, and in fact, includes building areas as well as taxiways.

Consequently, in DMLS siting or critical areas determination, one might need S.--

to consider a much larger area of the airport surface than was the case with

the other systems.

In the next sections, we consider in greater depth what the nature of the

error would be for a single multipath signal in a dynamic situation, including

motion averaging effects.

1. Analytical Formulation

We consider the case of a single multipath signal with the simplified

notation of eqs. (2-60) to (2-62). Moreover, we assume that: S

(a) the multipath is angularly out of beam, i.e.,
R (wa ) and H. (ia) are negligible

and

(b) the scalloping frequencies w and w are large enough so
that the referen;e scallopiRg, contributions are out of
beam, i.e., H (w and Hr. () are negligible.
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Given these two assumptions plus those used in the preceding section, it is

straightforward to show that the single scan error is given by

c(n) - Re {pH [Wse + d(n) w1lpe nH~: +d) I

(6-12 1)

where

w(n-I) T (6-122)

Given assumptions (a) and (b), it follows that HA and HE in (6-121) can

be non-negligible only for one value of d(n). Consequently, the motion aver-

aged error is then

e o z Re H (zep [-p (z se) 1 me jmii D* [(m+1)w TI (6-123)

where i, -W *W and Di+(cz), D_() are defined in (6-110) and (6-111)Sep sep s

with the choice of sign corresponding to the wwhich is closest to the
sep

direct signal frequency. D*(cE) always has a peak at a -27r, but may have
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peaks at other frequencies as well [e.g., w for dA(n) of eq. (6-73)). Thus,

the error function has peaks at frequencies which are multiples of the sub-

harmonics of the scan rate, i.e.,

f (k,n) k/nT (6-124)
S8

Since N is a small number for azimuth (e.g., 6 for a 54X array and 3 for a

108X array), there is considerable overlap of the various contributions.

Thus, the most attractive approach to quantitatively assessing the phenomena

was by direct numerical evaluation of eq. (6-121).

2. Single Component Simulation Results

In this section, we present results of computer simulations of Doppler

array scalloping error as a function of the characteristics for a single

multipath component. The D14LS results here used the dA(n) scan format pro-

posed for 54X azimuth arrays, centerline emphasis on the reference array and a

single frequency correlation algorithm.

A common way of characterizing the dynamic multipath performance for a

given system is to plot the error as a function of scalloping rate for !ixed

multipath level and separation angle. The resulting error needs to be aver-

aged over the rf phase between direct and multipath signals since at C-band

this phase is generally not at the control of the system designer. To provide

som perspective on the dynamic results, we show in Fig. 6-32 plots of static

error vs. separation angle.
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In Fig. 6-33, we piot the error as a function of scalloping frequency for

multipath characteristics that might arise from a large aircraft on a taxiway,

near the threshold, namely a separation angle of 2.20 arc tangent of-

450/1200U) and a multipath level of -15 dB. We see that peak errors over

0.050 occur near 400 Hz.

In Figs. b-34 and.6-35, th error is plotted as a function of scalloping ,

.0freuencpat forearaition tangles htorrping fro anar geomtrcratso at tFaxnad.-.

at Heathrow Airport. In both cases, we observe large peaks near multiples of

the scan rate (400 Hz). However, the peak error still exceeds 0.05' at fre-

quencies between these peaks.

It should be noted that high frequency scalloping rates typically change

rather rapidly along the flight path so that one would not eXDect to remain at

an unfavorable frequency for a long time period. Thus, scenario simulations

are also necessary to assess the impact of array scalloping on a potential

01MLS deployment. One such scenario is presented in Section F.

D. Lateral Diversity

"Conventional" DMLS elevation arrays utilize sequential commutation up

(or down) on an array of vertical equispaced elements. As shown in Chapter

IV, such a system has an inbeam static ultipath rejection characteristic

similar to that of TRSB. C. Earp suggested in 1974 [134] that the two source
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nature of the DMLS system could be utilized to provide additional protection

against inbeam elevation multipath from vertical walls.* The proposed lateral 0

diversity implementation consisted of:

a) a sideband array with elements which are equi-
spaced in height, but have differing lateral
displacements; 0

b) a reference array with lateral displacements
corresponding to the sideband displacements;
and

c) an element excitation sequence such that, as •
successively higher (or lower) sideband ele-
ments are excited, the radiating reference

element has the same lateral displacement as
the currently radiating sideband element.

Figure 6-36 shows a simple example of the element excitation sequence that

might be utilized on successive scans. We see tnat the sideband and reference

elements move sideways in synchronism, during a given scan with the possibili-

ty of translating the reference array starting location laterally between

scans.

The basic idea behind the array operation in the absence of multipath is

identical to that which was utilized in the DMLS commutated reference azimuth

array [28, Volume II of this reporti, namely that the vertical displacement

between the radiating elements increases linearly with time. When multipath

is present, one must consider the various detector cross products illustrated

in Figure 6-37 to determine the net result.

Additionally, it was claimed by C. Earp (134, 1411 that simultaneous commuta-
tion of the reference and sideband signals could double the effective DMLS

aperture. However, this was shown to be incorrect analytically (see

Appendix C).
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Fig. 6-36. Simple lateral diversity sequence.
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Fig. 6-37. Error components at Doppler angle encoder input --.
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Let us consider the case of a single vertical reflector such as illus-

trated in Figure 6-38. The various received signals when the nt h element pair

is radiating are then:

CD - exp J [wot + nkdzv + kdy y(n) ] (6-125a)

CM pexp j + w )t + nkdm6 + k y(n) *m) (6-125b)

RD exp j[(wo+ woff)t + k y (n) + (6-125c)

RM  p exp j [(w + ws w Off)t + kdy y (n) +-0m] (6-125d)

where the wavenumbers are:

kdz d i i

kdy 2w sin 0d A

Sk - 2w sinE AXd -

kmy 2w sin Om /A

Ed, ed = direct signal conical elevation and azimuth

6-107
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Em, Om - iultipath signal conical elevation and azimuth

a sideband element spacing in elevation plane ~

y(n) = lateral location of sideband array nth element

y'(n) lateral location of reference array nth element

-y(n) -y

p relative multipath level

- sideband array relative phase

u - scalloping frequency

Taking the cross products as indicated in Fig. 6-37, and making the usual

approximation that the linear phase increments associated with k are equiva-

lent to a sinusoid at the average angular rate, we obtain

b

CXexp j[( + wf)t + +4k yo (6-126a)
U ~d dy

* .1..o

CKO = RMptexp wi gn a )t + (t) - + (6-126b)

C Kp exp j~W + W + w )t-4 +4 Ak yI (6-126c)
M 8 Off m 0
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C1R* = p exp J[wm + wff)t + - + kyo] (6-126d)

where

*(t) - Ak y(n) for (n-1)T4tnT (6-127)

Ak kdy kmy (6-128) -ka. -

Comparing equations (6-126) to (6-128) with the corresponding stationary

reference equations (Vol. II, eqs. 3-34, 3-34, 3-52) we observe that the

effect of the lateral displacements is to 1) phase modulate the CDRM and

CMR cross products and 2) to introduce a scan dependent phase variation

(Ak yo) between the CD* and CMRM cross products. The effects of the phase

modulations depend on the horizontal displacement sequence {y(n)}. Two cases

are of particular interest:

1. Pseudorandom Sequence

The initial proposals for lateral diversity [7,1341 suggested that the

y(n) be a pseudorandom sequence uniformly distributed over the interval

(-Ly/2, Ly/2) where Ly is the horizontal aperture width. In this case, the

D M and CA terms can be viewed as multilevel digital phase-modulated

signals with equidistant, equiprobable phase levels. Glance [135J has shown

that the power spectrum of such a signal is given by:
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T sin (ur-w )T/2 2 sin 26-1--

*T [] [ (%i 2nh
cG~n h -4[- (6-129)...

2 sin ( )nT 2 '

i22 2_v_ _

+ T , s i n a/ 2 n ) [ ( L" c nv T

h h (ww n T/2

where c  - 2wf c - nominal frequency

a (kdy- km) Ly (1-1/nh) (6-130)

nh number of lateral positions

n number of vertical positions

The last term in (6-129) represents the spectrum of the signal without

lateral diversity while the first term represents the spread spectrum arising

from the lateral diversity. The power at the nominal component frequency is

thus reduced by approximately 4 dB at a/2 = w/2, i.e., when

Isin 6 - sin m = A/2 Ly (6-131)
d m

For Ly 7 7X, this corresponds to an angular separation of approximately 4%-

At greater angular separations, the first term in (6-129) dominates. For

reasonably large nv the spread spectrum is approximately flat over the inbeam

region, in which case the rms in beam power approximately
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mv
Thus, n - 32 would yield a 15 dB reduction in multipath level for the given

component. The spectrum splatter is increased somewhat since the spread

spectrum spectral width is approximately nv equivalent beamwidths with corre-

sponding sidelobes. However, this increased width is still small relative to

the range of received frequencies which must be coped with in any case and

hence should not produce significant channelization constraints.

2. Piecewise Linear Lateral Displacement

Studies in the UK showed that certain alternative lateral position se-

quences could provide improved error reduction capability in the angular

sector near the line of sight over that given by a "random" position se-

quence. In particular, it was proposed that a piecewise linear lateral dis-

placement sequence such as illustrated in fig. 6-39 be utilized and an experi-

mental array witn this sequence was constructed (fig. 6-4U).

The spectrum of the terms CD% and CMR 1 and CMR*D corresponding to such

a sequence can be conveniently obtained by noting that the phase sequence

corresponding to

y(n)- ntdh

is equivalent to a sinusoid at the average angular rate

wh -6 A/T
Sh h
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where 6h is the horizontal element spacing in horizontal plane. Thus, the

spectra of the cross terms are given by an expression of the form

G(W) si ('w-w+) n hT/2 sin (aww) n+nh T
n~v - h sin (u,3w)T/2 n+ sin (uw)n hT

(6-133)

j T sin (a-wj ah T/2 sin (tir-w 0 ) n_..nhT
n hsin(ww T/2 n- sin (w-w n-nT

0-h

where (4 WO

(AL - o w

n+ number of lateral excursions in +y direction

- -Y

wo angular frequency of component in absence of lateral

diversity

For the proposed lateral diversity arrangement 6h Xnh =8 and n+=

n/2 in which case we see that the effect of lateral diversity is to translate

the component frequency some

6hfk/ 32 sin (6 sine) -32M, (6-134)
2w/(nv T) d m

beazmidths. However, the spectral width of the displaced component is approx-

imately 4 beamwidths between -4 dB points and 8 beamwidths between the firstL

nulls. Thus, if the cross product were at the direct signal frequency to
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start with, it would become out of beam when the f irst null of the displaced

component is 1.5 beamwidths away from the direct signal, i.e., 32 An - 1.5 +

4.0 or

-7 

An -0.17 (6-135)

which corresponds to an azimathi displacement of approximately 100. By the

same argument, we would expect a 3 dB error reduction when he -3 dB point on

the spectra is 1.0 beamwidths away from the direct signal, i.e.,

32 An 1.0 + 2.0 - 3.0 (6136)
n 0.09 5> 50

If the component frequency is displaced from the direct signal frequency,

one of the two terms in (6-135) becomes out of beam faster than is indicazed

by (6-135) while the other team requires a greater An. Nevertheless, the

crude estimates given by (6-135) and (6-136) agree fairly well with the UK

experimental and simulation data in Figure 6-41. The region in which a siz-

able error reduction is not obtained is quite similar to that offered by a.'

* pseudorandom sequence.

Note also that if a signal component may have been out of beam origin-

, ally, the use of this particular lateral diversity sequence may result in the

component becoming inbeam, if the scatterer azimuth yields the required value

4 of . By contrast, with the pseudo random sequence, the multipath power is

spread over a wide range of frequencies rather than being translated to two

new frequencies s p about the nominal frequency. This effect might be of
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Fig. 6-41. Experimental and simulation results for performancej improvement with lateral diversity.
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principal concern at a site with irregular terrain having large cross tilts

such that the ground reflection multipath appeared at a different azimuth than

the direct signal.

Lateral displacements of yo, the starting point in the reference array

* * 02 is small so that the

change the CMR phase relative to the C R* term. If i mt
D D

C R term causes an error proportional to cos (relative phase), then varia-
o 'M

tion of yo between scans will yield an error reduction in static conditions of

sin a'/2>1 F* = sin T- W'2N' i tM h

where at' Ak Ly'

Ly' = aperture available for yo excursions

Nh  - corresponding number of diversity positions for yo.

For the UK experimental array Ly' =8 and Nh =8 so that there is a 4 dB

reduction at * 3.68.

Additionally, the yo displacements will vary the phase of the residual

CDR and C,% components. However, these phase variations will be added on
ID M

to those which correspond to classical motion averaging so that it is diffi-

cult to draw any clearcut conclusion as to the end result. If the normal

motion averaging were quite good at the scalloping frequency of concern, it is

likely that lateral diversity would degrade the overall performance against

the CD1M  and CMRD components, but improve performance against the GMRM

component.
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E. Comparative Simulations of Scenarios Related to DMLS Multipath
Mechanisms

In this section, we present several comparative scenarios related to the

DMLS multipath performance issues discussed in the preceding sections. The

first three scenarios examine the reference scalloping error mechanism in the

context of the DMLS proposal changes made in November 1976 to reduce the

magnitude of the effects which appeared in AWOP scenario 2. These changes

consisted of a directional reference antenna pattern (to reduce the reference

multipath level when on final approach) and a different scan format (so that

multipath with scalloping frequencies near 200 Hz would no longer create

sizable errors). These changes were quite effective in reducing the DMLS

reference scalloping errors for AWOP scenario 2; however, it was contended

that the basic error mechanism could be significant in other airport geome-

tries, such as are considered in the first three scenarios.

Scenarios I and 2 are concerned with the building geometry at Brussels

National Airport runway 07-25-L. The first scenario was developed by using

building locations shown on an ICAO landing chart and applying terrain profile

and building material simplifications similar to those used in the AWOP

"standard" scenarios of Chapter II. The second scenario refines the

scenario I to take into account additional features of the June 1977 Brussels

airport environment (e.g., terrain profile, shadowing by intervening objects,

inhomogeneity in building wall materials) to yield a comparative scenario

which more nearly approximates the airport environment at the time of the DMLS L-
and TRSB field tests.

Studies within the UK [1361 suggested that irregular surfaces such as

staggered hangar doors could yield such rapid variation in the multipath
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characteristics that the DMLS reference scalloping error characteristic would

be quite different from that suggested in part B of the present chapter. To

examine this issue, a comparative scenario was developed based on a series of

buildings with staggered doors which border runway 07-25L at Sydney Interna-

tional Airport. Results are reported both for the nominal DMLS model and an

alternative model in which the multipath characteristics are recomputed for

the last half of an azimuth frame.

The scalloping rates associated with the D1MLS array scalloping phenomena

typically were high enough so that the rate of change of Doppler frequency is

* high (i.e., low "persistence"). Thus, there was some question as to the dura-

* tion of such errors in practical geometries. The final scenario compares the

Dk4LS and TRSB azimuth subsystems in a geometry [based on building locations at

Heathrow (UK)] which might be expected to give rise to array scalloping

effects.

1. Comparative Scenario Based on ICAO 1977 Landing Chart of
Brussels National Airport

Figure 6-42'shows the map of Brussels National Airport which was used to

*develop a comparative azimuth multipath scenario. Figures 6-43 and 6-44 show

the simulation airport map for the scenario as well as the computed multipath

levels where each of the four buildings highlighted in Fig. 6-42 was modeled

- as a flat rectangular plate as follows:

BI: masonry (e/c 15) 8 meters high

82: metal 15

B3: 15

B54: "20
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The simplifying assumptions used for the AWOP scenarios were utilized here, in

particular!

a) airport surface contours on and off the runway are ig-
nored, i.e., the terrain is flat and homogeneous

b) blockage of the ouilding reflection paths by intervening
objects or vegetation is ignored -

c) the building wall surface is homogeneous (e.g., windows
and door staggering are not considered)

and
d) the aircraft antenna pattern is omnidirectional

Figure 6-45 shows the computed TRSB and DMLS azimuth errors for a scenario in

which the aircraft approach speed is 106 knots before threshold and 103 knots

thereafter with a 50 foot threshold crossing height on a 20:1 glideslope. The

sizable DMLS errors arise because the multipath from building B3 is near one

of the large peaks in the motion averaging function Dp(a) (recall Fig.

6-16). However, since the building is angularly out of beam, the TRSH errors

(due to azimuth sidelobes) were low. Several variants on this scenario were

run with various approach velocities and threshold crossing heights. The

region and duration of noticeable errors (e.g., errors >0.020) were roughly

the same in each case, but the peak levels varied as indicated in Table 6-11.

2. Comparative Scenario Based on Brussels Airport Environment of
June 1977

Several features of the Brussels airport environment not considered in

the preceding scenario were included in this scenario. Specifically, we
consider
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TABLE 6-11 .

SUMMARY RESULTS FOR VARIANTS OF "SYSTEM SENSITIVITY"
SCENiARIO BASEO ON FIGURE 6-42

Approach Velocity Threshold Peak Peak to Peak Angle Error (deg)
Past Threshold Crossing Height M/D Level -

(knots) (ft.) (dB) DbMLS TRSB *

108 50 0 (0.01 0.14

4103 5ui +1 0.02 0.30

103 30 +1 0.02 0.38

'912
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(a) terrain contours on and off the runway

(b) blockage of the reflection paths by intervening objects

and (c) composition of the building surfaces

using data based on detailed airport maps as well as an on site inspection in

June 1977.* Figure 6-46 shows a large scale map of the airport while

Fig. 6-47 shows the runway contours.

It was discovered that the original ICAO map (Fig. 6-42) was in error in

that building 3 in the scenario (see Fig. 6-43) was planned but not construc-

ted. Therefore, that building was deleted from this scenario. Building I in

the original scenario was not visible from the azimuth site due to blockage by

fuel storage tanks, and building 4 produced negligible multipath in the ini-

tial scenario, therefore, these buildings were also deleted from this scena-

rio. Thus, we focused on modeling the reflections from building 2 which

corresponds to the Abelag general aviation hangar.

Another important source of data was an onsite inspection and photographs

to resolve a number of important details which were not obtainable from

maps. Figure 6-48 shows a photograph taken from the fuel storage area of the

Abelag hangar which represents the principal multipath threat. The pertinent

The original intent in developing this scenario was to achieve an "airport
specific" scenario which could be used for model validation by comparison with
DMLS and Ti.SA field tests. However, some key environmental features were not

noted at the time of tests (e.g., hangar door locations, shadowing of the
hangars by parked aircraft and the precise flight path). This lack of data
coupled with the very low multipath levels (predicted and encountered) resul-
ted in Brussels National Airport being a poor case for quantitative model
validation.
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Fig. 6-48. Abelag hangar as seen from fuel storage area.
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reflecting area is the vertical front of the building, the top of which is

lower than the building height due to the sloped roof. Also, the hangar doors

have a plastic window of approximately 6 foot height at the top.

An extremely important issue which we attempted to resolve was the extent

to which the fuel storage area shown in Fig. 6-46 shadows the reflecting

hangars so as to reduce the reflected signal levels. Visual inspection with

binoculars from the azimuth pad constructed by the UK off the end of runway

25R showed that the line of sight (LOS) from that point to much of the Abelag

hangar and the Abelag office building is blocked. However, the large distance

(2 miles!l) involved made it quite difficult to precisely ascertain the degree

of blockage. An attempt was made photographically to resolve this issue using

a hand held 200 - lens on a 35 mm camera, with somewhat ambiguous results.

By close comparison of various photographs using the aircraft tails to

provide orientation, we concluded that the LOS to the Esso sign atop the

Abelag hangar is not blocked, but that the LOS to the remainder of the hangar

is blocked. The white area below the Abelag sign in Fig 6-47 is believed to

be due to the light covered buildings and trucks in the fuel storage area.

This blockage assessment was first cross-checked by an alternative esti-

mation procedure which involved photographing the fuel storage area from

several angles to estimate map positions and height data. Subsequently a more

detailed map of the fuel storage area and an aerial photograph of the perti- .

nent airport surface were obtained from the Brussels airport authorities.

These are shown in Fig. 6-49 and 6-50. These latter data were found to agree

closely with the earlier photographic estimates of the airport surface posi-

tions of the various objects.
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Figure b-51 shows the fuel storage area building and tank locations, wall

colors, and heights which were obtained by this procedure. In Fig. 6-52, we

show the vertical plan view of the shadowing geometry based on the airport

authority's ground height data together with our building height estimates

based on photographs. We see that a 15 foot high object at the fuel storage

area would block the yertical front of the Abelag hangar, but not the Esso

sign atop the hangar. However, a 25 foot high objict such as the fuel storage

I tanks should shadow the entire hangar roof as appears to be the case in

Fig.-6-48.

Figure 6-53 shows the computed shadowing profile for the fuel storage

arear a at the fuel storage area. It would have been desirable to quantitatively

confirm this by very high quality photographs from the azimuth site, but this

was not possible.

I A considerable effort was made to develop a method by which the fuel

storage area shadowing would be taken into account. The current MLS propaga-

tion model does not compute the reflections from a building which is partially

shadowed by another building, nor is any experimental data on this available

to the best of our knowledge. Since the effect of the shadowing obstacles is

to reduce the illumination of the Abelag hangar, it was decided to approximate

I the shadowing effect as a change in the effective building reflection coeffi-

cient, i.e.,

effective reflection - Fresnel reflection x illumination
coefficient coefficient factor

p..

whereute illuminatosn futor ageere uildi hng ar/re spank foa ins, watl.

hangars, anThighstwion doere obied at propeelctede sin level 6-t the

-.
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hangar, but does ignore to a certain extent phase front tilts which also are p

generated by the shadowing obstacle. To partially incorporate some of the

phase front tilt effects, the illumination phase was also computed so that a .

complex reflection coefficient would be generated.

Table 6-12 shows the computed illumination factors for the Abelag han-

gar. For purposes of simulation, the building was divided into five plates

corresponding to the doors and top edges of the hangar, and an average illumi- L

nation factor computed for each of these plates. We see that the effect of

the shadowing is to reduce the reflected levels by some 6 to 23 dB for various

portions of the building. The reduction is largest for the doors. These

plate values are also shown in Table 6-12. Plates A, C, and E are the area

above the doors while plates B, D, and F are portions of the hangar doors.

The assumed effective reflection coefficients for Plates A and C are one-half

the values given in Table 6-12.

A distinctive feature of the Brussels environment in early June was the

high dense vegetation in the off runway areas. Direct measurements of the

reflection coefficient of such vegetation at the incidental angles of interest

(below 10) are not available and no quantitative theoretical models are avail-

able. However, experimental measurements at higher angles L1371 and qualita-

tive theoretical arguments suggest that the reflection coefficient would be

very low. Thus, we modeled such areas as being non-reflectors.

The runway was modeled as a series of flat plates corresponding to the

various segments shown in Fig. 6-47. Specific numerical values used were

o.. ..
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plate distance (n) from end of rwy 25R height (a) above sea level
near end far end near end far end

1 0.0 100 32.37 32.97
2 100 35U 32.97 33.88
3 1625 2550 33.88 35.48
4 2550 3560 35.48 39.88

"threshold of runway 07L

Figures 6-54 and 6-55 show the scenario airport map and computed azimuth

multipath characteristics for a scenario in which the aircraft passed over the

threshold at a height of 30 feet on a 2.860 glide slope at 100 knots approach

velocity. The building multipath levels are seen to be quite small (i.e.,

less than -20 dB), with the highest level being associated with the upper

portion of the left hangar door. -

Figure 6-56 shows the computed TRSS and DMLS error waveforms. Again,

both systems have very small errors as expected from the low multipath levels,

even though the scalloping frequencies are in a range in which the DMLS refer-

ence scalloping error is relatively large.

Several variants on this scenario were also simulated corresponding to

various threshold crossing heights and approach velocities. Table 6-13 shows

the results for the various cases. In all cases, the M/D levels were quite

low so that negligible errors occurred for either system. This scenario shows

that there are factors such as terrain contours and reflection blockage by

intervening objects which can substantially reduce the multipath levels (and,

4,
system errors) at an actual airport and must therefore be considered if one is

to accomplish useful predictions of performance on a given flight. By the

same token, conducting experiments at an airport which has many potential .. ,,'
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TABLE~ 6-13

SUMMARY RESULTS FOR VARIAN4TS OF SCENARIO BASED ON
JUN4E 1977 BRUSSELS AIRP'ORT ENVIi&0NMENT

Approach Threshold Peak Peak to Peak Angle Error (deg)
Velocity Crossing Height MID Level* DMLS TRSS
(knots) (ft.) (dB)

100 50 -24 0.01 (0.01

100 30 -21 (0.01 (0.01

150 30 -19 <0.01 <0.01

*Level of largest building reflection path re direct signal.
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building reflections does not necessarily demonstrate strong multipath imumuni-

ty unless it is verified that the environment at the time of the test is such

that substantive multipath will be encountered.*

3. Comparative Scenario Based on Geometry at Sydney International
Airport ktunway U7L

Sydney runway U7L has four buildings located, near the threshold such that

out of beam azimuth multipath with a scalloping rate near 400 Hiz is encoun-

tered in the flare guidance region. Each of the four building surfaces facing

the runways consists of a series of staggered sl-'ding doors with various

surface compositions (see Fig. 6-57). This particular configuration offered

an opportunity to compare system performance under a circumstance where the

net out of beam multipath level is rapidly fluctuating due to reinforcement

and cancellation between the various reflected signals.

The airport and flight path models used here were described in

*Chapter III of Volume I, as were the computed multipath characteristics. For

the simulations reported here, a special version of the simulation model was

also utilized in which the multipath is recomputed half way through a DMLS

*azimuth data frame. This permitted us to compare the error with the standard

* [JtiLS model in which multipath from each individual scatterer is assumed to be

* stationary (e.g., have constant amplitude, time delay, separation angle and

*The TKSB and DMLS tests at Brussels in summer 1977 did not show any discern-
able azimuth multipath errors in the threshold region [621.
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scalloping frequency) over a data frame (of 30 msec) with one in which the

time stationarity is half as long. Appendix A shows that the two models give

identical results for reflections from a single large flat homogeneous plate.

Figures 6-58 and 6-59 show the airport map and computed azimuth multipath

characteristics using the special version of the propagation model. In a few

isolated cases, it can be seen that the isultipath level computed at points

15 msec (-6 feet) apart differ (e.g., B28 at 1230 feet along the flight

path), but for the most part the plotted symbols coincide. Figure 6-60 shows

the D4LS and TXSB errors using the standard model for TKSB and both DMLS

models. We see that the two DMLS models give quite similar errors in terms of

peak to peak magnitude and error duration although there are waveform differ-

ences. The TRSB dynamic and single scan errors are both low since the multi-

path is out of beam.

Simulations with a flight path starting point some 20 feet (" 0.1 seconds Z"...

flight time) prior to the starting point used for the scenario of Figs. 6-58

to 6-b0 yielded similar results for the peak to peak error and error region

duration, as did simulations with a more detailed runway contour model. It

-" was concluded from these simulations (and, the field data of Vol. I, Chapter

111) that the presence of a number of different scattering surfaces with the

same nominal scalloping rate does not substantially change the character of 77:11
DMLS reference scalloping errors.

*Australian T&S8 flight tests at Sydney showed very low errors in the multi-

path even though the multipath level occasionally exceeded that of the direct
signal 158J.
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II

4 4. Array Scalloping E.ffects Due to a Building

In Fig. 6-61, we show the layout of Heathrow Airport (London) together

with reflection rays from a large hangar in the maintenance area assuming that

the wall surface scatters like a flat plate. The near edge of the building

has an azimuth of approximately 4.1* for an azimuth transmitter sited 1000 ft.

beyond the IOR end of the runway. The scalloping rates for azimuth multipath

would lie in the region 1200-2000 Hz, depending on the aircraft approach

velocity.

This combination of azimuth angle, separation angle and scalloping fre-

quency corresponds to a situation in which array scalloping errors might

arise. Therefore a scenario was developed corresponding to the building .

geometry shown in Fig. 6-61 with the simplifications used for the AWOP compar-

ative simulations.

Figure 6-62 shows the airport representation for the computer simula-

tion. For purposes of the simulation, the building was assumed to be

20 meters high and flat metal. The airplane antenna was assumed to fly down a

20:1 glideslope at a ground speed of 118 knots to a point 160 feet in front of

the glide path intercept point and then continue at an eight foot height

threafter along the centerline. Figure 6-63 shows the computed multipath

characteristics.

Figure 6-64 shows the TRSB and VMLS errors where both systems are utiliz-

ing a filled V azimuth array. The TRSB single scan and dynamic errors are

both seen to be small. The DKLS single scan errors are large; however there

is a substantial motion averaging error reduction. It should be noted that

the simulation assumed an omnidirectional aircraft antenna. Had a forward

6-151
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looicing horn been used as the aircraft antenna, the MID levels and DiLS error

would have been significantly reduced since the multipath is received from the

rear sector. This scenario suggests that DKLS array scalloping may not repre-

sent as significant a problem as reference scalloping due to the low persist-

ance of the multipath at the motion averaging grating lobe frequencies and the

possibility of significantly reducing the M/D level by use of a directional

aircraft antenna in the flare region.*

F. Potential Impact of Various DMLS Dynamic Factors on System

implementation

In this chapter, we have analyzed a number of dynamic multipath perfor-

mance factors unique to the D#LS system which would impact on the capability

for system implementation. Time variations in the AGC gain over the period of

a DMLS scan were shown to produce sizable variations in the frequency response

of the sum and difference filters. These time variations could increase the

error by three mechanisms:
(1) the tracker null position may not correspond to the

desired position

(2) the mainlobe width (i.e., inbeam region) would
increase significantly

and/or
(3) the sidelobe level would rise so as to increase

susceptibility to out of beam multipath

Mechanism (1) was found to not be of concern in that the first order changes

in sum/difference filter characteristics do not produce a change in tracker
null position due to the phase coherent [i.e., IM (A/)] processing used.

The likelihood of encountering high level multipath with high scalloping
frequencies (e.g., above 1000 Hz) further up the flight path is unlikely due
to the geometric constraints.
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Similarly the mainlobe widths were found to be little changed. However, the%

sidelobe levels could increase by 6 dB or more, which would primarily be of

concern for the elevation system.

Reference scalloping was analyzed in depth and a detailed study due to

ascertain how much error reduction would be achieved by optimizing the scan

format sequence. It was determined that the two sequences proposed by the UK

ranked quite well in terms of average performance for scalloping frequencies

in the range 0-500 Hz although they were relatively poor in performance at a

worst case scalloping frequency. Changing the scan format can significantly

reduce the errors at a given scalloping frequency, but has certain practical

difficulties as a long term solution at a given location since:

(1) aircraft approach velocities and scalloping frequencies
f or a given flight path and scatterer geometry can vary
over an octave (e.g., B707 in still air versus STUL or
small propeller aircraft with a head wind), and

(2) new scatterers may be constructed which have geometries
leading to worst case scalloping frequencies for the
given scan format. Since even with centerline emphasis,
reference scalloping errors on final approach could
exceed 0.10 for practicable geometries (see scenarios 1
and 3 of this chapter), and of f centerline DMLS perfor-
mance also can be significantly degraded by reference
scalloping (see "WOP scenario 5), it was concluded that
reference scalloping could create difficulties in long
term MLS system implementation at those airports runways
(probably less than 15%) where high level azimuth multi-
path from buildings is encountered.

On the other hand, array scalloping did not appear to be as significant a

problem due to the low persistance of poor motion averaging and, the like- -

lihood of significantly reducing the errors if a forward looking antenna were

utilized for category III MLS operations.
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Lateral diversity was found to be effective at reducing inbeam elevation

multipatn errors for scatterers (e.g., buildings or aircraft) which have

azimuths which are several degrees different from the direct signal azimuth.

However, it was not clear that this performance improvement was needed since

the IJLS and TISB performance against reflection elevation multipath was

generally adequate in the scenario simulations and in the field tests.

.°-
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VII. ACQUISITIONN/VALIJATIOt4 (ACQ/VAL) STUDIES

The process of establishing the angular location of the direct signal and .0

validating the correctness of the subsequent track is quite important for the

overall MLS integrity, since a highly erroneous position estimate could result

if track were to be established on a multipath signal. Out-of-beam azimuth

multipath is of the greatest concern in this respect since:

1) Azimuth multipath levels can be significantly increased by
ground reflection lobing and/or shadowing effects, whereas
the elevation multipath levels are generally lower than ,0
that of the direct signal.

2) The large coverage volume in the scanned coordinate means
there is a much greater likelihood of encountering signif-
icant azimuth ultipath at an in-coverage angle which is
well removed from that of the direct signal. 3

3) The azimuth coverge volume generally encompasses a much

greater portion of the building complex at the airport.

The nature of the received signal from a multipath source is very similar- -

to that of the direct signal. Consequently, a track established on a strong

multipath signal will generally pass the validation tests concerned with

tracked signal quality (e.g., angle and signal level consistency), although

the angle sense is incorrect.*

Thus, the principal focus in this area was on comparing the capability of

the various systems to correctly identify the direct signal in the presence of

one or more multipath signals. Acquisition can be thought of as a search in

the space of received signals to determine the most likely choice (in a proba-

bilistic sense) of angle for the received direct signal given the past and

present received waveforms. Information theoretic considerations (see, e.g.,

[103) show that the optimum algorithm in the presence of noise alone is to

•Reflected signals are generally not considered to be usable from a flight

control viewpoint because the change of indicated angle with changes in air-
craft position is reversed from that which arises with valid signals.
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maximize the likelihood ratio for the received signals as a function of the

direct signal parameters. In the case of additive white Gaussian noise (WGN),

the likelihood ratio corresponding to a given signal amplitude is a monotonic

function of the output of a (complex) linear filter. Thus, it is conceptually . .

straightforward to compare the likelihood ratios corresponding to each possi-

ble direct signal angle.

In the presence of multipath, the optimum processor consists of comparing

likelihood ratios corresponding to all possible direct and multipath angles,

amplitudes, and phase angles. This optimum algorithm is very complex, and, to

the best of our knowledge, has only been attempted in simple cases [1381.

Fortunately, in the usual case where the relevant multipath components are at

least two beamwidths apart from each other, the noise-only optimum algorithms

*'. are very nearly optimum for the range of signal amplitudes encountered.*

Validation has not been characterized well theoretically due to several

complicating factors:

(a) "goodness" tests of a given angle track must also consider
possible equipment failure

and
(b) the direct and multipath signal amplitudes and angles

change as a function of time due to aircraft motion.

In the case of a stationary receiver which ignores the angle track history,

the optimal approach is to consider the compound likelihood ratio for all the X

measurements. For the WGN case and no multipath, this typically reduces to a

running summation of the linear filter outputs corresponding to each direct

signal angle. When the receiver is allowed to move, summing at a given angle

is replaced by a running summation of linear filter outputs corresponding to

Specifically, the likelihood ratio as a function of the angle of a given
received component in the vicinity of that component conditional on knowledge

of the other component amplitudes, phases, and angles is very similar to the
likelihood ratio for the given component in the presence of noise alone.
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the various possible aircraft tracks. Since the number of possible tracks

becomes very large after relatively short time periods, an "optimum" realiza-

tion rapidly becomes impractical.

The analysis of acquisition and validation focused on two issues:

(1) The relative direct signal amplitude required to insure
that the direct signal is acquired when one or more (lower
level) multipath signals are present.

(2) The capability of the reciever to continue tracking anacquired direct signal if a multipath signal of larger

amplitude is encountered for a short period of time.

Issue (1) relates to the initial acquisition process, while issue (2) is

related to the operational need for providing very high integrity when nearing

touchdown.

The following three sections consider ACQ/VAL processing for the TRSB,

DLS, and DMLS systems, respectively. The case of TRSB is presented first

since the proposed acquisition process is closest in spirit to the optimal

system presented above. The DLS discussion is fairly compact, since there

have been a number of studies by others on ambiguity resolution in interfero-

metric systems. The proposed DMLS ACQ/VAL process required more extensive

analysis, since it utilized some novel algorithms not considered previously in

the literature. Section D presents the results of a comparative ACQ/VAL

scenario, while Section E summarizes the results.

'..

A. TRSB ACQ/VAL

For scanning beam receivers, the optimum processor for the direct signal

in WGN can be closely approximated by filtering the received envelope with a

filter matched to the antenna beamshape and determining the time of filter --

ouptut peak amplitude. Actual TRSB receivers may be viewed as a suboptimum

realization in that the video filter is not precisely matched to the received
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beam shape. This mismatch is typically in terms of a greater passband than is

required. This produces a signal-to-noise (SNR) degradation, but no loss in

ability to resolve multiple peaks vis-d-vis that with matched filtering (pro-

vided that the ground antenna pattern has low sideloL.._). The TRSB coverage

region is effectively searched on each scan with an angle grid corresponding

to the A/D converter sampling rate (approximately 0.020 for current designs).

Bench tests [921 and our simulations have shown that the current TRSB

receivers can successfully establish track on the direct signal as long as its

amplitude is at least I dB greater than an out-of-beam multipath signal. For

multipath levels within I dB of the direct signal, no acquisition occurs,

while multipath levels within I dB of the direct signal will be acquired.

Simulations have shown that similar performance occurs in the presence of

several out-of-beam multipath signals, each of which is at least 2 beamwidths

removed in angle from any other signal.

Although the TkS8 outputs generated on each scan would permit "optimum"

track validation, this is not what is done. Rather, the peak amplitude for

the tracked signal is compared to the peak amplitude at all "out-of-beam"

angles and a counter is incremented or decremented. If the counter decrements

to zero, acquisition is restarted. The degradation in performance using this

approach is noticeable only when the angle corresponding to an out-of-beam

peak greater than the direct signal changes radically between successive scans

(e.g., when at low SNR).

Once successful acquisition is completed, the TKSB receivers were shown

in field tests to be capable of tracking the direct signal in the presence of

short-lived multipath signals which are considerably larger than the direct

signal (e.g., 6 dB). The maximum duration for such multipath is a receiver

parameter which currently is the lesser of 20 seconds and the time in track.

7-4
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B. DLS ACQ/VAL

The problem of acquiring the direct signal is simplified somewhat in the

DLS system by the time delay discrimination implicit in measurements on a

pulse waveform. Multipath with a time delay greater than 1.5 usec normally

would be excluded entirely, while multipath with a shorter duration is effec-
tively

tively attenuated by the factor

24

R 3 exp[-0.227 ( 2 T + 2 (7-1)

where T is the multipath relative time delay in qsec. Figure 7-I shows con

tours of R as a function of scatterer location for a case where the receiver

is on runway centerline. We see that even in this favorable case, situations

could arise in which the time delay discrimination is very small so that a DLS

acquisition algorithm must consider the possibility of large multipath sig-

nals.

For a sampled aperture ground derived system such as DLS, the noise only

optimum processor corresponds to a multiple beam forming matrix. This could

* be achieved by hardware [104] or by a software discrete Fourier transform

S.1851. However, the cost and complexity of achieving this processing in the

available computation time evidently were such as to suggest a suboptimum ap-

proach based on the small signal suppression properties of a multiple baseline

* ,interferometer.

Such systems estimate the direct signal angle by making angle estimates

with baselines of increasing length. The angle estimate using the smallest

•°.+

The case illustrated is favorable because the receiver is assumed to be along
the extended runway centerline. Receivers which are off centerline may en-
counter reflections from buildings which are quite close to the line of sight.

* 7-5
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baseline is unambiguous within the coverage volume. The larger baseline angle

estimates are ambiguous, but the ambiguity is resolved f rom the angle esti-

mates using shorter baselines 187). If out-of-beam multipath causes errors in

ambiguity resolution, the resulting angle error is large (e.g., several beam-

widths). Thus, the principal focus was on circumstances where ambiguity

resolution breakdown occurs.

The likelihood of an error in resolving the ambiguity in the measured

phase of a interf erometer pair of spacing oL/ X f rom the resolved phase f or a

._-4-.

pair of spacing LIA depends on the multipath amplitude, scan angles, and RF

phases with respect to the direct signal. Under worst case conditions, it can

be shown that errors will not arise if

P < sin(ir/2a) (7-2)

where p nsum of amplitudes for the various multipath signals. Equation (7-2)

shows that the ambiguity resolution stages with large values of a are most

vulnerable. The proposed DLS azimuth array consists of an inner circular

array with a novel ambiguity resolution scheme and a linear array whose ambi-

guities are resolved as indicated above. The circular array resolution logic

is not readily amendable to analytical treatment such as was used to obtain

V
(7-2). Our simulation experiments have shown that the circular array is most

sensitive to these errors, with a minimum single multipath signal amplitude of

-7 dB (for mltipath approximately 200 removed from the direct signal) being

sufficient to cause ambiguity resolution errors.

A more fundamental problem facing DLS in the acquisition/validation area

is the lack of any track history in the ground system when making an angle

estimate. Since the aircraft interrogation of a D E ground station does not

7-7
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contain a unique identification code, the DLS system cannot establish a his-

tory of previous angle estimates to aid in processing when high multipath

levels are encountered. The DLS airborne receiver has a past history of angle

estimates which permits the rejection of highly erroneous ground station

estimates. Thus, for example, if an out-of-beam multipath signal with rela-

tive amplitude p>l is encountered during final approach, there could be a

total loss of valid angle data with the DLS system. By contrast, systems

(such as TRSB or DMLS) with a track memory at the point of angle estimation

can continue to estimate the angle of the direct signal if short duration high

level multipath is encountered.

C. Doppler ACQ/VAL

For a Doppler receiver, the corresponding noise only "optimum" acquisi-

tion consists of a large bank of Doppler filters, one for each possible re-

ceived Doppler frequency. The receiver is then to choose the largest of these

filter outputs. Sampling theory considerations suggesL that this could be

implemented by a bank of 1 beamwidth wide Doppler filters centered at fre-

quencies 0.5 beamwidths apart, since the output for any other frequency can be

obtained by a weighted summation of the equally spaced filter outputs. This

approach was not attractive from an airborne cost/complexity viewpoint.

Instead, a suboptimum approach was utilized which trades off SNR, multi-

path resistance, and acquisition time against equipment complexity by first

coarsely estimating the Doppler frequency (by the use of filters which are

several beamwidths apart) and then refining that estimate with a second

Doppler frequency bank whose filter passbands are 1 beamwidth apart. When -

only a single signal is present in any given wideband Doppler filter, this

coarse/fine approach yields near optimum performance, since the filter outputs

7-8
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are time smoothed before comparison. In this section, we shall examine the

ACQ/VAL procedure proposed by the UK for the digital correlator receiver

implementation with particular emphasis on situations where one or more multi-

path signals are present. The detailed algorithms have already been presented

in Sections 3.A.4 and 3.B.3 of Volume II of this report. Figures 3-7 to 3-9 .

of Volume II, reproduced here as Figs. 7-2 to 7-4, summarize the procedures.

1. Acquisition Algorithm

The initial setting of the tracker frequency is obtained as the result of

a two-stage acquisition procedure. Initially, the entire coverage region is

divided into a coarse set of "ordinary" frequency "bins," and the filtered L_

detector output on the nth scan Wn (t) (see Eq. (11.3-51)) is correlated with

sinusoids and cosinusoids at each of the bin center frequencies wb(m) for an

integration time 2Tb matched to the bin widths:

.:...:

S1 tb(m)+Tb b)t"' -

Cn(M) TW (t)e wbt dt, m 1, 2, # bins
nbm T 2T f • ''"

(7-3)

where

2T - (7-4)
bAwb

Awb - )  (7-5)

The center correlation times tb(m) vary with bin number across the scan time,
as the correlator computational capacity is time-shared among the bins. The
values of t (im) and of the bin center frequencies are given in Eq. (11.3-64)
and Table IP.3-2.
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The complex magnitude of the correlation output, Cn(m), is passed through a

first-order digital filter with a time constant of 5 data frames (1 second) to

yiel the bin contents.
,i

The correlation output Cn(m) in response to a single sinusoid at frequen-

cy w, Wn(t) cos(at + *), is denoted by Xm(W) and is calculated as

sin[(wb(m) - w)TbI (7-6)

(wb(m) - )b

Figure 7-5 shows the frequency responses Xm(w) for the 16 azimuth coarse bins,

plotted as a function of the equivalent signal angle 0- w/K, where K is the

DMLS coding factor for azimuth. We note that the bin frequency responses at

the crossover points are 3.9 dB down from the peak response. This "scallop

loss" [54J is quite undesirable from a multipath viewpoint since a multipath

signal some 3.8 dB below the direct signal could yield the larger bin contents

if the direct signal were located at a crossover point whereas the multipath

were at a bin center.

Thus, the DMLS designers utilize a pairwise search of adjacent bins using

the algorithm shown in block 3 of Fig. 7-3. The pairwise search metric cannot

be represented as the output of a linear filter, i.e., the output for a sum of

sinusoids * the sum of the individual outputs. Nevertheless, some insight can

be gained by considering the output for a single sinusoid input. The (steady-

state) contents of the nth bin pair, 1Y(w)I when the input is a sinusoid at

In both the computer model and the actual receiver, an approximation is used
for the complex magnitude function to reduce computation time, see (11.3-67).

In writing (7-6) we have ignored a complex phase factor, expj[wb(m) -

W)tb(m) - ol, as well as an additional term of complex magnitude Isin[(wb(m) +
w)TbI which is negligibly small for positive w.
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frequency w, are calculated from IXm()I IX+ 1(W)I using the pairwise search

metric given in (11.3-68),

(0)1i Xm(.)) I ( I ( 7- 7) --:

1m(,)I - IXm(w)I + IX+1 (W)j +I" - IX+1  (7-7)

The bin pair responses are plotted in Fig. 7-6. We see that the pairwise

outputs are much flatter over the passband (e.g., 0.7 dB peak deviation), but

also much wider (13.20 versus 5.9* at the -3 dB points on boresight). The

sidelobes are slightly higher (-11.5 dB versus -13.5 dB).

The contents of the largest bin pairs are continually tested against the

average contents of the remaining bins. As soon as a suitable excess is built -- ,

up, the coarse acquisition phase is deemed to be complete and a frequency

estimate wb is obtained from a coarse interpolation between the center fre-

quencies of the preferred bin pair [see (11.3-71)].

Four homing bins with bin widths equal to one-fourth the coarse bin

widths are centered around the coarse frequency estimate wb . The input signal

Wn(t) from each scan is correlated with sinusoids and cosinusoids at each of

the homing bin frequencies and the contents of each of the three adjacent bin

pairs are computed by the same algorithm used in the coarse search. Eventu-

ally an initial setting for the tracker frequency is obtained by interpolating

between the center frequencies of the preferred homing bin pair.

The homing bins and adjacent pair combinations have frequency responses

identical to that of Figs. 7-5 and 7-6 except that the frequency scale is

compressed by a factor of 4, i.e., the "passband" is 4 times smaller. The

homing bin search process evidently utilizes the entire processor computa-

tional capability since no coarse bin updating takes place while the homing

bin search is going on.

7-15
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The coarse frequency estimate wb always lies between the center frequen-

cies wb(m), Wb(m+l) of the preferred bin pairs; in fact, the interpolation

algorithm always produces an estimate in the interval

+ b 4 ml) Abi ~ b b -

[ ~m + A5, bml ) _ I ~],whr A bI bm+I) - Cbm). The initial .- ":

tracker setting bears the same relation to the frequencies of the preferred

homing bin pair. Thus, the starting tracker frequency is never more than

- x homing bin width (= T- x coarse bin width = 0.4* on boresight for the I*
4 1

azimuth system) outside the interval [wb(m), wb(m+1)1. The "pull in" range of

the DMLS tracker is approximately 1.50 ( distance to the first sum pattern

null). Consequently, if the direct signal is more than 1.90 outside the

interval [wb(m), wb(m+l)], it is unlikely that the tracker will find the

direct signal frequency without reacquisition.

Note also that there is no peak-to-peak amplitude comparison tolerancing

in either pairwise bin search, i.e., as long as the pairwise search peak is -

> Kbc (where Kb is a constant and T = average bin content) a decision is made

even though another peak may be very close to the given peak. We mention this

because there is, even with the pairwise bin search procedure, a variation in

peak level that depends on the (unknown) location of the component with re-

spect to the bin center.

2. Validation Algorithm

The principal validation input from the tracker is the sum correlation

value E(n). This has a frequency response similar to that of the ordinary

. bins in Fig. 7-5 except that a) the bandwidth is I beamwidth and b) the side-

lobes are lower (due to Taylor weighting). Three classes of tests occur:

(1) current IZ(n)I > weighted long time average of IE(.)-

(2) short term average IE(.)l > long term time average IE(-)l

7-17
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(3) long perm time average of IE(")I x 1.91 > coarse bin pairwise searchpeak.•

A new E(n) value is determined on each scan n. Failing test (1) causes that

scan to be ignored, but the frame will still be accepted as long as one scan

passes test (1).

Test (2) is intended to give a "fast dropout" if the tracked signal

"disappears". The time required for this to occur depends on the state of the

two averages when the tracked signal disappears. If the two averages were

equal (corresponding, e.g., to a track which had existed for 8 seconds), the

"unlock time" is (approximately) the solution to the equation

-tIT s  -t/TL
e 0 0.25e (7-8)

where TS  time constant for "short term" average

TL - time constant for a "long term" average

Substituting TS = 1 and L = 8, we find the "fast unlock" time is:

t - 8 in 0.25 = 1.6 seconds (7-9)7 L_

The principal test for a larger out of beam signal is accomplished by

comparing the "long term" time average of the tracker output to the peak value

from the coarse bin pairwise search. Three features of this test deserve

special note:

(1) There is no comparison of the frequency corresponding to the
coarse bin search peak with the tracked frequency.

(2) The tracker "long term" average is emphasized by some 5.6 dB .
before the comparison. Some 2.6 dB of the emphasis arises
because the pairwise search maximum (see Fig. 7-6) for unity

The original UK documentation (see Fig. 7-4) used 1.625 as the comparison
ratio however, during the course of UK/LL discussions concerning the UK
receiver for the proposed DMLS US tests in the UK [781 it was learned that
1.91 was the preferred value.
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direct signal is 1.35 when the tracker output is 1.U. The
remaining 3.0 dB emphasis is intended as a margin against "per-
sistent multipath".

(3) Failing this comparison test with the flag already displayed
does not cause reacquisition if the outlier test also fails.

Presumably this is done to avoid "nuisance" reacquisition when
the SNR is low.-

If the various validation tests are passed, the confidence counter is

incremented at the frame end. This counter is set to a value of 3 at the end

of fine acquisition; consequently, provided that the ordinary and fine acqui-

sition procedures are completed within a total of 11 scans, the confidence

counter can normally achieve a value of 4 by the end of the first frame. If

it counts up by 1 each succeeding frame (- 0.2 second interval), it would

reach a value of 8 after a total of 5 frames (- 1 second) and then raise the

system flag (see Fig. 7-4), allowing the tracked angle estimate to be given

credibility and output to the user.

3. Potential Problems with the Proposed DMLS ACQ/VAL Procedure

In this section, we discuss some of the unique potential problems with

the DMLS ACQ/VAL scheme. Our objective is to provide an analytical framework

for understanding situations which may cause problems for the DMLS ACQ/VAL

algorithms.

a. Initial Acquisition

The most obvious potential problem with the proposed DLS coarse search

procedure is the possibility that several multipath signals, each of which is

.*

E.g., the AWOP WG-A power budget subgroup used a 2a error of 0.1' to define
the minimum angle data SNR. Below this SNR single excursion errors greater
than 0.20 should be "common", which in turn would yield outlier test failures.

e.g., problems that do not arise to the same degree with the TRS8 or DLS
approaches to ACQ/VAL.
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less than the direct signal, may be contained in adjacent coarse bins such

that the pairwise search procedure chooses a bin pair containing multipath

rather than the direct signal. This was the situation considered in an

ACQ/VAL comparative simulation presented at AWOP 6 [79], discussed further in

Section 0 of this chapter. It was shown that certain multipath conditions

exist which cause the DMLS acquisition procedure to fail, while producing no

corresponding problems for TRSB. The important difference between TRSB and

DI4LS in this respect is that similar TRSB problems would arise only if sepa-

rate azimuth multipatn sources had angles within a beamwidth of each other.

The acquisition/validation scenario of AWOP WP/322 1791 produced multi- -

path components near the centers of bins 5 and 6 with M/D ratios of approxi- .

mately -5.0 dB and -3.5 dB at the start of acquisition. A study was under-

taken to investigate whether the acquisition failure reported in WP/322 was an

anomaloue effect resulting from a rare conjunction of unfavorable scenario

parameters, or whether it demonstrated a more general problem. As expected,

it was found that false initial acquisition can be caused by a pair of multi-

patn components in bins 5 and 6 with M/D ratios similar to the ones considered

over a wide range of phase conditions and angle locations within the bins.

The results of tnis study are presented in Section (ii) below.

Additional analysis has shown that a single multipath component whose M/D L.|_

ratio is < -I dB can also create significant initial acquisition errors if it

is within 2 coarse bin widths of the direct signal. This phenomenon is

quantitatively examined in the next section.

*The corresponding statement for THSA is two beamwidths.
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(i) Acquisition Failures Due to a Single Out-of-Beam

Multipath Component
* .The direct signal was located at 0* azimuth which is midway between the

coarse bins 8 and 9 (see Fig. 7-5). In the absence of multipath, the 8/9

pair (see Fig. 7-6) of coarse bins is by far the largest. The homing bins

are centered about the direct signal so that the homing bin search yields the

direct signal frequency as the initial tracker esCimate.

We then considered whether acquisition will be successful in the presence "

of a single out-of-beam muitipath signal whose M/D level is 4 -1 dB which is

located at least 6.60 (i.e., a coarse bin width) away from the direct sig-

nal. From the discussion in Section I.a, it follows that a sufficient condi-

tion for failure in this case is that the coarse acquisition choose either the

7/8 or 9/10 pair of coarse bins as opposed to the 8/9 pair (see Fig. 7-6a)'

because the direct signal is 3.30 outside the intervals [wb(7 ), wb( 8 )] and
L-.

[wb(9), wb(1O)1-" .-.

Due to the symmetry around 0* azitmuth it suffices to consider only the

cases where the coarse acquisition chooses the 7/8 pair. From the pairwise "f

search equation, we see that this will occur whenever the contents of coarse

bin 7 are greater than those of coarse bin 9. By inspection of the coarse

bin frequency responses (see Fig. 7-4a), we see that such an error can arise

in two ways:

(1) the multipath is located in bin 7 and sums up with tne direct
signal sidelobe so as to make the contents of bin 7 greater
than those of bin 9 and

(2) the multipath is located near the boundary of coarse bins 9 and
10 and out of phase with the direct signal so that the contents
of bin 9 become less than those of bin 7.

I.e., the pair consisting of coarse bins 8 and 9. . .

U**Unless another incorrect bin pair outranks both 7/8 and 8/9.
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Since the contents of a single coarse bin are a coherent sum of contribu-

tions from the various detected signal components, the minimum multipath level

needed to cause an error depends on the relative rf phase between the direct

and multipath signals. In Tables 7-1 and 7-2 we summarize the results for

minimum M/D levels required to yield a choice of the 7/8 bin pair.

Again, since coarse bin 8 is common to pairs 7/8 and 8/9, an incorrect

choice will be made whenever bin 7 is greater than bin 9. Thus, the results

in these tables can be explained by reference to Fig. 7-5a. To illustrate,

with the multipath at -10*, and 1800 relative phase,

contents of bin 7 = -p -0.2121
contents of bin 9 = 0.6371

contents of bin 7 are > contents of bin 9 if p > 0.425 = -7.4 dB

The value quoted in Table 7-1 (p - 0.44 - -7.1 dB) is slightly conservative

because a finite search grid (spacing: Ap = 0.01) was used.

"" Since the multipath rf phase is unpredictable on the basis of gross

flight path/airport geometry details, we conclude that there is a possibility

of encountering phase conditions which would cause false acquisition for all

of the azimuth angles listed in Tables 7-1 and 7-2. A measure of the likeli-

hood of these multipath phases can be obtained by computing the fraction of

uniformly spaced phase samples for which false acquisition occurs, as a func-

tion of M/D level; these results are presented in Table 7-3.* The phase

•These fractions are not directly interpretable as acquisition failure proba-

bilities in dynamic situations where nonzero scalloping frequencies cause the
multipath rf phases to change from scan to scan. If several scans are needed
to complete ordinary acquisition, some phase averaging will occur, tending to
diminish those failure probabilities which are < I/2 and to increase those which
are > 1/2 . The magnitude of this effect depends on the interplay of many fac-
tors, such as the scan-to-scan phase correlation, the amount by which the M/D
level exceeds the false acquisition threshold, and the time constant for
updating the ordinary bins, and the rule for declaring ordinary acquisition
completed.
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TABLE 7-1
MINIMUM MID OF SINGLE MULTIPATH SIGNAL AT BOUNDARY OF
COARSE BINS 9 AND 10 TO YIELD ERRONEOUS ACQUISITION
CHOICE OF 7/8 PAIR WHEN MULTIPATH AZIMUTH - +6.60

MULTIPATH MINIMUM
*1RF PHASE MID RATIO (dB)

-1500 to +1500 > -1

~1600 -3.9

±1700 -4.7

±1808 -5.0

TABLE 7-2
MINIM4UM M/D OF SINGLE MULTIPATH SIGNAL IN COARSE BIN 7

.1 TO YIELD ERRONEOUS COARSE ACQUISITION CHOICE OF 7/8 PAIR

.4 MULTIPATH AZIM4UTH

HULTIPATH,
RF PHASE -12.60 -11.3* -100 -8.70 -7.30

0 -0.9 dB -0.9 dB -1.3 dB -1.7 dB -0.9 dB
4± 22.50 -0.9 dB -0.9 dB -1.7 dB -1.9 dB -0.9 dB

± 450 -0.9 dB -0.9 dB -1.9 dB -1.9 dB -0.9 dB
± 67.50 -0.9 dB -2.4 dB -3.1 dB -2.9 dB -1.5 dB
± 900 -1.3 dB -3.1 dB -3.6 dB -3.3 dB -1.9 dB
±112.50 -3.6 dB -5.4 dB -5.4 dB -4.4 dB -1.3 dB
±1350 -4.7 dS -6.0 dB -6.0 dB -4.7 dB -2.6 dB
±157.50 -6.4 dB -6.0 dB -7.5 dB -5.7 dB -2.2 dB
±1800 -6.0 dB -7.5 dB -7.1 dB -5.7 dB*
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TABLE 7-J
FRACTION OF UNIFORMLY SAMPLED PHASE CONDITIONS CAUSING
ERRONEOUS COARSE ACQUISITION SELECTION OF 7/8 PAIR FOR

VARIOUS MID LEVELS OF SINGLE-COMPONENT MULTIPATH AT AZIMUTHI
ANGLES GIVEN IN TABLES 7-1 AND 7-2

MULTIPATH
AZIMUTH -6 dB -5 dB -4d -3 dB -2 dB -1 d8

-12.6* .19 .19 .31 .44 .44 .56
-1.30 .31 .44 .44 .56 .69 .69

-10.00 .31 .44 .44 .69 .69 1
-.00 .19 .44 .56 .69 1

-7.30 0 0 0 0* *25* .62*

+6.60 0 .03 .08 .14 .14 .14

I -

*See footnote to Table 7-1.
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samples were -170* to +1800 in 100 steps for multipath azimuth = +6.60, and

-157.50 to +1800 in 22.50 steps for the remaining angles.

We see that situations of type (2) in which the multipath at the bin 9/10

border indirectly causes selection of the 7/8 pair are much less likely than

situations of type (1). We chose to include them because they have nonzero

probability and, when they occur, they pose unique problems to the fine ac-

quisition search (see below). Type (1) conditions causing false coarse acqui-

sition are encountered at reasonable M/D levels for a wide range of phases at

all azimuth angles within bin 7.

(ii) Acquisition Failures Du..z to Two Out-of-Beam

Multipath Components in Adjacent Bins

A detailed analysis was carried out for perturbations of the case consid-

ered in the ArOP 6 scenario [79]. The direct signal was placed at the bin 8/9

border (i.e., 0* azimuth). A pair of multipath components was placed in bins

5 and 6 with independently varying amplitudes, azimuth angles, and static

relative phases, and the DMLS ordinary acquisition algorithm was tested to

determine which multipath conditions would cause selection of an incorrect bin

pair. Not considered were the fine acquisition procedure, track and loss of

track of the multipath, and re-acquisition, because as discussed earlier, an

error in the initial bin pair choice is generally sufficient to unduly delay

true acquisition.

Tables 7-4 through 7-6 give, as a function of the phases of the multipath

components, the minimum equal-amplitude multipath level needed to cause false

acquisition, for various multipath azimuth angles within bins 5 and 6. The

equal-amplitude constraint has been imposed to make the presentation of re-

sults manageable, given the many independent variables considered. The
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TABLE 7-4
MINIMUM M/D (DB) OF EQUAL-AMPLITUDE !ULTIPATH SIGNALS IN COARSE

BINS 5 AND 6 (CENTER OF BIN 5) TO CAUSE FALSE ACQUISITION

- rf Phase (degrees), Azimuth Angle of Multipath Component in Bin
06 - rf Phase (degrees), Azimuth Angle of Multipath Component in Bin

51 -135 -90 -45 0 45 90 135 180

U -4.7 -3.3 -1.9 -1.3 -1.9 -3.3 -4.7 -5.4 - 23.90
45 -5 -4.2 -3.1 -1.7 -1.1 -2.2 -3.6 -4.7 (gin 5 center)
90 -4.2 -3.6 -3.1 -1.9 * -0.9 -2.2 -3.3

135 -4.2 -3.9 -4.2 -3.6 -3.6 -3.6 -3.9 -3.6 6 -- 13.40
180 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 (tin 6/7 border)

6 -135 -90 -45 0 45 90 135 180

-5.4 -4.4 -3.6 -3.1 -3.6 -4.4 -5.4 -6 e -23.90
45 -6 -5 -4.4 -3.6 -3.1 -3.6 -4.4 -5.4 (gin 5 center)
90 -5 -4.7 -4.2 -3.1 -2.4 -2.6 -3.6 -4.2
135 -3.6 -3.6 -3.3 -2.9 -1.9 -1.7 -2.9 -2.9 86 -15.10
180 -1.9 -2.4 -2.6 -2.6 -2.6 -2.4 -1.9 -1.9

** 5* -135 -90 -45 0 45 90 135 180

0 -5.4 -4.7 -4.4 -4.4 -4.4 -4.7 -5.4 -5.4 e -23.90

45 -5.7 -4.7 -5 -4.4 -4.4 -4.4 -5 -5.4 (9in 5 center)
90 -5 -4.4 -4.2 -3.6 -3.6 -3.9 -4.4 -4.7

135 -4.4 -3.1 -3.3 -2.9 -2.9 -3.3 -3.9 -4.2 A - -16.8,
180 -3.6 -3.1 -2.6 -2.4 -2.6 -3.1 -3.6 -3.9 (gin 6 center)

*'6 +I -135 -90 -45 0 45 90 135 180
0 -3.6 -4.2 -4.7 -4.7 -4.7 -4.2 -3.6 -3.3 8 = -23.90

45 -3.3 -3.1 -3.9 -4.4 -4.7 -4.7 -4.2 -3.9 (gin 5 center)
0190 -3.6 -2.4 -2.6 -3.1 -4.2 -5 -4.7 -4.4

135 -4.4 -2.2 -1.3 -1.3 -2.6 -4.2 -5 -5 6  -18.5-
180 -4.4 -3.1 -1.1 * -1.1 -3.1 -4.4 -5

5 -135 -90 -45 0 45 90 135 180
f6

o -3.3 -5 -5.4 -5 -3.3 8 -23.9.
45 * * -3.3 -5 -5.7 -5.4 -3.6 -1.1 (gin 5 center)
90 -1.3 * * -3.1 -4.4 -5.7 -5 -4.2
135 -4.4 * -2.9 -4.7 -6 -5.4 6 - -20.3"

180 -4.7 -3.1 * * -3.1 -4.7 -5.7 (tin 5/6 border)

I:

j Threshold H/0 > -0.9 dB
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TABLE 7-5
HINIM4UM M/D (DB) OF EQUAL-AMPLITUDE MULTIPATH SIGNALS IN COARSE BINS

5 AND 6 (CENTER OF BIN 6) TO CAUSE FALSE ACQUISITION

*6,06 = rf Phase (degrees), Azimuth Angle of Multipath Component in Bin 6

.* 1 -135 -90 -45 0 45 90 135 180

U -1.7 -4.4 -6 -6.7 -6 -4.4 -1. * 20.30
45 * -1.5 -4.4 -6.4 -6.4 -5.7 -3.9 -1.1 (9in 5/6 border)

90 * * * -3.3 -4.7 -5.7 -5.4 -3.1
135 -3.1 * * * -2.9 -4.7 -5 -4.7 8g =-16.80
180 -4.2 -2.9 * * * -2.9 -4.2 -5 (in 6 center)

0 51 -135 -90 -45 0 45 90 135 180

U -3.6 -4.2 -5 -5.4 -5 -4.2 -3.6 -3.6 85 = -22.1•
45 -3.6 -3.6 -4.7 -5.4 -5.4 -5.4 -4.7 -3.6
90 -3.3 -2.4 -2.6 -3.3 -4.2 -5 -5 -3.9 e = -16.8:
135 -3.6 -1.9 -1.3 -1.1 -2.6 -3.9 -4.2 -4.2 (tin 6 center)
180 -3.9 -2.9 -1.3 * -1.3 -2.9 -3.9 -4.4

5 -135 -90 -45 0 45 90 135 180

S -5.4 -4.7 -4.4 -4.4 -4.4 -4.7 -5.4 -5 4 .-_23.9

45 -5.7 -4.7 -5 -4.4 -4.4 -4.4 -5 -5.4 Rin 5 center)
90 -5 -4.4 -4.2 -3.6 -3.6 -3.9 -4.4 -4.7

135 -4.4 -3.1 -3.3 -2.9 -2.9 -3.3 -3.9 -4.2 O =-16.80

180 -3.6 -3.1 -2.6 -2.4 -2.6 -3.1 -3.6 -3.9 (gin 6 center)

5 -135 -90 -45 0 45 90 135 180

0 -5.7 -4.7 -3.6 -2.9 -3.6 -4.7 -5.7 -6 05 = -25.70

45 -6 -5 -4.2 -3.1 -2.9 -3.3 -4.4 -5.7
90 -5 -4.7 -4.2 -2.9 -2.4 -2.9 -3.6 -3.9 8 -1 68*
135 -3.9 -3.3 -3.9 -3.1 -2.4 -2.4 -2.2 -2.9 (tin 6 center)
180 -2.6 -2.9 -2.6 -2.9 -2.6 -2.9 -2.6 -2.4

i 51 -135 -90 -45 0 45 90 135 180

0 -4.7 -3.9 -2.6 -1.7 -2.6 -3.9 -4.7 -5 - - 27.50
90 -4.4 -4.2 -3.1 -1.9 -1.1 -1.3 -2.4 -2.9

135 -2.9 -2.9 -3.1 -2.2 -1.5 * * -1.5 8 -16.8o
180 * -1.7 -1.9 -2.2 -1.9 -1.7 * * (tin 6 center)

Threshold M/D > -0.9 dB.
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TABLE 7-6
MINIMUM M/D (DB) OF EQUAL-AMPLITUDE MULTIPATH SIGNALS IN COARSE

BINS 5 AND 6 (ONE BIN WIDTH SEPARATION) TO CAUSE FALSE ACQUISITION

5 ,e 5 - rf Phase (degrees), Azimuth Angle of Multipath Component in Bin 5
*6,96 - rf Phase (degrees), Azimuth Angle of Multipath Component in Bin 6

-135 -90 -45 0 45 90 135 180

U -1.1 -3.1 -4.2 -4.2 -4.2 -3.1 -1.1 -1.3 -20.3 °

45 * * -2.4 -4.2 -3.9 -3.6 -2.2 -0.9 (gin 5/6 border)

90 -1.1 -2.9 -3.9 -3.3 -3.9 -3.6 -3.3 -1.1
135 -2.2 -5 -6.7 -7.1 -5 -3.6 -3.3 -2.9 8 1 ~3.40
180 -2.9 -4.7 -6.7 -8 -6.7 -4.7 -2.9 -3.1 Nin 6/7 border)

6 1 -135 -90 -45 0 45 9U 135 180

0 -3.9 -3.9 -4.4 -4.7 -4.4 -3.9 -3.9 -4.4 85 - -22.1'
45 -4.2 -3.9 -4.4 -4.7 -4.4 -4.4 -4.2 -3.9
90 -3.3 -2.6 -2.9 -2.6 -3.1 -3.9 -4.2 -3.6 06 =-15.1 °

135 -3.1 -2.4 -1.3 -1.3 -1.7 -3.1 -3.6 -3.3
180 -2.6 -1.9 -1.3 -2.4 -1.3 -1.9 -2.6 -3.1 86,.,1

15 -135 -90 -45 0 45 90 135 180

0 -5.4 -4.7 -4.4 -4.4 -4.4 -4.7 -5.4 -5.4 0 -23.9_
45 -5.7 -4.7 -5 -4.4 -4.4 -4.4 -5 -5.4 (gin 5 center)
90 -5 -4.4 -4.2 -3.6 -3.6 -3.9 -4.4 -4.7
135 -4.4 -3.1 -3.3 -2.9 -2.9 -3.3 -3.9 -4.2 06 = -16.8.
180 -3.6 -3.1 -2.6 -2.4 -2.6 -3.1 -3.6 -3.9 (gin 6 center)

* 5[ -135 -90 -45 0 45 90 135 180*6
O -4,Z -3.9 -3.9 -3.6 -3.9 -3.9 -4.2 -3.9 0 5 =-25.7*

45 -3.9 -3.3 -3.3 -3.3 -3.9 -3.9 -3.3 -4.2

90 -4.2 -2.9 -2.4 -2.4 -3.1 -4.2 -4.2 -3.6
135 -4.2 -2.6 -1.9 -1.7 -2.2 -3.6 -4.2 -4.2 06 = 18.50
180 -3.9 -2.6 -1.5 -1.3 -1.5 -2.6 -3.9 -4.2

46 *5j -135 -90 -45 0 45 90 135 180

0 -1.1 -1.5 -3.1 -3.1 -3.1 -1.5 -1.1 -1.5 0 -27.50
45 -1.3 * -1.1 -3.1 -3.3 -2.6 -1.9 * (bin 4/5 border)
90 -1.1 * * -1.7 -2.6 -3.6 -3.3 -2.6
135 -2.4 -1.3 * -0.9 -2.2 -3.6 -3.9 -3.3 0= "-20.30
180 -3.3 -2.6 -0.9 -0.9 -0.9 -2.6 -3.3 -3.9 (gin 5/6 border)

*Threhild MID > -0.9 dB. .
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threshold levels obtained under this constraint are considered representative

because they may in general be applied to an average of the two multipath

amplitudes.

In Table 7-4 one multipath signal is located at the center of bin 5 and

the other one is swept through bin 6 at increments of 1/4 bin width. In Table

7-5 the position of the bin 5 component is varied while the other component is

fixed at the center of bin 6. In Table 7-6 the spacing between the two multi-

path signals is fixed at one bin width.

The wide variation in the critical H/D level with respect to the rf phase

of the multipath signals is due to sidelobe effects. If both multipath compo-

nents and the direct signal were all positioned at bin centers and thus were

noninterfering, the threshold M/D level could be easily obtained analytically

by calculating and comparing bin pair contents (according to the algorithm

shown in block 3 of Figure 7-4) as follows:

contents of each adjacent multipath bin p
contents of multipath bin pair - 2p

contents of direct signal bin p I 1
contents of direct signal bin i 1 .25

.. multipath bin pair is chosen if p > 0.625 -4.1 dB
where p - (voltage) M/D ratio.

.. For the centerline approacn case that we have considered, the direct

signal is not at a nuli of the multipath bin sidelobes and it has a

non-negligible phase-dependent effect on the multipath bins' contents. As an

In general, there is a trade-off curve of threshold multipath amplitude pairs
generalc lin segmenttiat

(P5, P6) which is convex in most regions of interest. Each line segment
tangent to this curve represents a region of con::tant "average" amplitude,
with relative weights determined by its (negative) slope. The weights corre-
sponding to the equal-amplitude pointp 5 = p6 specify an "average" with the

property that any (05, P6) pair within the convexity region averaging higher
than the equal-amplitude threshold will cause acquisition failure. For most
of the multipath angles considered in the tables, these bounding trade-off
weights are roughly equal, except in extreme cases where the false acquisition
effect is very asymmetrically dependent upon the two components.
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illustration, consider the case of multipath signals at the centers of bins 5
I

and 6 with phases 1800, 0, respectively. The relevant bin contents are:

2
contents of bin 6 - p +-

contents of bin 5/6 pair =2p +5

2contents of bin 8 - contents of bin 9 -

4contents of bin 8/9 pair - 7.

.multipath bin pair chosen in p >- =L 0.523 = -5.6 dB147r' -''

This exact threshold level is slightly lower than the one quoted in the tables

(-5.4 dB) for the same case because a finite multipath amplitude search grid

(spacing: Ap = 0.02) was used to generate the tables.

In the opposite extreme case, when tne phases of both multipath compo-

nents are reversed by 1800, the direct signal destructively interferes with

the multipath and the bin 5/bin 6 contents become:

contents of bin 5- P -

contents of bin 6 .I-P + 1

*23
contents of bin 5/6 pair -2p '-(assuming p >

. multipath bin pair chosen if p > - 0.741 = -2.6 dB .
70w ,

Again, the threshold level determined from the tables (-2.4 dB) is slightly .

conservative.

When the multipath signals are not located at bin centers, they too

contribute to the contents of neighboring bins. The overall phase-dependence

of the false acquisition effect tends to be magnified, and so is the complex-

ity of a theoretical analysis. In some cases, bin pairs other than 5/6 or 8/9

are selected. The most graphic example of this effect is shown in the last

row of the first sub-table of Table 7-4 (0 = 1800, e6 = -13.30,
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05 -23.90). The bin 6 component is close enough to the direct signal to

cause selection of the 7/8 bin pair when its amplitude exceeds -5 dB (compare

this with the single component acquisition failure conditions determined

earlier in Table 7-1), and this effect is independent of the component in

bin 5.

We have chosen to estimate the likelihood of occurrence of damaging phase

conditions by computing the fraction of 64 uniformly spaced phase samples

(-1350 to 1800 with 458 spacing, for each multipath component) for which false

acquisition occurs, as a function of multipath M/D level. These results are

presented in Table 7-7 for the same azimuth angles considered in Tables 7-4,

7-5, and 7-6. They can be derived from those tables by making use of the

equivalence between phase conditions (5 6) and ( *6)

It is evident from Table 7-7 that placing the multipath signals at adja-

cent bin centers represents a worst case, on the average. However, it is also

clear that the false acquisition effect is not terribly sensitive to the exact

location of the multipath angles within a neighborhood of a few degrees.

Substantial probability of phase conditions causing acquisition failures

exists at reasonable M/D levels for most of the azimuth angle combinations

considered in the tables. Furthermore, because of the wider variations with

phase for off-bin-center components, there exist certain phase conditions

which can result in false acquisition of some off-center components at M/D

levels lower than any that can cause trouble in the bin-center case.

The multipath rf phases are unpredictable, because they depend on precise

building and aircraft locations (measured in wavelengths). Thus, it can be

concluded from the statistical phase study that a significant likelihood of

*See footnote in previous section concerning the interpretation of these

fractions.
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TABLE 7-7

FRACTION OF UNIFORM4LY SAMPLED (450 SPACING) PHASE
CONDITIONS CAUSING FALSE ACQUISITION FOR VARIOUS

M/D LEVELS OF EQUAL-AMPLITUDE MULTIPATH SIGNALS
AT AZIMlTH ANGLES GIVEN IN TABLES 7-4, 7-5, AND 7-6

-6dB -5dB -4dB -3dB -2dB -IdB 0

0 0.17 0.36 0.73 0.8 0.94
Table 7-4 0.05 0.17 0.36 0.66 0.86 1
Azimuth 0 0.2 0.59 0.89 1 1
Angles 0 0.11 0.5 0.77 0.89 0.98

0.03 0.28 0.44 0.59 0.63 0.69

0.11 0.25 0.44 0.56 0.63 0.72
Table 7-5 0 0.2 0.41 0.73 0.86 0.98
Azimuth 0 0.2 0.59 0.89 1 1
Angles 0.05 0.17 0.33 0.61 1 1 v-7

0 ').05 0.2 0.36 0.59 0.89

0.11 0.17 0.28 0.61 0.8 0.91

Table 7-6 0 0 0.28 0.67 0.84 1
Azimuth 0 0.2 0.59 0.89 1 1
Angles 0 0 0.27 0.7 0.89 1

0 0 0 0.31 0.5 0.77
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acquisition failure exists any time two multipath signals with average ampli-

tude > -4 dB are simultaneously present within adjacent ordinary bins. The

latitude of several degrees in critical azimuth angles encompassed in this -

condition translates into one of several hundred feet in critical reflector

locations. Therefore, it is apparent that there is a substantial range of

airport geometries to minute detail in order to discover instances of DMLS

acquisition failure.

b. Fine Acquisition

The fine acquisition process involves an angular search in sectors whose

width and spacing are about 1 1/2 beamwidths. Consequently, it is unlikely that

gross errors such as those which can arise in the initial acquisition would

occur here as long as the initial acquisition estimate was reasonably good.

* However, there is a potential problem generated by the lack of an on-going

coarse search during the fine acquisition. The problem is that if the choice

of initial homing frequency was so poor that either no signals (direct or

multipath) or two competing multipath signals lie within the homing bins, the

fine acquisition process may search indefinitely. Since there is no provision

4 in the algorithm for halting a non-convergent search, it is thus possible

after certain types of initial acquisition errors for the receiver to get hung

up in a futile homing search that prevents it from correcting its mistake

through reacquisition.

From Fig. 7-4 we see that the homing search does not terminate until the

average contents of a preferred bin pair exceed the average contents of the

remaining bin pair by a factor of 1.2 (- 1.5/1.25) to 1.5. If the homing bins

contain no signal, the fine acquisition process must rely on sidelobes of the

bin responses to pull in enough signal to converge on the preferred bin
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pair. When the signal is far enough from the homing bins that the sidelobe

response is relatively flat over the homing bins, or when enough noise is

present to equalize the bin contents, the homing search may never terminate.

For example, it is easily shown that in the presence of a single signal and no

noise, the homing search is strictly non-convergent if the distance between

the signal and the center homing frequency is either: 1) exactly 2.5 + n

homing bin widths, for some nonnegative integer n (i.e., signal is at a null

of the homing bin sidelobes); or 2) greater than 5.452 homing bin widths

(1.363 ordinary bin widths).

These conditions do not strictly prevail for the (centerline approach)

type (2) acquisition failure cases considered in Section a.(i), but they are

borderline. The direct signal lies fortuitously at homing bin sidelobe peaks,

4.0 bin widths away from the center homing frequency. Even so, the fine
acquisition process requires a long time to converge (56 to 61 scans for 1808

aultipath at levels between -5 dB and -0.9 dB) in a static noise-free environ-

meit. When noise is ptesent, these convergence times may be indefinitely

lengthened. In a dynamic situation, the direct signal may move around while

the excessively long homing search is in progress, possibly toward sidelobe

nulls or eventually outside the pull-in range of the fine acquisition

procedure.

A second type of multipath situation which can cause fine acquisition

convergence problems is the one analyzed in section a.(ii), in which two

components are present in adjacent ordinary bins. When the multipath levels

are high enough that the ordinary acquisition search makes an error, the

center homing frequency is generally between the two multipath signals. The

homing search is confronted with a signal in or near each of the two outer
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homing bins. Thus, if the multipath components are relatively equal in ampli-

tude, the fine acquisition algorithm may never be able to choose between the

two outer bin pairs.

As an example, consider the case of two -4 dB multipath components at

-23.0- and -17.1- (these angles are displaced from the centers of ordinary

bins 5 and 6, respectively, by 1/2 homing bin width toward the bin 5/6

border). By analysis like that presented in section a.(ii), it can be shown

that the ordinary acquisition algorithm chooses the 5/6 border as the center

homing frequency for approximately 59% of static phase conditions. Thus, in

these cases there are equal-amplitude components at the centers of each of the

two outer homing bins. The two outer bin pairs are equivalent (neglecting the

effect of the direct signal, which is 10 homing bin widths from the nearest

homing bin) and the inner bin pair is inferior to them, so the fine acquisi-

.1 tion termination criterion can never be satisfied.

This effect is not critically dependent on the exact symmetry postulated

above. For instance, consider varying the relative amplitude of the two

multipath components, keeping the "average" amplitude high enough to cause

coarse acquisition failure. Then (again neglecting the direct signal) one

outer bin pair will eventually be preferred over the other only if the ampli-

tude of the corresponding multipath component exceeds the other by at least a

factor of 1.2 (- 1.5/1.25). Therefore, if the coarse acquisition fails, the

fine acquisition procedure will be non-convergent as long as the multipath

levels differ by no more than *1.6 dB. If the positions of the multipath

components are varied within or just outside the outer homing bins, different

ranges (generally phase dependent) of relative multipath levels causing non-

convergence are obtained.
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All of these convergence problems are exacerbated by a defect in the

interpolation scheme (PREFERRED VALUE SUBROUTINE in Fig. 7-5) which is mani-

fest in both the coarse and fine acquisition procedures and which causes the

frequency estimates obtained from each to be more granular then intended.

Given the proposed DMLS signal normalization, bin update time constants, noise

initialization values, and especially the criteria for declaring coarse/fine

acquisition complete, it is very unlikely that the contents of one bin of the

preferred bin pair will have risen to twice the contents of the other by the

time acquisition is finished.

For example, consider the extreme case of a single signal component

positioned at a bin center. The contents of all bins except the one contain-

ing the signal will remain constant at their (common) initial value, deno-ed

Co . The contents of the signal bin, denoted Cs, will increase until the

acquisition criterion is met, i.e., until

C + CO +1 4 (C5 - C0 ) > KbCoCs  0+1/(Cb0

where Kb - 2.2 for ordinary acquisition and Kb - 3 for homing. This reduces

to

Cs > 1.16 Co (ordinary)

Cs > 1.8 CO (homing)

So, unless there is significant overshoot on the scan on which acquisition

occurs, C. will never reach the value 2Co .

Therefore, the "interpolated" frequency is virtually always at the bin

edge midway between the centers of the preferred bin pair. The tracker posi-

tion determined by the homing search is thus either at an ordinary bin edge or

*1 homing bin width away from an ordinary bin edge. This means, for example,

that a direct signal placed at an ordinary bin center will (in the absence of

multipath) be tracked initially with an error of one homing bin width.
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c. Validation

Several features of the proposed DMLS validation process are a potential ,0

source of problems:

(a) Erroneous tracks are not quickly dropped due to the use of
slowly decaying averages as a test input. This problem is
accentuated by the initialization of the coarse bins to a noise .
only value and the use of coarse bin peak values to initialize

the long term-tracked averages.

(b) The comparison of a coarse bin pair peak value to a tracked
level without reference to peak location can occasion problems
in cases of near beam multipath. (Such problems were observed
repeatedly in attempting to replicate the UK static multipath
bench tests before it was learned that the UK disabled the

ACQ/VAL logic before running bench tests.)

(c) If outlier test failures occur, a failure in the test against
out of beam multipath will not cause reacquisition. This is LAW
undesirable because an erroneous track might be expected to be
quite "noisy" in terms of indicated angle.

On the other hand, the time smoothing of Doppler filter outputs

used in the IMLS validation algorithms gives a high level of protection

against loss of track due to short duration high level multipath. In

particular, when a sequence of "bursts" of high level multipath from

objects at azimuths in different coarse bin pairs are encountered in

succession, the DMLS receiver would only drop track only if one burst

were too long. By contrast, the TRSB receiver could lose track if the

duration of all bursts is too long since any out of beam signal greater •

than the tracked signal will cause the confidence counter to decrement.

Put differently, the DMLS validation logic requires that an out of

beam signal both be lege and be present at roughly a constant angle to

cause a loss of track whereas the proposed TRSB logic requires only that

some out of beam signal be large.
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D. TRSB/DMLS Comparative Simulation Results

During AWOP discussions of comparative acquisition/validation (ACQ/VAL)

performance, it was suggested that the operationally most significant charac-

teristic is the ability to reacquire correctly and promptly (I sec) if the

need should arise when in the final approach and landing phase. To yield some

quantitative comparison in this area, the TRSB and DMLS acquisition procedures

were tested in a scenario in which the flight profile commences at about 0.4

nautical miles from threshold on the aircraft's final approach. This emulates

a situation in which any of a variety of incidents may have caused the receiv-

er to break lock (e.g., momentary interruption of power or other transient

fault) and the receiver is forced to reacquire the correct signal.

The origin of the flight path was located within a multipath region in

order to challenge both systems' acquisition capabilities in a dynamic situa-

tion where the multipath rf phase is rapidly varying. Given the theoretical

prediction of potential DMLS acquisition problems in the presence of two

simultaneous multipath signals in adjacent ordinary bins, the two-building

airport layout shown in Fig. 7-7 was hypothesized.

The comparative simulation was repeated for three different approach

velocities so as to more fully probe the effects of the relative rf phase

angles sequence in overall ACQ/VAL performance. Detailed descriptions of the

simulation results for the three cases are given in Sections 1, 2, and 3

below. Table 7-8 summarizes the TRSB/DMLS behavior for the various approach

velocities.

1. Results Presented at AWOP 6 [79J

The assumed airport geometry is shown in Fig. 7-7 and the azimuth multi-

path diagnostics in Fig. 7-8. The flight profile/building assumptions were as

follows:
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TAiBE 7-8

COMPARISON OF ACQUISITION BEIAVIOR FOR
AWOP 6 WP/322 ACQ/VAL SCENARIO VARIANTS

Time Outputting Angle Net Elapsed Time Before
of Multipath Signal Raising Flag on Desired

* (secs) signal track (secs)

TRSB DMLS TRSB DKLS

WP/322 scenario (354 knot 0.0 1.8 1.0 4.2
effective ground speed)
(by accident)

Rerun #1 (118 knot ground 0.0 2.2 1.0 6.4
speed)

iterun #2 (80 knot ground 0.0 0.0+  1.0 7.8
speed)

N+
+track was started on multipath, but reference scalloping

angle noise generated by direct signal prevented flag from
being lifted.
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Fig. 7-9. DMLS and TRSB errors for original WP/322 ACQ/VAL scenario.

,st flight path point not plotted in WP/322 for DMLS, due to plotter
error.
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buildings: 100 feet high with locations shown in
Fig. 7-7. The assumed reflection coefficient
was -3 dB (- "standard" AWJOP assumption).
Building locations were such that the multipath
falls roughly in the middle of "ORD" bins 5 and
6, respectively.

transmitter: phase center height was 10 ft. The elevation
pattern of the DMLS antenna was identical to
that used for TKSB. The proposed reference
antenna with centerline emphasis was used for
DMLS.

airport terrain: assumed to be flat with a dielectric constant of
15.0

flight profile: a 2.75* glideslope from 0.30 nmi before thresh-
old (height - 144 feet) to 1000 feet past
threshold (height - 8 feet). Intended to be at
a ground speed of 200 ft/sec (- 118 knots);
unfortunately, an input data error was made such
that multipath and receiver errors were computed

every 120 feet along flight path (rather than
the 40 feet that was desired). Consequently,

the aircraft moved along the flight path as if
at 354 knots ground speed.

TKSB acquired the direct signal properly on the first scan and lifted the

flag at the end of 1 second. The small TRSB errors in Figs. 7-9 and 7-10

arose from sidelobe multipath effects. The DMLS receiver determined the 5/6

bin pair to be the largest pair on the third scan and made an initial estimate

of signal angle to be -20.3* (which does not correspond to either multipath

signal). After 23 scans (i.e., in the second frame) the homing bin search

yielded an angle estimate of -18.6% which is close to the multpath signal at-

-17. The tracker then proceeded to track that multipath signal for a number

of frames. The system flag was raised on the 7th frame and the receiver

reported out an indicated position of approximately -17%"

After the flag was raised, data for a number of the individual scans on

each frame were discarded (e.g., 6 to 11) as a consequence of test TI (block

15) in Fig. 7-4. However, this does not cause the confidence counter to

decrement. On frame 12, all 12 scans were rejected, thus causing a missed
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measurement. On the 14th and 15th frames, the "long term tracked value" was

sufficiently less than the pairwise search peak to cause the confidence coun-

ter to decrement (test T3 and T5 in Fig. 7-4). However, track was not dropped

until the short term/long term test (test T2 in Fig. 7-4) failed on frame 16

( 3.2 seconds). Figure 7-11 shows the time history of the long and short

term averages.

The DMLS receiver then acquired the direct signal on the next frame (2

scans for coarse search, 7 scans for homing) and maintained track for the

remainder of the run. The data were output some 4 frames later (- 4.2 seconds

total elapsed time) when sufficient validation had been established.

2. Results for WP/322 Scenario with Intended Flight Profile

After the error in flight path computations was identified, the scenario

was rerun changing only the spacing increment at which multipath and system

errors are computed. The azimuth multipath characteristics are shown in

Fig. 7-12 and the system results shown in Fig. 7-13. The TRSB system acquired

the direct signal correctly on the first scan and raised the system flag after

one second as in the earlier case.

Again, the DMLS system model obtained the 5/6 coarse bin pair as being

the largest pair on the third scan, with an initial angle estimate of

-20.3. And, as before, the DMLS "homing" process yielded an initial tracker

angle of -18.6 ° which is close to the multipath signal at -170. The tracker

then proceeded to track the multipath for 26 frames (= 5.2 seconds). L.

However, the behavior during the multipath tracking period was different

in some respects from the initial simulation. During the validation period

which follows a'-quisition the outlier test (test T4 in Fig. 7-2) failed for 5

consecutive frames, thus preventing the acquisition counter from increment-
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ing. This was due to the direct signal causing reference scalloping errors >

0.20 for a track on the multipath. After this 1 second period, the track

established and continued on the multipath without incident through frame 20

(= 4.0 seconds).

At this point, the "coarse" bins centered on the direct signal had in-

creased enough to cause the coarse bin peak/long term tracker amplitude test

(test T3 in Fig. 7-4) to fail. This resulted in the confidence counter decre-

menting so that the output was flagged by frame 26 and reacquisition initiated

on frame 28. The reacquisition was accomplished within this frame and the

flag lifted for a direct signal track on frame 32, some 6.4 seconds after the

start of the run.

Figure 7-14 shows the history of the long and short term tracker out-

puts. We see that the short term average did not decay fast enough to cause

reacquisition, because it had built up to a level considerably greater than

the long term average when in the multipath region.

A--

3. Results for WP/322 Scenario with 80 Knot Approach Speed

To further examine the role of aircraft ground speed in the ACQ/VAL

behavior, the scenario of WP/322 was rerun changing the aircraft velocity to

135 ft/sec and the multipath error spacing increment to 27 feet. The azimuth

multipath characteristics are shown in Fig. 7-15 and the system results shown

in Fig. 7-16. The TRSB system acquired the direct signal correctly on the

first scan and raised the system flag after one second as in the earlier

cases.

Again, the DMLS system model obtained the 5/6 coarse bin pair as being

the largest pair, this time on the second scan, with an initial angle estimate

of -20.3% And, as before, the DHLS "homing" process yielded on the 2nd frame .
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an initial tracker angle of -18.6. The tracker then proceeded to track the

multipath for 31 additional frames (= 6.4 seconds total).

The behavior during the multipath tracking period was different from that

for either of the two cases previously considered. During the validation

period following acquisition the outlier test (test 14 in Fig. 7-4) failed for

all 31 frames, thus preventing the acquisition counter from incrementing.

This was due to the direct signal causing reference scalloping errors > 0.20

for a track on the multipath.

o 25 onward, the coarse ntered on the direct signal had

increased enough to cause the coarse bin peak/long term tracker amplitude test

(test T3 in Fig. 7-4) to fail. This would have initiated reacquisition had

not the outlier test also been failed (so test T5 in Fig. 7-4 did not

occur). On frame 34, the outlier test was passed, allowing test T5 to occur,

which started reacquisition. Reacquisition was accomplished in the next frame

and the flag lifted for a direct signal track on frame 39, some 7.8 seconds

after the start of the run.

Figure 7-17 shows the history of the long and short term tracker

outputs. We see that the short term average did not decay fast enough to

cause reacquisition, because it had built up to a level considerably greater

than the long term average while in the multipath region.

E. Summary

Table 7-9 summarizes the conclusions of the acquisition/validation analy-

sis. It should be emphasized that the initial acquisition performance shown

is based on the proposed implementations as opposed to theoretically achiev-

able performance for the generic technique. If the DMLS and DLS techniques

were to use an FFT based initial acquisition procedure, their performance on
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TABLE 7-9

COMPARISON OF MLS ACQUISITION/VALIDATION PERFORMANCE

Minimum Relative Tolerable Relative
Direct Signal Level Multipath Levels
Required to Insure When Tracking

Proper Initial Acquisition Direct Signal a

Single Multipath Two Equal
Signal Multipath Signals

DLS +7 +10 -1

DHLS +3 +6 +10 b

TRSB +1 +1 +10 b

Note a: Multipath duration < smaller of time tracking direct signal and 20
seconds.

J..

Note b: Maximum level determined by sidelobe error effects.

-U.
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single measurements would be quite similar to that of TRSB. The DLS tech-

nique, however, has a slightly greater difficulty in time averaging during

initial acquisition since the ground system must make a "hard" decision on

each received interrogation as to the correct angle. The differences in

capability for maintaining track are, however, related to the overall system

concept as opposed to particular implementations.

- .
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VIII. SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE STUDIES
P

A. Summary of Results

In this volume, we have presented the results of a variety of comparative

scenarios as well as detailed analyses of certain specific system multipath

performance factors which emerged as being important in the scenarios. The

specific types of multipath investigated in the scenarios included:

(a) inbeam azimuth multipath:

aircraft reflections
shadowing

(b) out of beam azimuth multipath:

building and aircraft reflections L.

(c) inbeam elevation multivath

aircraft and building reflections
shadowing

(d) out of beam elevation multipath

reflections from flat terrain and buildings

where the term inbeam refers to scatterers which are angularly within 1.5

standard beamwidths* of the direct signal angle in the function (i.e., azimuth

or elevation) coordinate.

The principal conclusions reached from the scenarios and analyses were as

follows.
*1-"

1. The principal inbeam azimuth multipath threat for the various systems

was shadowing by intervening objects. Of particular concern was shadowing by

aircraft clearing at the runway after landing or taxiing across the runway

when shadowing aircraft passes close to the azimuth antenna. Blockage by

-1

a standard beamwidth is approximately X/L radians where L is the ground
aperture size in wavelengths.
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small fixed objects (e.g., light posts, monitors, etc.) also can cause dis-

cernible errors. These phenomena will have to be considered carefully in

siting the MLS at operational airports.

Reflections from aircraft on the taxiways near the runway threshold did

not yield discernible errors (e.g., > 0.02*) in any of the scenarios. Since

similar results were also obtained in (limited) field tests, it currently

appears that such aircraft reflections are not of significant concern.

There was not an appreciable difference in comparative performance for

the two C band systems. The analysis and field tests of DLS shadowing perfor-

mance were less detailed; however, the L band results for AWOP scenario 5

involving building shadowing were comparable to those of the C band system.

2. The principal out of beam azimuth multipath threat to proportional

angle guidance is specular reflections from buildings. For the TRSB system,

these reflections did not create significant problems as long as a ground

antenna with low sidelobes was utilized.

With the proposed DiILS implementation, building reflections with very low

scalloping frequencies (e.g., < 20 Hz) could in some circumstances crdate

acquisition problems, but did not yield significant angle errors. These

acquisition problems could be remedied by an FFT based narrow band filter

initial acquisition algorithm. However, multipath with high scalloping fre-

quencies yielded "reference scalloping" azimuthal er-ors > 0.050 in both on

and off centerline scenarios when significant multipath levels (e.g., > -3 dB)

were encountered. The error due to reference scalloping can be quite sensi-

tive on airport geometry, aircraft approach velocity and flight path as well

as scan format. Consequently, the DMLS system could be somewhat more diffi-
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cult to implement at airports with buildings that yield significant azimuth
S

multipath and, there would be greater sensitivity to multipath from new build-

ings than would be the case with a TRSB system.

The DLS technique had an intrinsic advantage over the other systems in

that the time delay discrimination implicit in the use of a pulse waveform.

results in lower effective multipath levels than would be the case with CW

waveforms. However, several features of the proposed implementation signifi-

cantly degraded the azimuth multipath performance.

The proposed acquisition algorithm utilizing multiple baseline interfer-

ometry could fail with out of beam multipath at lower levels than those re-

quired for failure with DMLS or TRSB. These problems were accelerated by the

lack of any track memory at the point of angle estimation. This lack of track

memory also results in DLS being susceptible to complete loss of valid angle

data whenever high level (e.g., > 0 dB M/D ratio) multipath is encountered.

The proposed DLS ground antenna element geometric configuration resulted

in a (comparatively) greater likelihood of multipath generated angle errors

due to I) the relatively high sidelobes and 2) errors in converting conical

angle estimates to planar estimates using the elevation angle estimate from a

horizontal circular array. The effects were most pronounced when the receiver

was off centerline.

3. The principal inbeam elevation multipath threats were specular re-

flections from vertical building walls and shadowing by intervening obsta-

cles. It is anticipated that elevation shadowing by parked or taxiing air-

craft will be easy to avoid by operational means than was the case with azi-

muth systems since aircraft which have landed turn off behind the elevation

8-3 p.
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antenna. Blockage by small fixed objects (e.g., ILS glideslope monitors) can

produce discernible errors on final approach, but there were no substantive

system differences in this respect.

Reflections from building walls generated discernible errors in both the

comparative scenarios and field tests. The various DMLS and TRSB multipath

rejection features (in particular motion averaging) yielded adequate perfor-

mance (i.e., errors with the AWOP accuracy limits) for the DMLS and TRSB

systems in all of the scenarios simulated. The proposed DLS implementation*

gave substantially larger errors in several cases, principally due to the

wider ground antenna effective beamwidth.

One avenue to reducing the elevation errors due to inbeam specular re-

flections from vertical surfaces consists of exploiting the differences in

azimuth angle between the direct and reflected signals. Both the DMLS and DLS

proposals included the notion of phase coherent processing between the signals

radiated from (or, received at) pairs of elements in which the two elements

lie on the same vertical axis. Normally, the elements all lie on the same

vertical axis; however, it is also possible to consider a "vertical diversity"

concept in which the element pairs are displayed sideways from one another so

that various forms of spatial averaging can be carried out. The simulated DLS

implementation included such averaging, while for DMLS lateral diversity was

suggested as a growth feature.

Analysis of the DMLS system showed that the performance improvement with

lateral diversity was considerably better than that offered by the centerline

emphasis of the simulated DMLS and TRSB implementations. However, the effects

• following the AWOP assessment, it was reported by the FKG [1391 that an
alternative DLS implementation could yield significantly improved performance
in these cases.
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of DMLS lateral diversity on motion averaging improvement and/or protection

against terrain reflections from irregular terrain were not fully explored

(e.g., by a full simulation). Consequently, it was not possible to fully
Ip

quantify the utility of lateral diversity for DMLS.

4. The principal out of beam elevation multipath threat considered was

specular reflections from flat terrain. Since this threat was carefully

considered by all proposers in their system design, it is not surprising that

the elevation errors from this source were small in all of the scenarios

considered. However, several situations in which terrain reflections could be

significant were not considered in the scenarios reported here:

a) Reflections from rough and/or upsloping Lerrain
yielding substantial reflected power near the

horizon. In such a case, the multipath separation
angle is reduced and, the efficacy of sharply
tapered element patterns (e.g. as proposed for DLS

and TRSB) is reduced.

b) Mobile small aperture systems (e.g., military
tactical) in which a larger elevation beamwidth is

used. This both increases the sensitivity to
sidelobe multipath and enlarges the inbeam region.and

c) Flare guidance when the terrain to the side of the
runway is not flat.

Our preliminary measurements of irregular terrain reflectivity at L band

(Volume I) indicates that the principal reflections can be explained by specu-

lar reflections from flat plates of appropriate geometric shape and orienta-

tion.

B. Recommendations for Future Studies

The various simulation results and analytical studies and analyses of

field data carried out during phase III suggested several areas which merit
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turther investigation in the context of implementing the TRSB MLS. These

include:
(1) Further validation of the near field shadowing model

discussed in Volume I with particular emphasis on
effects due to "small" objects such as monitor poles
and lighting bars since such objects are quite
common at MLS azimuth sites.

(2) Field measurements of irregular terrain reflectivity
at C band and validation of the propagation model so
as to address some of the terain reflection issues
discussed in the preceding section.

(3) Examine the multipath sensitivity of the clearance
and out of coverage indication (OCI) features for
the TRSB azimuth function since many scatterers will
be found fairly close to the azimuth array in the
angular.

(4) DME _ultipath effects in the approach and landing
region since this subsystem was not examined in
detail during the AWOP assessment.

(5) Improved receiver processing with particular empha-
sis on acquisition/validation algorithms, data
averaging/outlier rejection and low angle elevation
angle estimation. Several possible avenues of study
for the first two topics were discussed in Chapters
V and VII of this volume, while the low angle eleva-
tion (e.g. flare) processing was not examined in
detail as a part of the comparative scenarios.

(6) Detailed studies of the effects of shadowing by
taxiing and turning off aircraft on the azimuth
system to better quantify the operational con-
straints which may be required as a function of
shadowing aircraft size, distance to the azimuth
array, azimuth beamwidth and landing aircraft loca-
tion.

It should be emphasized that the above list of topics was developed from

phase III studies discussed in this report, and do not reflect work accom-

plished since that time. Several of these areas [in particular, (1), (2) and

(3)1 have been under active investigation in the time period between the end

of the phase III studies and the writing of this report. The results of these

investigations will be reported in subsequent reports.

8-6
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APPENDIX A

COMPARISON OF "STANDARD" AND "SPECIAL" DI4LS SIMULATION MODELS
FOR A SPATIALLY HOMOGENEOUS BUILDING

The DMLS simulation model described in Volume II of this report assumes

that the multipath parameters (amplitudes) from the various individual scat-

terers are unchanged over thp period of a single DMLS angle frame (30 msec for
.'-

azimuth, 50 msec for elevation) save for the rf phase which increases linearly

with time (proportional to the scalloping frequency). On each new frame, all

multipath parameters are recomputed for each scatterer.

The "special" DMLS model utilized in Chapter VI assumes that the multi-

path parameters are unchanged gave for rf phase over 1/2 of an angle frame.

The multipath paramaters are recomputed for each half of an angle frame as

well as for new angle frames.

The two models are expected to give essentially identical results when

the multipath characteristics do not vary over a single frame, but may give

different results for multipath which has a very rapid spatial variation.

As a check on the multipath computation algorithms and the DMLS programs,

simulation results were obtained for a scenario involving a single large flat

metallic building for which the multipath would be slowly varying along the

flight path.

Figures A-I and A-2 show the airport map and azimuth multipath using the

"special" DMLS model while figure A-3 shows the azimuth multipath diagnostics .'-

results using the "standard" DMLS model. Figure A-4 compares the error wave-

forms. We see that essentially identical results were obtained as expected.
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APPENDIX B

SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATIONS SIMULATED

In this section we give a brief description of the specific implementa-

tion used in system simulations. More complete descriptions of the simulated

systems and the corresponding mathematical models can be found in Volume II of

this report.

1. -LS

The DLS miltipath control features were summarized in Fig. 1-1. The

proposed DLS AZ implementation has a 7X diameter circular array (as opposed to

the I0X aperture utilized in field tests at Braunschweig) together with a

linear array (used as an interferometer) employed when the magnitude of the

estimate from the circular array is less than 400. The baseline for the final

estimate is 96.45A. The 6 elements (see Fig. B-I) at each end of the line

array are used as a 5.45X subarray whose virtual beam pattern is steered

toward the azimuth angle as estimated from the innermost elements of these

subarrays utilized as a 91 baseline interferometer.

The elevation antenna employs lateral diversity by dispersing the 30

elements into 5 columns of 6 elements in each column. Figure B-2 illustrates

the arrangement of the 30 elements. There are 5 additional elements at the

bottom to be used as reference elements in their respective columns. For the

final 15A baseline interferometer estimate, the top and bottom 15 elements are

each combined as subarrays whose beam is steered toward the elevation esti-

mate. For the sake of controlling ground reflections, the subarray is never

steered below 5.23* eleation.
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The final ground estimates are transmitted to the aircraft and used as

Input to a tracker whose output is the estimate utilized fer guidance.

2. DMLS

The DMLS multipath combatting features were shown in Fig. 1-2. The

specific implementation assumed for the simulation results reported here may

be summarized as follows:

a) Signal Format

As described in the U.K. proposal [7J, with the scan format Ns/2

scans in one direction followed by N /2 scans in the other direction,

where N- number of scans in a given data frame (e.g., a "6 x 6" format

for azimuth and 20" x 20" format for elevation). I
b) Ground Equipment

(1) Azimuth
The "most capable" implementation has a 54X filled

main (commutating) array whose array element patterns are
as in the UK proposal [7i. For this implementation, the
(fixed) reference array consists of seven main array
elements combined to yield a "centerline emphasis"
pattern.

The cost reduced 'basic' system implementation is a
5 4 X commutated reference array in which the main array
elements are 1.14X apart while the two (commutating)
reference elements are 0.57X apart. In this case, the
element patterns of the main and reference arrays are
identical to those of the 54X filled main array.

(2) Elevation
A 54X filled array with fixed reference is used.

The array element elevation pattern is as in the UK
proposal [7], while the azimuth pattern has a greater
gain in the forward direction. The (fixed) reference
array elevation pattern is as in [7], while the azimuth
pattern has the forward emphasis of the array elements.
Lateral diversity is not utilized.

B-4 _
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c) Airborne Receiver

The digital correlator processor tracker combines Taylor weighted

subinterval correlation results to form "sum" and "difference" patterns.

The local oscillator error, e, on a given scan is taken to be Imag (A/E)

beamwidths. * The local oscillator position on the next scan in the frame

is changed by E/2. A block average of the scan local oscillator frequency

plus E is used to give the local oscillator frequency at the beginning of

the next frame as well as the angle estimate for the given frame. The

tracker processing is identical for azimuth and elevation (except for the

differences in scan duration and number). The acquisition and validation

process as well as the AGC circuit described in Volume II is utilized for

both functions.

3. TRSB

The TRSB multipath features were summarized in Fig. 1-3. The specific

implementation assumed for the simulation results reported here is described

in Volume II, its salient features being as follows:

a. Signal Format

As described in US proposal [65J.

b. Ground Equipment

(1) Azimuth

The "most capable" implementation uses a 60X filled
phased array with the element patterns shown in the US
proposal. The "cost reduced basic" system is a 60X

density tapered phased array using the same elements as
in the filled array. Neither coverage control nor power
programming (i.e., MCT) is utilized.

The errors F are truncated to I beamwidth.

B-5 ""'



(2) Elevation
A 60X COMPACT array is used. The array elements

roll off rapidly for elevation angles near the horizon
and have "forward direction" emphasis in azimuth.
Neither coverage control nor power programming is
utilized.".'-

c. Airborne Receiver

The receiver is the "real time" thresholding phase III receiver

described in [651 and Volume II. The threshold used is -3 dB and the

single scan estimates are smoothed by a digital c-$ filter, subjected to

the scan outlier test and then output at the scan rate. The single edge

processor discussed in [92J is not utilized. The full acquisition/valida-

tion process described in volume II is incorporated in the computer

simulations.

B-6
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APPENDIX C

SIMULTANEOUS COMMUTATION IN DMLS ARRAYS

It was suggested by C. Earp [134, 1411 and in the DMLS proposal [7J that
So

by movement of both reference and sideband sources, it is possible for a

coinmutated Doppler system to achieve the same resolution with half the aper-

ture that would be required by a "normal" TRSB or Doppler array. If this were

the case, then Doppler would have had a significant advantage in MLS applica-

tions (e.g., flare and portable tactical systems) where physically large

apertures are particularly undesirable.

In this appendix, we analyze the capability of this two source movement

scheme to achieve this resolution insofar as in-beam multipath rejection

goes. It is concluded that

1) in those cases where the increased resolution is most
needed, this scheme will not give better resolution in the
sense of in-beam multipath rejection, and

2) with the most recently proposed scheme, there will be a
substantial decrease in out-of-beam multipath rejection as
well as poorer in-beam multipath performance at high M/D
levels.

The remainder of the appendix is organized as follows. In Section 1, we

describe the basic notion behind the proposed scheme and give some general S

theoretical arguments as to why it should not be successful in achieving

better resolution. There were no fully detailed descriptions of the commutA-

tion approach to be used; consequently we analyze several different possibili-

ties in Sections 2 to 4 under the assumption of no diversity in the orthogonal

plane (e.g., no "lateral diversity" for the elevation system). Section 5

C-l L



presents explicit formulas for the angular errors due to multipath. Section 6

summarizes the results and draws conclusions on the overall multipath perfor-

mance of the three principal array commutation methods.

1. Overview of Two Source Realization and Expected Performance

The basic train of thought underlying the initial commutated Doppler two

source mobility scheme was as follows:

-° -.

(i) The commutated Doppler technique requires only that a
constant relative motion in the scan plane be maintained
between the two sources [7j.

(ii) The effective resolution beamwidth, BW, of the array can
be related to the excess Doppler change

6W = [s(t) - kR(T) I -o[s(O) - k(0)I -w (C-1) -..

by BW * receiver angle change to yield 6w I/T
where

*s(t- sideband (commutated array) phase at the receiver

(t)= reference (commutated array) phase at the receiver

t = time since the start of a single scan
IN

T - scan duration

w 0 = offset frequency between sideband and reference

c r

(iii) With "normal" Doppler processing, only the sideband
element moves so that

(t) -%(0) - 2w 7 sin e + w T

- 2w sin e + wT
ci

R(t) - R(O) T

6w 2w -L sin e CT

C-2 " ..
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yielding*
BI'W [2r (L/X) cos el (C-2)

when 8 = receiver angle in the function coordinate

(iv) If the reference element also moves during the scan in
the opposite direction so the sideband and reference
elements interchange positions by the end of scan, then
as before

L
*(T) - * (0) - 2w - sin 0 + w T

but now

-R(T) -R(O) - 27r-T sin e + wrT

L
-27 - sin e + w T

6w- 2 (2L/ X) sin 9 * (I/T)

and we appear to have

BW = [2r (2L/X) cos OF (c-3)

Comparing (C-2) and (C-3), it appears that two source mobility has resulted in

halving the required aperture to achieve a given resolution. In Fig. C-1, we

provide a graphical illustration of the same arguments.

We shall see that the fallacy in the above arguments as far as multipath

performance goes is that the multiplicative nature of the Doppler receiver

which permits (i) to hold also generates cross products between the multipath

and direct signals. These cross products turn out to have frequencies which

overlap the desired signal exactly as would be the case with a normal array.

And, in both cases, these cross products are the principal error contribution.

More recently, it was suggested [7J that by pseudo randomly moving the

two sources around during the scan, the deleterious cross products can be

Equation (C-2) is essentially the resolution of a TRSB phased array.

*6 c-3
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"norlal"
comwntated array

reference sideband at Relative positions of sideband
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start start and end are same in both

cases .*. if this is all that
L matters, effective aperture has
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reference sideband at
at scan -4 .4 scan start
end

(c) two source movement
commutated array

Fig. C-1. One argument for increased Doppler resolution
via "two source mobility."
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decorrelated so that the resolution is doubled. We shall see that for in-beam

multipath, the amount of decorrelation is quite small; and that with such a

scheme, both in-beam and out-of-beam multipath performances will suffer in

certain cases.

Before making a detailed analysis of the performance for various two

source mobility mechanizations, it seems appropriate to outline some theoreti-

cal arguments as to why such a scheme would not be expected to achieve signif-

icantly improved resolution. The train of thought goes as follows:

(1) For a comimitated array, the received signal amplitude and
phase for each element position provide a complete de-
scription of the multipath environment (since given these
values, one could, in principle, recreate the entire
received waveform),

(2) The time sequence of values obtained at the receiver in
(C-i) is identical to the values that would be obtained
at the various antenna elements by a ground derived
system if the airplane transmitted a signal at the appro-
priate frequency, as illustrated in Fig. C-2.

(3) Therefore, we can use the well established theory for
ground based radar resolution [1421 to bound the perfortm-
ance of a Doppler airborne receiver.

(4) The two source mobility, at best, would amount to making
measurements at each element on two different frequen-
cies. This could provide improved resolution if the

multipath delays are a significant fraction of (1/f re-
* quency difference). However, for the UK Doppler format

Af -84 kllz

I/Af -11.9 lisec

whereas virtually all significant IlLS multipath studied
to date has delays < 3 psec. In those cases where in-
creased resolution would be of greatest practical aid
(ground reflections for elevation/flare and azimuth in-

s e nbeam maltipath), the multipath time delays would range
from 0.1 nsec to 0.3 wsec.

C-5
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Fig. C-2a. Commutated Doppler array.

e.e

received waveform at various elements

Fig. C-2b. Ground derived system which is dual to commutatedL
Doppler array.
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(5) Consequently, if practial Doppler receivers have a reso-
lution close to that of typical ground based radars, it
would seem unlikely that the two source scheme would
yield a factor of two improvement in resolution.

2. Linear Simultaneous Two Source Movement

In this scheme, at the beginning of the scan, the sideband and reference

signals are radiated from opposite ends of the array. During the scan, the

sources are uniformly moved toward the opposite ends of the aperture so that

by the end of the scan they have interchanged positions as illustrated in

Fig. C-3. For simplicity, we consider only a single scan, a motionless re-

ceiver, and we will ignore the discrete nature of the commutation process.

The ideas in the analysis are quite simple: we assume the Doppler detec-

tor is a squarer followed by a bandpass filter leaving only those components

which are near frequency w The multipath and direct components for the

os

sideband and reference signals are represented in complex form to minimize the

algebra. We then compare the differential frequency of the various output

terms with (I/scan duration) to see if increased resolution has been obtained.

The various received rf signals are as follows:

Sideband (commutated):

direct: CD = exp[j(w t + kvt sin *d + d) ]  (C-4)

"- .' multipath: CM = p exp(j(w t + kvt sin m + ,m) ] (C-5)

Reference:

direct RU exp[j(w t - kvt sin 0d + d (C-6)

multipath RM p p exp[j(w t - kvt sin m + (C-7)L r m '-'-

where wc - sideband frequency

:.: Wr - reference frequency

v = scan velocity

c-7.
4,.
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-, A sideband source

*reference source

lv

Both sources simultaneously move at velocity v towards
opposite end of the array.

Fig. C-3. Simultaneous linear two source movement.
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k - 2w/I

ed - direct signal angle (in scan coordinate)

em M multipath signal (in scan coordinate)

*d, m - direct and multipath connmutated phases at scan start

d direct and multipath reference phases at scan startd m.

P - M/D (amplitude) ratio

With the above notion, the operation of the detector and bandpass filter can

be represented as the product

(CO + C ) (RD + RM) (C-8)

where ( )* denotes conjugation. Carrying out (C-8), we find

desired direct: CDRD - exp[j(w t + 2Kt sine

"P2" multipath: C - P exp[j(w t + 2kT sin 0m+ _

cross product 1: CDRM p pexpj[w t + Kt(sin ed + sine3) + 1d '

cross product 2: C14RD  p expJ[ o t + Kt(sin6H + sin 0d) + -

where K - (2w v/)'-

The normalized* frequency separations are by inspection

M = DD = 2K(sin em  sin 6 )(I/T)

I bDm d
2L2w (-) (sin e - sin ) (C-9)

d m
- WOD =  'D - -D[-2K sin Od + K(sin ed sin em)I/(1/T)

L21 (r) (sin e - sin ed )  (C-10)

For normal commutated Doppler, v-O in Eqs. (C-6) and (C-7). This can be

shown to yield the normalized frequency separations:

The normalized frequency separation is defined as the difference in radian -
frequency + (l/T). This is equivalent to 2w x separation angle in beamwidths.

C-9



f f f f f -27r(L (sine -sine) (-l
14 DD MD DD x d m

f -f -0DM DD)

The term f014 - DD does not of itself cause any error in a static situation

since it has zero separation angle.

Comparing (C-9) and (C-10) to (C-li), we see that this particular two

source movement scheme has increased the separation between the CDRD* term and

eM terms such that if only the C4R14* term were of concern, we would have

achieved the same result as doubling the aperture of a "normal" commutated

Doppler array.

However, the most troublesome terms are the %DRM* and CMRD* since they

are larger by p than the C14R1  term. We see that the separation of these from

the direct signal has either not changed or has gotten worse. Consequently,

this particular scheme appears to offer little in the way of improved perf or-

mance.

In Section 5, we show that for small multipath levels, the error performr-

2.-"

ance is fairly similar to that of a "normal" commutated Doppler system.

However, for large (e.g., > -6 dB) multipath, large errors can arise with this

scheme due to capture by the multipath components.

Additionally, it should be noted that use of this scheme might necessi-

tate some modification of the Doppler channelization if it is necessary to

accommodate the first sidelobe of both the sideband and reference signal

C-10
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spectra, each of which are switched at the normal commutation frequency. (See

Section 2.2.2 of Ref. [7] for a discussion of the issues involved).

3. Linear Sequential Two Source Movement

As was the case in the preceding section, the sideband reference signals t

are radiated from opposite ends of the array. However, during the first part

of the scan, only the sideband source moves uniformly toward the opposite end

of the array. When it reaches the far end from which the reference source was

radiating, it stops. Tne reference source then moves uniformly to the other

end, reaching it at the end of the scan. Thus, as is ill ,strated in Fig. C-4,

the two sources have swapped locations by the end of the scan.

To maintain the same scan velocities and spectrum occupancy, the scan

duration must be increased by a factor of two. Although this scheme would

appear at first inspection to be essentially identical to that of the previous

section, it turns out that a rather different analysis must be used.

Using the complex signal and detector representation of the preceding

section, it is easy to obtain the following results:

1. First half of scan (0 C t < T source at w moves, source
at wr stationary): 

c

•Set v-0 in (C-6) and (C-7) for the first scan half. In the second scan half,

set v-0 in (C-4) and (C-5) and recognize that at the start of the second half
of the scan,

- *d + KT sin ed

- + KT sin Om

kvt must be replaced by kv(t-T)

C-11
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scan start scan midpoint near scan end
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Fig. C-4. Sequential linear two source movement.
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CD% - p exp J[(w - wr)t + Kt sin 6d + d (C-12)

CDRH  - p exp j(wc - wr)t + Kt sin ed d - (C-13)

CM% - p exp J[(w - wr)t + Kt sin em + -(C-14)

C * = P exp j[(wc - w r)t + Kt sin e + *m I(C-15)

2. Second half of scan (T < t < 2T, source at wr moves, source at wc
stationary):

CDR% = exp J[(w c - wr)t + Kt sin ed + d Td' (C-16)

CDR = pexp J[(w- wr)t + Kt sin 9 + *d - *m + KT(sin ed - sin 0)"

(C-17)

CM%* p exp h[(w - wr)t + Kt sin ed d - + KT(sin ed) .
- ep c r d in dKTdne -

(c-1 8)

* 2
SCHR p exp Jt(wc - Wr)t + Kt sin 0m + -m - (C-19)

* *
The terms C D% and CMRM represent sinusoids which are continuous at t-T

with a normalized frequency separation

' fDD fm K(sin 0 - sin 0 )/(I/2 T)
DD d in

= 2w(2L/X) (sin ed - sin 0 )
m (C-20)

which is identical to (C-Il) in the previous section. And, as before, if only

these terms were important, then there would be a two-fold increase in appar-

ent resolution.

But, as before, it is the cross terms (CR. and CMR, which are of
CD, a

greatest concern. Here the plot thickens since both terms have an abrupt

change in frequency at t-T. Thus, we cannot assign a frequency separation to

them as was possible in the earlier section.
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Rather, we must look at the spectra of the various terms as is done in

Fig. C-5a. In Fig. C-5b, we show the spectra for a "normal" commutated

Doppler system. We see that with the two source movement of Fig. C-4, the

cross terms have spectra locations and widths that are identical to those of a

"normal" commutated Doppler system.

Figure C-5 suggests a small improvement against in-beam multipath if a

filter of bandwidth (1/2 T) could be centered on the direct signal, but clear-

ly not a factor of two improvement. However, it is hard from spectral argu-

ments alone to assess the impact of the cross terms at the direct signal

Doppler on the overall receiver performance.

Thus, it is instructive to examine the signal waveforms at wd and w. .

These are given by:

0 t < T T < t 4 2T
at wd w + K sin 0 eq. C-12) + eq. (C-13) e.-q. (C-))+.q..(.C-18)

os d

at w w + K sin e eq. (C-14) + eq. (C-15) eq. (C-17) + eq. (C-19)
m os mi

and sketched in Fig. C-6. We see that both waveforms suffer a phase jump at

4 t-T. These waveform discontinuities are similar to those that would occur

with two single direction scans of a normal commutated Doppler array. Since

with a normal commutated Doppler array increased multipath resolution is

generally not obtained by processing sequential same direction scans as one,

it would seem unlikely that increased resolution could be obtained with this

particular two source movement scheme.
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4. Randomized Linear Two Source Movement

In the preceding sections, we observed that the multipath cross terms

(CDR M  and CMR ) prevented the two source movement schemes from achieving the

desired increase in resolution. Evidently, similar conclusions were reached

in the UK as well, since the final proposal [71 seemed specifically oriented

toward significantly reducing these terms by having the instantaneous center

of radiation move around pseudo randomly during the scan.

We have specifically considered the case shown in Fig. C-7 where the two

sources move simultaneously toward each other as in Section 3 with the effec- - -.

tive center of radiation being changed pseudorandomly on successive commuta-

tion steps. The objective of such jumping around is to spread the spectra of

the cross terms so that the "in-beam" power is sharply reduced, whereas the

direct term (CDaD*) and "classical" multipath term (CMRM*) are not spread.

A. Signal Model

Since the jumps occur at discrete points in time, we must use a slightly

different model for the rf signals. To keep the analysis as simple as pos-

sible, we consider the case of "hard" switching between the elements. Then,

for source separation 296 (Z an integer, 6 the element spacing with the effec-

1 tive center at md), we have

.4°

CD exp jLwt + k(+m) sin d + d)] (C-21)DC d d. .

.. 9

CM p exp jtw t + k(t + m) sin e + a ( /-22)C m m',.;

C-17
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step.

Fig. C-7. Reference/sideband source locations in randomized

two source movement.
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ft =exp J[Wrt + k(m-t) sin Gd + Bd] (C-23)

R p exp i~wt +k(m,-X) sin e + I(C-24)m r m -"

where:

a,$ various direct and multipath phases at array center

m - 0 at array center

and the other variables are as defined in Section 3.

We now want to see what happens to the various products when the sideband

to reference spacing goes from 216.with the effective center at m6 to

(21 + 2)6 with the effective center at M-6.

When the two sources are separated by 218, we have:

CDL% - exp J[wc - wdr)t + 2kX8 sin ed + (d -ad ) 1

CDK M exp J -wc r It + kS[ (sin 0d + sin 8 ) + a (sin ed - sin em)

• --81°+cd Ba

CMRD exp j ((w c - r )t + kW{l(sin 6d + sin m) + m(sin 8m - sin 0d

+n 8+ aa  d } :"

*To yield the scan pattern of Fig. 7, X-K/26 at the scan start and +L/26 at

the scan end. The separation changes by 26 on each commutation step since
both elements are assumed to move at an average velocity of L/T = f where f
= commutation frequency.

('. - .
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* 2 B,
CMRM  p exp Jiw ct + 2k6I sin e + am -

At a sideband to reference spacing of (M-2)6, the results are as above with m "-.

replaced by . '"--
S.

The change in phase of the various product terms between the two spacings

is then:

CL pas change: (w -w )AT + Wk sin (C25

C,& phase change: (wc - wr) AT + 2kl sin 8 (C-26)

c r d d

CMR phase change: (w - w) AT + k6(sin ed + sin em)

+ k6(in-) (sin B - sin d) (C-27) "

&Ra phase change: (w. - w ) AT + kB(sin 6d + sin 6m) ':"
nd c r

+ kU(m-m) (sin Om - sin ed )  (c-28)

where AT time spacing between commutation steps.

The term (w c - w r)AT arises because we evaluate the phase change between

the midpoint of the successive commutation steps. The first two phase se-

quences represent sinusoids at frequencies

oa = (w- o) + 2k(6/T) sin d  w + 2K sin d'D c r d os d

&mM w + 2K sin e -

C-20
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Just as in Section 3. The last two terms would be equivalent to the fre-

quencies wDM and t4D of Section 3 were it not for the phase perturbation terms

k6(-m) (sin em  sin ed )  (C-29)

These phase perturbation terms (C-29) represent the objective of the random-

ized source movement since they will spread the spectrum of the CDRM and

CKRD* terms analogous to that which occurs in lateral diversity.

B. General Nature of Cross Product Spectra and Improvement

Theoretical investigations into multilevel digital phase modulation of a

sinusoid have shown [135] that the modulated spectra consist of two terms:

(1) an impulse function representing a sinusoid which is of
the same frequency as the unmodulated signal

and
(2) a continuous spectrum which typically has a sin x/x shape

centered at the sinusoid frequency with first zeros at
the commutation frequency.

The key question as far as improvement goes is how much energy in CDRM and

CR D* remains at the frequency wo, + K(sin ed + sin em); since if there is

significant energy at that frequency, this scheme is essentially equivalent to

that of Section 2 as far as increased resolution goes.

C. Improvement with Random Choice of Instantaneous Phase Center

The crux of the problem is to determine an appropriate model for the

phase jumps as a function of X. If the phase center is moved around pseudo-

randomly, we can model m as a zero mean integer random variable with uniform

distribution* between *M(X) where

*The case of nonuniform choice of the m values will be discussed subsequently.
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MM) N/2 -Ii(C-30)

To see that this model makes sense, we consider the case of >0. As shown in

Fig. C-8a, the possible choices for m are the integers from m = N/2-1 to

-N/2+ t. .:.

In Fig. C-8b, we show the range of M(l) as a function of L, while

Fig. C-8c shows the range of phase perturbations as a function of R. We .

observe that for in-beam multipath with separation angles of a half beamwidth

(i.e., sin 0m - sin 0d X/12L), the median range is 7r/4.

Given the probability distribution of the phase perturbations, one can

substitute into the formulas of Glance 11351 to determine precisely the co-

herent and incoherent spectra in each case. However, a quite good estimate of

the coherent power can be obtained by the simple argument below:

1. We consider the average value of the Fourier coefficien-
at frequency w -w + K (sin 0d + sin O ). For the CDRM
term, this is given by

(C 1- N/2 -J w t + 2 Rk(sin ed + sin 0 M
<0 CDR. e (C-31)

tw-N12 D...

where the expectation is over the phase jumps

AO k6 m(t) (sin 6 - sin 6d ) (C-32)
m d

and CDR is evaluated at t - (N/ + A + 0.5) T/2

2. If the phase jumps are independent random variables (the
pseudorandom assumption), then by direct substitution it
can be shown that

N/2 I A,( ,) J a d- ain)<0 E le  e (C-33)

t--N/2

C-23
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The expectation in (C-33) can be evaluated f airly closely by assuming

that A+(I) is a continuous random variable with a symmetrical uniform proba- .0

bility density and peak excursion e. With this assumption, ye have

f~ ei8(dO/20t

-f (cos 0) dOeo (C-34)
0

sin

et

To average over the eV, we approximate the e as continuous random varia- 0

bles uniformly distributed from 0 to eax where

e 2w (L)(N/2) (sin e sin e (C-35)
max X~ N m d

sep

where e separation angle between the direct signal and multipath and
sep

beaimwidths. Thus, we have

0 -

(C>- x max
9max 0snd

-S(e )/e (C-36)
i max max

where S ()is the sine integral.

For e 0.7 beaimwidths (the worst case separation angle f or the UKsep

sine/cosine Doppler processor), emax 0 .7wf and we obtain

C-24
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<C> - 0.76 (--2.2 dB)

For small p, this is approximately the error improvement since now both cross

terms are offset Kese p from the direct component whereas with "normal" com-

mutated array operation, only one component is so offset while the other has

zero frequency offset. However, we show in Section 5 that for large multipath

levels, the performance using this scheme can, in some cases, be much worse

than with a normal array in that the receiver could lock onto the multipath.

By contrast, if one had instead increased the physical aperture twofold,

the multipath error for the current UK Doppler processors would be reduced

approximately 80% (corresponding to a multipath level reduction of 14 dB).

D. Improvement with "Maximal" Random Change of Instantaneous Phase
Center

Rather than shifting the phase center pseudorandomly, one could always

attempt to translate the phase center as much as possible between adjacent

commutations, e.g.,

a(l) - (N/2 -)

This "maximal shuffle" would (using again continuous approximations to the

various discrete phase distributions) yield:

Ele J At( ) ] - cos 0 (C-37)

and
sin 9

<C> e a(C-38)
maxI_
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Here, the improvement is quite sensitive to the choice of separation angle,

e.g.,

<C>- 0.37 at 8 0 .7 BW
Sep

0n.64 at e 0O.5 BW
sep

Although the "maximal shuffle" provides a greater reduction in the coher-

ent signal than was the case with random choice of phase center, these may be

a greater in-beam continuous spectrum component due to the use of only two

phase jump values at each commutation step. Quantifying this factor further

would require an extension of Glance's closed form results [1351 to the case

of independent nonidentically distributed phase jumps.

E. Generation of In-Beam Interference from Out-of-Beam Multipath

A significant problem with this last scheme is the generation of in-beam

multipath in cases where the multipath would otherwise be out-of-beam. This

arises because the CDRM and CMRo continuous spectra generated by the phase

center translations will have in-beam components even if the other multipath

components [at w + K(sin ed + sin ) and w + 2K sin 0] are "out-of-

beam." This problem becomes particularly acute in elevation because

1. there is fairly strong out-of-beam multipath (ground '

specular reflections) fairly close to the direct signal

2. the tracking filter bandwidth spans a significant frac-

tion of the continuous spectra bandwidth.

In Table C-I below, we estimate the in-beam power for several elevation

guidance applications using the UK proposed array spacings [7] for the case of

a two beamwidth wide tracking filter and -3 dB ground reflection multipath.

C-26
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TABLE C-I

"IN-BEAM" POWER FROM CONTINUOUS SPJCTRA OF

DOPPLER t fLTIPATH CROSS TERMS (CDRM , CMRD*)

"In-beam" Multipath

Array Length Element Spacing Power re Direct Power (dB)

60) 1.7A -12.5
30X 1.7X -9.5
15X 1.7 X -6.5
90X flare 3.4A -8.2

In generating Table C-I, it was assumed that the continuous spectra of the two I.-

terms would be the sum of the individual spectra.

In all cases, this level of in-beam multipath power would probably yield

unacceptable errors. The in-beam portion of the front end noise spectrum can

be reduced by averaging over successive scans; however, for a fixed two source

movement pattern, the continuous spectrum waveforms are unchanged so that no

improvement is obtained by multiscan averaging. Changing the movement pattern

on successive scans would permit some degree of averaging, but it is not at

all clear that the system has enough spatial degrees of freedom to yield the

multiple scans averaging improvement which is obtained against front end

noise.

5. Doppler Angular Error with "Normal" Scanning and Simultaneous Two Source
Scanning

The objective of this section is to obtain analytical expressions for

static Doppler errors with "normal" scanning and with the simultaneous two

source scanning of Sections 2 and 4. For simplicity, we have based our analy-

sis on a zero crossing counter receiver assuming rectangular filter shapes

with no ringing.

C-27
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By doing so, we can use the phasor diagram arguments used (implicitly or %

explicitly) by the UK [71, ITT/Gilfillan [131, Hazeltine [111, and in earlier

Lincoln studies [281. In view of the extensive previous use of such phase

analysis, it will be assumed here that the reader can fill in the missing

details/arguments (Reference [28] contains an exposition of the conceptual

arguments as well as references to the other work in this area). The notation

here will conform to that of Section 2 unless noted otherwise.

A. "Normal" Commutated Array In-Beam Performance

Here, we assume that

(1) All components (CDRD , C , CO , and CMR) lie in

the tracking filter passband.

(2) The multipath time delay is small enough that

aM- (C- 39)

(3) The multipath to direct signal rf phase difference at the
array center is

N - OD 'M 0 D(C-40)

The problem now is to determine how much the phase of the sinusoid at the

direct signal frequency is perturbed at the beginning and end of the scan. If

the phase perturbations are As and Ae, respectively, then the resulting -

angular error (in radians) is approximately

C S (C-41)
2%(L/X) (cos 8d ) -

* E.g., time delays «2r/wos = 11.2 Usec.
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To simplify the expressions and phasor diagrams, it is convenient to

represent all vectors relative to the desired signal component (CDRD*). This

yields:

sum signal at direct signal frequency A Z. (CDRD + C R.d)/(C B
- i (C-42)

.8..

sum signal at multipath frequency A M -(CA + CA )/(CD

= i+ p2 e j (C-43)

where 46 wLsn0 sn0 7 L7

w~(si.e -sin.ed)

M d ~ sep

The sign in (C-43) is positive at the end of the scan and negative at the scan

start. In Fig. C-9, we show the relation of Z. ,M A e and A for several

values of *when ese is 0.5 beamvidths. The peak angular error is seen to be

tan10/l(L/X)J occurring at 4"0 and wr with zero error occurring at 4 -*W/2.

By a similar analysis, it can be shown that the worst case peak error consid-

ered over all possible 0 is sin71P/[r(l/X)J. Since tan-1 x and sin'l x are

upper bounded by x, we obtain the veil known error bound

c <p e beamAdiths (C-44)
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8. Simultaneous Two Source Scanning

We make the same assumptions as in the previous section except that now ~

only the components CDR, % C~R % and CDRN4, lie within the tracking filter

passband. It is argued that this assumption makes sense for a situation in

which two source mobility is being used to convert in-beam multipath into an .

out-of-beam multipath.

Now, the normalized sum signal at the direct frequency is just

E C% /(C~., (C-45)

while the sum signal at the multipath frequency is

-4 (CMKD + CDKI4)(CDD

Pe (eJ + e_) (C-46)

-2p cos e

In Fig. C-10, we show the relation of AM, A' and Aos when e 0.5 beamr-

widths. The peak error is seen to occur at 4 .0 and w, and zero error at *w/2

as is the case with "normal" Doppler scanning.

If 12 pcos <~ 1, then the angular error is

C 2 tn12P cos 6 (C-471)
£- 2wr(2L)
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where the factor of 2L comes in because the change of received phase with

receiver location is twice that of a normal array. The peak error over all

choices of separation angle is

sm.In- Pcos ), (C-48)

Again upper bounding tan -I x and sin -I x by x, we obtain the bound

c ( c . Icos * beamwidths (C-49)

for 2P Icos I < I,

which is identical to that of (C-46). Thus, for small M/D levels or fortui-

tous rf phase difference, the two source movement scheme yields an error

essentially identical to that of a "normal" Doppler array.

However, if 2pjcos *j > 1, then the multipath signal will "take over" the

zero crossing counter and yield a frequency estimate corresponding to the

multipath frequency. This would yield an angular error of

uep

which, for se p = 0.5 - 1.0 beamwidths, would be considered extremely bad.

Since the values of # are hardly controllable in any practical situation at C

bandit would appear that the two source movement scheme is quite unacceptable

in any situations where effective M/D ratios above -6 dB might be encountered.
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6. Summary and Conclusions

An analytical investigation was conducted of the proposed methods for

commutation of both DMLS sideband and reference sources in the scan plane so

as to achieve increased resolution. To yield a manageable analysis we re-

stricted our attention to the static case with a single multipath signal.

Use of a complex signal representation and modeling the detector as a

squarer followed by a lowpass filter permitted a compact expression for the

input to the Doppler tracking/angle estimation circuits. The analysis then

focused on examining the amplitudes and frequencies of the various signals

constituting the DMLS angle estimation system input.

It was found that:

(1) The simultaneous two source movement scheme of Section 2
does not provide an increased resolution in that the
separation of the most significant multipath components
from the direct signal was unchanged from that with a
"normal" Doppler array. Additionally, two multipath
components have been created at a single frequency where
only one existed before, thus introducing a possiblit! of
the receiver being captured by the multipath.

(2) The sequential two source commitation scheme of Section 3
yields a desired signal spectrum which is narrower by a
factor of two than that which occurs with the normal DMLS
array. However, the multipath terms of greatest concern
have the same spectrum location and width as with a
"normal" commutated array. From both spectral overlap
arguments and time domain considerations, it appears that
no improvement is obtained in this case.

(3) The pseudorandom simultaneous two source movement scheme .
of Section 4 provides some reduction (e.g., 2-4 dB for a
separation angle of 0.5 beamwidths) in the "bad" multi-
path components that arose with the scheme of
Section 2. However, this is at the "price" of generating
a low level (but still potentially significant) in-beam
multipath component in situations where the multipath
would have been out-of-beam with a normal Doppler array.
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